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Abstract

Over the past two decades, evaporating droplets have received growing at-

tention owing to their ubiquity and hidden complexities. With inkjet printing

becoming a more prominent manufacturing technique, due to its scalability

and low cost, understanding and controlling droplet behaviour is becoming

increasingly valuable. Here, a novel technique is presented, where a local

vapour source is used to manipulate the local composition of an evaporating

droplet’s surface, either inducing surface tension driven flows, or influencing

flows already present.

In the former case, these flows can both guide material precisely within

a droplet and control larger scale droplet phenomena, such as depinning.

Ethanol vapours are shown to effectively combat the Coffee Ring Effect, a

common hindrance in processes where a solid is deposited from a droplet, as

well as provide additional control over deposition.

Evaporating droplets of binary liquid mixtures can move freely over

surfaces due to inherent surface tension gradients that form within them.

Vapour sources are shown to influence and direct their motion. This new

method of controlling motion is used to perform a variety of tasks, including

deposition of material, with control over its position and morphology, and

creating millimetre scale reactors with complex internal flows.

The vapour sources used rely on a small amount of solvent, so have

minimal impact on droplets beyond the induced flows. The technique is also

simple, meaning it easily accessible for further research, and for scaling to

manufacturing processes.



Impact Statement

The technique presented here, of using a vapour source to control the flows

within, and motion of, evaporating droplets is completely novel. This thesis

therefore only scratches the surface of what could be achieved with it. The

simplicity of the technique, as well as its passive nature, should make it

easily accessible to researchers and amenable for utilisation in manufacturing

processes.

In academia, the deposition of many different materials from evaporat-

ing droplets has attracted a lot of attention. The ability to control flows in

these droplets with minimal impact on the droplet itself should allow the

scope of this research to expand greatly. In particular, the ability of flows to

align and organise materials may allow additional properties to be extracted

from these materials, depending on their structure when deposited.

Droplets are also shown to behave as millimetre scale reactors with

novel complex flow patterns. This presents new opportunities to create and

study more flow regimes, and to apply these to reactions. In addition, com-

partmentalisation within droplets, as well as finding ways to control their

internal mass transfer, may allow interesting chemical products to be pro-

duced on small scales. The ability to make a large number of small reactors

may be invaluable to the pharmaceutical industry, where small amounts of a

large number of test compounds must be made.

Inkjet printing, a manufacturing technique that relies on the deposition

from evaporating droplets, is becoming increasingly prevalent due to its low

cost and the expanding research in organic, printable electronics. Therefore,
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solvent vapour sources may allow control over deposition and assembly of

printed electronic devices. The lack of non-volatile additives makes this tech-

nique particularly attractive as products can be made with minimal fouling.

Its passiveness and low material use also make it inherently well-suited to

manufacture.

The self-driving nature of evaporating droplets has led to interest in

them being utilised in point-of-care diagnostic devices, where the drying of

aqueous biological samples can be used to extract information from the sam-

ple. However, previously this has relied on the natural evaporation processes.

Using vapour sources to create flows will allow droplets to be “pumped”,

even in a completely passive device, allowing more information to be ex-

tracted.

In summary, this is a novel and simple technique that compliments the

already large standing and active research area of evaporating droplets. Re-

search into evaporating droplets is set to impact many real-world applica-

tions, and the additional control afforded by this technique could be ex-

tremely valuable.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Droplets are everywhere. From rain, spills and splashes, they are so com-

monplace in our environment that they are often ignored. But these small,

self-contained liquid bodies hide extremely complex physics and, because of

this, a wealth of potential applications. One of the main reasons they display

these complex behaviours, only a small amount of which will be discussed

in this thesis, is their size. Due to their small volumes, they are dominated

by their surfaces and usually, the surface tension of a liquid droplet is strong

enough to exert meaningful forces compared to its mass. This means the

entire system is essentially defined by the liquid interfaces, be it with the

air or a solid surface. Evaporation also normally has a large influence on

the droplet’s behaviour; a small volume loss through evaporation has a more

dramatic effect on a small object than on a larger liquid body.

Thus, evaporating droplets are capable of a wide range of complex, self-

driving and directed functions and their role in depositing material has par-

ticularly large implications in the manufacture of devices and diagnostics.

Accordingly, much work has gone into controlling their behaviour. However,

many techniques that do this come with several caveats, particularly with re-

spect to manufacturing where additives can foul the final product, and often

offer a limited degree of control. In this thesis, a novel technique is intro-

duced that allows manipulation of the flows in sessile and motile droplets by

using a localised vapour source. In single component droplets, a second com-
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ponent can be added at a precise position on the droplet’s surface, inducing

Marangoni flows that can be used to collect and guide material within the

droplet dynamically. There is presently much work into the flows in evapo-

rating droplets and so this technique could potentially be used to expand this

field due to its controllability and wide scope. Additionally, it is a technically

simple and passive process so can be easily incorporated into many current

applications.

In evaporating binary droplets, that is to say, droplets composed of two

liquids, Marangoni flows are already present. By using the vapour of one

of the two components, the evaporation rate can be locally modified, and

the forces that naturally occur within these droplets can be controlled. 2D

control of motion is achieved, and thanks to this control, novel functions

found. In particular, deposition from these droplets is studied, opening a

new type of controllable deposition from motile droplets via a contactless

method. As it is a continuous deposition process, some of the issues with

discrete droplet inkjet printing are avoided.1,2

Prior to this work, the use of vapour to control the behaviour of droplets

had received a small amount of study and generally this approach had not

achieved significant levels of control. Rather, natural process could be bi-

ased but not meaningfully directed. Using a localised vapour source greatly

increases the utility of this technique. Thus, the aims of this thesis are:

• Introduce the solvent vapour source as a means of controlling droplet

behaviour.

• Present devices that enable solvent vapour control.

• Demonstrate its use in controlling the deposition of material from ses-

sile and moving droplets.

• Showcase the enhanced control of moving droplets for the transport

and combination of materials.

• Propose mechanisms for these processes and provide models to support

them.
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Notably, in the case of mobile droplets, where typically a bespoke substrate

or auxiliary additive is required to attain motion, novel deposition methods

and phenomena are also shown.

The mechanisms behind, and the techniques for, deposition, as well as

the initially observed ubiquitous phenomena, should hopefully help quickly

expand this field. With increased interest in inkjet printing as a manufac-

turing technique, as well as using droplets for diagnostics and small volume

handling, a precise, gentle and additive-free method for droplet manipula-

tion is a valuable tool.



Chapter 2

Review of the Current Theory and

Literature

The work in this thesis concentrates on evaporating droplets on solid sur-

faces. This chapter will introduce the underlying theory of droplet interac-

tion with these surfaces, then how evaporation can lead to what is known as

the “Coffee Ring Effect” and, finally, how surface tension effects can be used

to suppress it. The next part of this chapter will introduce mobile droplets,

i.e. droplets that can move along horizontal solid surfaces, in some cases

without any external driving force. Current methods for controlling these

systems via the vapour phases are presented and, finally, the applications of

these systems will be discussed, focussing on the most recent literature.

2.1 Sessile Droplets
Sessile droplets are how we are used to seeing these small, liquid bodies:

stationary and on a surface. The interaction with this surface will be briefly

discussed, followed by a description of the Coffee Ring Effect, an extremely

prevalent and often detrimental evaporation-based phenomena. Surface

tension driven forces will then be discussed followed by how these can be

utilised to counter the Coffee Ring Effect and control deposition of material

from droplets in more advanced ways.
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2.1.1 Contact Angle and Wetting

When a free droplet comes into contact with a solid surface, it is said to wet

it. The degree of wetting will depend on the interaction between the liquid

and the solid, with favourable interactions (high energy) leading to more

wetting and unfavourable interactions (low energy) leading to less. Surface

roughness also has a marked effect on this interaction as it affects the surface

area of the solid in contact with the liquid.3,4 With no other factors involved,

the droplet will take on a spherical cap shape to minimise its surface area

and, traditionally, the Young’s equation is used to explain a droplet’s shape

(Fig. 2.1) with respect to surface tensions:5

γSG = γSL + γLG cosθc (2.1)

where the γSL, γLG and γSG are respectively the surface tension between the

solid and liquid, liquid and gas, and solid and gas phases. These act on

the droplet at its contact line creating a stable contact angle, θc, when these

tensions balance. In this interpretation, each surface tension pulls on the free

liquid surface in order to minimise its respective area as much as it can, and

the system resembles simple mechanical tension as if between three strings

at equilibrium.

While this approach can work in many situations, some are contesting

a

θc

γLG

γSL γSG

b

θc

γLG

γSL γSG

FIGURE 2.1: Droplet shapes on surfaces of different wettabilities. The shape
of a droplet is determined by the forces acting on its contact line, as
described by Young’s equation. A droplet on (a) a high energy surface
and (b) a low energy surface. Each surface tension, γ, is acting to
reduce the area of the associated surface and the balance of these
leads to a stable contact angle, θc.
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the absolute accuracy of this. First, because as a force argument, it says noth-

ing of the vertical components. Makkonen5 proposed that the liquid surface

induces an elastic tension in the solid and that γSG is actually the in-plane

component of this. Second, it does not describe the effect of the solid on the

liquid intuitively. Generally, a liquid will interact with a solid preferably to air.

This is because, even with the weakest molecular interactions between the

solid and the liquid, these will be greater than the interactions between liquid

and air, as air has a significantly lower density of molecules than any solid.

McHale6 even argues that all surfaces are hydrophilic and only display “hy-

drophobic tendencies” depending on their roughness. In particular, McHale

points to the experiments of Gao and McCarthy,7 in which they show that

a thin Teflon film, a material conventionally considered very hydrophobic,

wraps around a water droplet. Accordingly, most water repellent surfaces

generally rely on roughness to increase the amount of air trapped beneath

a water droplet, minimising solid-liquid contact.8 This does not, however,

invalidate the traditional definitions of hydrophilic and hydrophobic, which

are useful terms in of themselves, it is just important to remember that these

are relative terms and that the interaction between a liquid and solid are

always favourable compared to that of the liquid and air.

As the solid-liquid interaction is always more favourable than the liquid-

gas, the solid will always experience some degree of wetting. In Eq. 2.1, the

solid-liquid interaction is presented as a surface tension, γSL, that is acting

inwards, and instead implies the spreading of the droplet is generated by the

solid-gas surface tension, γSG (Fig. 2.2a). Instead, it may be more accurate

to describe the wetting process as a balance between surface energies, rather

than forces.5 In this thinking, the phenomenon becomes more intuitive: the

liquid tries to wet the surface but is held back by its surface tension, which

will be acting to keep the droplet’s liquid surface to a minimum. In other

words, the solid surface does work to increase the surface area of the liquid

surface.
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WA

a bγLG

γSLγSG

γLG

FIGURE 2.2: Young’s equation compared to the Young-Dupré. How the intepre-
tation of the droplet shape changes according to (a) Young’s equation
and (b) the Young-Dupré equation. In (a), surface tension acts as a
force, pulling the contact line. In (b), the terms WA and γLG behave
more like energies, with WA being the work of adhesion, a measure of
the strength of interaction between the solid and the liquid.

In line with this, Adam et al.9,10 started arguing in the 50’s for Young’s

equation to be replaced with

WA = γLG(1+ cosθc) (2.2)

where WA is the work of adhesion (Fig. 2.2b), given by WA = γSG +γLG−γSL.11

They further argued that this equation better represents Young’s vision in his

original paper.9 Still, Young’s equation as shown in Eq. 2.1 is prevalent in

current literature and can come to meaningful conclusions, showing that it

is still a useful way of understanding these systems.

2.1.2 Contact Angle Hysteresis

Every surface, due to distinct chemical and physical features, will interact dif-

ferently with a given liquid. According to the equations described in Section

2.1.1, one would expect a single, stable contact angle, θc, when a droplet

rests on this surface. However, this is typically not the case. Without any

external factors, a pure liquid droplet will exhibit contact angle hysteresis:

a range of metastable contact angles.12 Contact angle hysteresis is often at-

tributed to surface roughness and inhomogeneities, though it has also been

observed on atomically smooth surfaces.13–15 Starov16 showed that this can

be explained thermodynamically on a perfect contact line by considering a

tiny point of inflection as the liquid meets the solid surface. However, re-

cently Liu et al.17 have shown through extremely high-resolution helium ion
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microscopy that even atomically smooth surfaces are too rough to have an

undistorted contact line. Through modelling, they suggested that even the

small roughness associated with a layer of atoms i.e. a periodic lattice, is

enough to induce hysteresis.

The precise cause of hysteresis is beyond the scope of this thesis, but it

has a large impact on droplet behaviour, particularly droplet motion. The

most well-known case of droplet motion is a rain droplet rolling down a

window, with the effects of hysteresis clear on any rainy day. Smaller water

droplets tend to stick to glass and only roll down once they reach a certain

size. The reason for this is that the contact angle at the front of the droplet

must exceed its maximum stable, or “advancing” contact angle, θA, and the

contact angle at the rear of the droplet must fall below its minimum stable,

or “receding” contact angle, θR.12 Only larger droplets are distorted enough

by gravity to fulfil this requirement and so only they move. This is not only

true on windows and droplets can move due to gravity down any inclined

surface, as long as its hysteresis is overcome (Fig. 2.3).

The minimum tilt angle, α, at which a droplet of mass, m, will move can

θc < θR
θc > θA

c

θc

a

w

mg

θc > θR θc < θA

b

α

FIGURE 2.3: Contact angle hysteresis: movement down an inclined surface.
(a) A droplet on of mass m on a level surface. The left- and right-hand
contact angles are not necessarily the same. (b) A small tilt of angle
α induces a deformation in the droplet, though the rear of the droplet
(left) is larger than the receding contact angle, θR, and the front (right)
is smaller than the advancing contact angle, θA, so the droplet does not
move. (c) When α surpasses αmin (Eq. 2.3), the droplet is deformed
so that the rear of the droplet is smaller than θR and the front exceeds
θA. The droplet will now move down the incline.
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be estimated by18

mgsinαmin

w
= γLG(cosθR− cosθA) (2.3)

where g is the gravitational acceleration and w is the width of the droplet

in contact with the surface perpendicular to movement. This equation di-

rectly highlights how contact angle hysteresis can be interpreted as a barrier

to motion: If the contact angle hysteresis is too large, or the force applied to

the droplet due to gravity too small, αmin will take a value greater than 90°.

This means the droplet will not, and in fact cannot, move without any other

external influence. By increasing the force on the droplet through increas-

ing its mass, or by using a surface with a lower contact angle hysteresis, the

droplet will be able to move. While, of course, gravity can only cause motion

downwards, these principles apply in all cases of droplet motion. In Chap-

ter 5, droplets with naturally low hysteresis will be shown to move under

extremely small forces because of a low barrier to motion.

2.1.3 The Coffee Ring Effect

Except in the case of the surrounding environment being saturated with

vapour, volatile droplets will always experience evaporation. Due to the

small size of droplets, this evaporation has a marked effect on their physics.

One consequence of evaporation is the Coffee Ring Effect. The Coffee Ring

Effect (CRE) is the evaporation driven process whereby flows form from the

droplet’s centre to its periphery, causing any non-volatile components within

the droplet to be preferentially deposited at the its edge.19–21 It is ubiqui-

tous, attaining its name after the stain left after a spilled drop of coffee dries,

leaving a characteristic ring-shaped deposit. Accordingly, it is a pivotal fac-

tor in any process where material is deposited from a droplet and, as it is

often detrimental, a significant amount of work has gone into preventing it

(Section 2.1.5).

The mechanism of the CRE was first explained by Deegan et al.19 in
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1997, giving three requirements for it to occur. First, the droplet must be

evaporating. As previously stated, this process is induced by evaporation

and it is this that drives the change in the system that leads to the observed

flows. Second, the droplet must have a non-zero contact angle, meaning that

the droplet must have a spherical cap shape, as opposed to a flat thin film.

Lastly, the contact line of the droplet must be pinned.

Pinning is the process by which the droplet edge is held in place on the

solid surface and prevented from receding. It can be induced by either the

surface or the contents of the droplet. On the surface, defects or other inho-

mogeneities can latch onto the droplet, preventing it from receding despite

the contact angle being below θR. Within the droplet, some dissolved chem-

ical additives can decrease θR.22 Similarly, solid impurities can also act as

anchors and hold the contact line,23,24 though this is not always the case on

high contact angle surfaces.25 These observations are rarely clear cut, and

sometimes the build-up of solids can induce depinning,26 the process where

the contact line begins to move again after having been pinned. Because

of this, pinning and depinning cycles are commonly observed in evaporat-

ing droplets,21,27–34 and pinning in general is vital in understanding droplet

behaviour.

As stated, the first requirement for the CRE given by Deegan et al.19,20 is

that the droplet is evaporating; this means the droplet is losing mass across

its surface. Initially, they used the solution to the electric potential around

a lens shaped conductor to estimate the mass flux perpendicular from a

droplet’s surface. However, by building on their work, Hu and Larson35

showed, by using a finite element method to find the solution to the vapour

field around a droplet, that this could be given by

J(r) = J0(θc)
(

1−
( r

RD

)2) θc
π
− 1

2
(2.4)

where r is the radial coordinate, RD is the radius of the droplet and J0(θc)

is the flux at r = 0, which is a function of the contact angle. Eq. 2.4 de-
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scribes an evaporation profile where the mass loss at the edge of the droplet

is faster than that of the body, with this difference increasing with decreasing

θc (Fig. 2.4a, inset). This evaporation profile arises due to the faster vapour

flux along the substrate compared to the free space around the body of the

droplet.

Figure 2.4a shows how one may expect the shape of the droplet to

change, assuming an amount of water proportional to this flux is lost at each

point on the surface. However, Deegan et al. also stated that the contact line

of the droplet must be pinned. This means the geometrical change depicted

in Fig. 2.4a is not allowed, and instead the droplet changes as in 2.4b (light

blue to dark blue). Of particular note is the droplet’s edge, where the fastest

evaporation occurs, yet all volume must be maintained. To overcome this

discrepancy, a flow forms towards the droplet edge to replenish the loss due

to evaporation.

These flows have a dramatic impact on how any non-volatile compo-

nents within a droplet are deposited after the volatile components have evap-

a c
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FIGURE 2.4: The Coffee Ring Effect. (a) A diagram showing the rate of evapora-
tion across a droplet’s surface, as well as the expected volume change
due to this flux. The inset shows the results of Eq. 2.4 for θc = 5° and
θc = 30°. Evaporation is faster at the edge and the difference in rate
between the body and the edge increases with decreasing θc. If the
volume could change freely, there would be little flow. (b) The vol-
ume change in (a) (dashed line) is not permitted due to pinning of the
contact line. A flow (white arrows) form to overcome this discrepancy.
(c) If there is material suspending in the droplet, it will be carried to-
wards the edge and deposited there preferentially. The image shows
the deposit from a 1 µL water droplet containing 2 µm diameter sil-
ica particles (1 w/v%). Scale bar 1 mm. Image used under a CC-BY
licence.36
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orated. Figure 2.4c shows how 2 µm diameter silica particles are deposited

from a water droplet, with a clear ring appearing where the droplet’s edge

was. It is worth noting that the CRE is not exclusive to droplets resting on a

surface and can happen in other configurations, such as liquids confined be-

tween two objects,30–33 using masks over liquid films,37 and dip coating,38

showing how universal this phenomenon is. Additionally, they can happen

over a range of scales, and coffee rings as small as 8 µm as have been ob-

served.39 As such, these flows have a large impact on many deposition pro-

cesses, from manufacturing techniques where a solid must be deposited on

a substrate, such as in inkjet printing,40 to natural phenomena, such as the

spreading of bacteria throughout the environment.41

2.1.4 Marangoni Flows in Droplets

As seen in the section pertaining to droplet wetting, surface tension is a

dictating factor in their shape. By definition it is the total force acting on a

surface working to minimise its area as any surface has an inherent energy

cost. In the case of a uniform surface, these forces balance and the system

is stationary (Fig. 2.5a), but if a surface tension gradient is present, there is

an imbalance of forces and a net force is generated (Fig. 2.5b). Any force

applied to a liquid will generate a flow, and usually this flow acts to lower

the energy of the system and make its surface tension uniform. However, if

a droplet is evaporating, it is able to maintain surface tension gradients and,

hence, maintain flows.

Hu and Larson42,43 showed that, in organic solvents, the uneven evap-

oration across the surface of a droplet leads to sustained temperature gradi-

ents, driven by evaporative cooling. As a decrease in temperature leads to

an increase in surface tension, temperature gradients are expected to create

surface tension gradients and, therefore, flows. In some cases, these flows

act against the CRE, but the nature of these flows is far from trivial. These

flows are inherently cyclic in nature and their direction is dictated by sev-

eral factors. First, if the thermal conductivity of the substrate is low relative
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FIGURE 2.5: Marangoni flows. (a) Every element of a liquid surface (blue square)
is acting to reduce its area as an interface always has an associated
energy cost: its surface tension. If two elements have the same surface
tension, γ1 = γ2, there is no net force between each element. (b) If
the two elements have an unmatched surface tension, that of higher
surface tension, γ1, will pull on that of the lower, γ2, giving rise to a
flow towards higher surface tension.

to the liquid, the evaporation at the droplet’s edge cools the edge relative

to the body. The flow forms from the top of the droplet to the cooler edge

(Fig. 2.6a). In the case of the substrate having a high thermal conductivity,

the heat loss at the edge can be rapidly replenished by the substrate and so

the top of the droplet becomes cooler. The flows then travel in the opposite

direction (Fig. 2.6b). In intermediate cases, the direction of the flow then

depends on the contact angle due to the faster evaporation of droplets with

lower contact angles.42,44 To further complicate the matter, the ability of a

substrate to supply thermal energy to a droplet will depend on its thickness,

so this also has an impact on the Marangoni flows.45

Hu and Larson also noted that these thermal Marangoni flows do not

occur in water, despite their prediction.42 They introduced contaminants

into their model and showed that a surface concentration as little as 300

molecules per µm2 would be enough to reduce their predicted velocity of

the Marangoni flows by a factor of 100. The sensitivity of water to small

amounts of impurities is nothing new, and other properties of water can be

drastically changed by the presence of small amounts of material.48 How-

ever there is a growing amount of evidence that these flows do occur in
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FIGURE 2.6: Natural thermal Marangoni flows in droplets. Thermal Marangoni
flows depend on the θc of the droplet,42 the thermal conductivities44,45

of the solid, κS, and the liquid,κL, and the thickness of the substrate.45

(a) A droplet of a high κL liquid with a low θc on a substrate of low
κS. The low contact angle means the rate of evaporation (blue arrows)
is significantly faster at the edge than the rest of the droplet. Due to
evaporative cooling there is a thermal flux (q, red arrows) away from
the droplet and the edge is cooled appreciably more than the bulk.
The low κS means the substrate can supply only minimal thermal flux
to the edge, and it cannot thermally equilibrate. Thus, a flow forms
from the apex to the cooler edge of the droplet. (b) A droplet of a low
κL liquid with a higher θc than in (a) on a substrate of high κS. The
edge still undergoes faster evaporation than the top of the droplet, but
the thermal difference is less steep. The substrate can readily supply a
thermal flux to equilibrate the edge, but the droplet insulates its apex
due its own high κL. Thus, a flow forms from the edge to the cooler
apex. The thickness of the substrate determines how much thermal
energy it has, and so a thin substrate may not be able to supply enough
q despite sufficient κS.45 (c) In the intermediate case, such as water on
glass, complex thermal gradients form. These can lead to flows with
stagnation points46,47 (red dot) which may explain why they are not
always noticeable.

water.45,47,49–54 Xu et al.47 first proposed, based on experimental observa-

tions, that the Marangoni flows do in fact occur, but with a stagnation point

(Fig. 2.6c). This stagnation point is a point of no flow that occurs at some

height away from the substrate. They claim that as this stagnation point

occurs above the substrate, the CRE can still transport material towards the

edge below it, so its presence may not be noticed. Based on all the factors

that affect these thermal Marangoni flows, it is perhaps not surprising that

different laboratories are finding different results.55

Chemical gradients can also give rise to Marangoni flows and, in the

same way droplets can maintain temperature gradients, they can also main-

tain concentration gradients. However, compositional surface tension gradi-
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ents are often stronger than thermal ones (excluding external heating). In

fact, Marangoni effects can also give rise to complex and surprising phenom-

ena, including motion,56,57 oscillations,58,59 growth,60,61 and other intricate

time-dependent behaviours.62 Thus, external heating, additives and multi-

ple solvent mixtures have been used to generate strong flows in droplets that

can be used to manipulate their behaviour, and therefore they have been

particularly useful in combating the CRE. The following sections will discuss

these methods, with a focus on the deposition of materials from evaporat-

ing droplets. While many use Marangoni flows, other processes that impact

deposition will also be discussed.

2.1.5 Preventing the Coffee Ring Effect

Much work is going into how to suppress and utilise the Coffee Ring Ef-

fect.40,63,64 While it does have its uses, which will be discussed in Section

2.4, the CRE is usually detrimental40,65 and so this section will focus on tech-

niques that can be used to counter it. As described in the previous section,

organic solvents often show inherent thermal Marangoni flows that natu-

rally suppress the CRE.43 The effect of thermal Marangoni flows in water

however are either non-existent, too weak, or if they do exist, do not act in a

way that counters the CRE. As water is an extremely attractive solvent, being

cheap and safe, finding ways to prevent the CRE in water droplets is particu-

larly desirable. Marangoni flows induced by imposed thermal gradients and

chemical additives will therefore be discussed (Sections 2.1.5.1 and 2.1.5.2,

respectively), as well as the effect of other additives with other modes of

action and environmental controls (Section 2.1.5.3).

2.1.5.1 Thermal Marangoni Flows

Applying a thermal gradient to a droplet can induce strong Marangoni flows

within it.66–69 When heating its underlying substrate, the temperature of a

droplet’s base increases, lowering the surface tension of its edges and cre-

ating a cyclic flow. However, the effect of these flows on deposition is not
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straightforward. An increase in substrate temperature has been shown to

both increase2,67,70–72 or act against69,73,74 the CRE. As a general observa-

tion, it seems that fully dissolved solutions and small (∼nm) particle suspen-

sions experience an increasing CRE, while suspensions of larger materials

exhibit a countering effect. Furthermore, other factors have been shown

to influence the result of heating on deposition, such as droplet size71 and

heating rate.75

Heating the substrate non-uniformly also offers some control over de-

position; heating one side of a droplet of a colloidal suspension will lead

to preferential deposition of colloids on the cooler side due to asymmetric

Marangoni flows.73 It is also possible to induce a temperature change, and

hence control deposition through laser heating.76,77 Due to responsiveness

of a laser compared to heating a substrate directly, flows can be manipulated

dynamically and depositions influenced in real-time.76

It has also been shown that cooling the substrate can have a similar ef-

fect; Kim et al.72 showed that heating a droplet of a polymer solution resulted

in an increased CRE, but on cooling, the deposit became more centralised.

However, as cooling is usually practically more difficult than heating, it is

not as commonly investigated. While temperature control is attractive for

controlling deposition as no additives are required leaving the deposited ma-

terial unaltered, they are generally fairly chaotic, particularly at high tem-

peratures. Additionally, if a higher degree of control is needed, lasers must

be used, leading to complicated experimental set-ups and again, a high tem-

perature is required.

2.1.5.2 Chemical Marangoni Flows

The surface tension of a liquid can be subject to large variations in response

to small changes in chemical composition. For example, sodium dodecyl

sulphate, a common surfactant, can reduce the surface tension of water by

half at less than 10 mM.78 In a binary mixture of liquids, the range of surface

tension usually varies between that of the two pure liquids. The surface
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tension of water for example is more than 3 times that of ethanol,79 so a

binary mixture of these can experience dramatic surface tension gradients.

As such, chemically induced Marangoni flows are particularly influential in

droplet systems.

While liquids can indeed exhibit a large range of surface tensions, it is an

evaporating droplet’s dynamic nature that allows concentration gradients to

be induced and maintained. If a surfactant is dissolved in a droplet, it will in

the first instance, have a uniform concentration across its surface. The CRE

moves surfactant from the bulk of the droplet towards its edges, increasing

the surfactant concentration and therefore decreasing the surface tension

there.80 The resulting Marangoni flow disrupts the CRE and results in a more

uniform deposition of material. This process has even been demonstrated

in bacterial droplets,41 indicating that this may help bacteria control their

deposition from droplets in nature.

Direct control can be exerted on these systems by using light sensitive

surfactants.81,82 These can switch isomers depending on the incident light

and each isomer has a different effect on the surface tension of water, thus

allowing the surface tension of local regions of the droplet to be accurately

manipulated.82 This allows dynamic patterning, much like the case of laser

heating in the previous section, though at light intensities approximately

three orders of magnitude lower.

The major disadvantage of using surfactants is that they remain in the

deposit after evaporation. Using solvent mixtures can solve this. By using

solvents with different boiling points and surface tensions, it is possible to

use their differing evaporation rates across the surface of the droplet to gen-

erate Marangoni stresses much like those generated by surfactants. It can

however be difficult to optimise the process. If volatile solvents are used,

they can generate chaotic flows,83–85 so a mixing ratio has to be carefully

selected to generate homogeneous deposits.86 Non-volatile solvents can also

give good results.67,87–89 While these again can be difficult to remove, small
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(picolitre) droplets of high boiling-point solvents can evaporate on reason-

able timescales.87

While typically solvents in these systems are premixed before being

deposited, volatile solvents can also be introduced through the gas phase

after the droplet has been placed. Water droplets near ethanol reser-

voirs have been shown to absorb ethanol vapours from the air, inducing

Marangoni flows.36,90,91 A homogeneously saturated ethanol atmosphere

caused droplets to give uniform deposits,90 much like an ethanol/water pre-

mixed inks,86 and asymmetric vapour fields were found to induce directed

asymmetric flows of variable strengths91 that could result in asymmetric de-

posits.92 Notably, this process allows constant addition of a second liquid

into the droplet and its effect to be maintained. This is in contrast to pre-

mixed droplets, where the volatile component may deplete before evapora-

tion is complete and its effect can be lost.50,84,85 The Marangoni flows in

these premixed droplets have even been found to disappear despite some

of the volatile component remaining.93,94 Current literature on controlling

droplets through the vapour phase is discussed further in Section 2.3.

2.1.5.3 Alternative Methods

The previous sections discussed methods that induce flows within droplets

that can be used to counter the CRE. However, there are many other meth-

ods of controlling deposition, mainly by preventing pinning or by promoting

strong interactions between the material and the air-liquid interface. Some

of these will be highlighted here.

One of Deegan’s requirements for the CRE is pinning. A simple way

to reduce pinning is to use surfaces of low surface energy (i.e. those on

which droplets have a high contact angle). Not only are they less prone to

pinning,24 but they also do not experience the CRE for some or all of their

lifetime due to the different droplet geometry (θc > 90°).95–97 Alternatively,

some additives suppress pinning even on high energy surfaces.98–100 In these

cases, the deposited material acts as a new surface on which pinning is dis-
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favoured.

Another way to combat the CRE is to force the solid being deposited to

the air-liquid interface. If the particles are attached to the interface, they are

not subject to the CRE, as they are held on the surface and prevented from

entering the body of the droplet. There are several ways to force a strong

particle-interface interaction: Some additives can coat solid particles and

promote this interaction.81,101–103 As before, some of these additives can be

light controlled, meaning this behaviour can be made switchable.81 Yunker

et al.104 found that ellipsoidal particles also have a strong propensity to stick

to the surface, meaning they are usually deposited more uniformly than their

spherical counterparts.

It is also possible to affect local evaporation from a droplet’s surface,

and hence deposition, through confinement105 or via a mask just above the

droplet’s surface.37,106,107 More exposed regions, for example, under holes

in a mask, undergo faster evaporation with two potential consequences: cap-

illary flows form to replenish these regions, taking material with them,37,107

or thermal Marangoni flows form that can have more complex effects.106

There is increasing work utilising multiple methods simultane-

ously108,109 and other unique methods have been found, including using

soundwaves,110 and electrostatics,111,112 to control droplet deposition. The

Coffee Ring Effect is ubiquitous and usually a problem in such deposition

processes. As shown, many methods to curtail it have been found. However,

as this effect is particularly relevant to manufacturing, methods that min-

imise additives that may tarnish the final product and add cost, as well as

those that are practically simple are extremely desirable.

2.2 Mobile Droplets
As alluded to, droplets are not always sessile and stationary, but can be capa-

ble of motion. The most familiar case is a droplet rolling down an incline or

a vertical surface, though motion is also possible through many other mech-
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anisms. As droplets are self-contained systems, being able to control their

motion, and perform more complex tasks in parallel, such as mixing, divid-

ing and stirring, is especially desirable. Some techniques that accomplish

this will be briefly discussed in the following section, and then binary liquid

droplets, the system utilised in this thesis, will be further considered (Section

2.2.2).

2.2.1 Methods of Motion

As stated in Section 2.1.2, the main barrier to droplet motion is contact angle

hysteresis, i.e. the range of stable contact angles available to a droplet on a

given surface. The hysteresis means a droplet will deform rather than move

when a force is applied to it. Thus, there are two main methods of driving

droplet motion: overcoming or decreasing contact angle hysteresis. The case

described in Section 2.1.2 of a droplet rolling down an increasing incline is

a case of the former.

The next subsections will focus first on thermal effects to drive droplet

motion, then on methods that rely on surface wettability gradients. Lastly,

direct manipulation of droplets through magnetic effects will be described,

as this is another notably popular method. Motion on solid surfaces driven

by chemical surface tension gradients generally rely on solvent mixtures, so

these are reserved for Section 2.2.2.

2.2.1.1 Thermally Driven Motion

Perhaps one of the most well-known examples of droplet motion on a flat

surface is the Leidenfrost effect,113 where a droplet is placed on a hot surface

significantly above its constituent liquid’s boiling point, and so sits on a layer

of its own vapour and can freely move. This works by completely removing

contact angle hysteresis by preventing contact with the solid surface entirely

and directed motion of these droplets has been demonstrated on patterned

substrates.114,115

At significantly lower temperatures, it is possible to generate motion on
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surfaces with a low contact angle hysteresis using thermal gradients.116 As

a droplet is heated, its edges experience a drop in surface tension, inducing

Marangoni flows. If the heating is asymmetric, the droplet experiences un-

even flows that, if strong enough to overcome the contact angle hysteresis,

drive the droplet from the hotter side to the cooler due to the viscous drag

of these flows against the substrate.

Recently, unique lubricated surfaces with low contact angle hysteresis

have been fabricated that can react to external heat sources, such as hot

objects117 or lasers118 to induce local controllable Marangoni flows. These

have resulted in highly controllable 2D motion. While good for small volume

materials handling, the requirement for specialized surfaces limits their ap-

plicability for deposition as generally one would want to be able to deposit

on any surface.

2.2.1.2 Surface Wettability

On a homogeneous surface, droplets act according to the Young’s equation

(Fig. 2.2), and experience the same wetting in every direction. However,

if its work of adhesion (Eq. 2.2) is inhomogeneous, there will be an ener-

getic drive for the droplet to move towards the side of higher wettability.

So, if a water droplet is placed on a surface with a gradient in hydrophobic-

ity119 or roughness120 it will move toward the side of higher surface energy.

On surfaces with permanent surface energy gradients, this process does not

allow direct, dynamic control over droplets as they can only follow the pre-

determined surface energy gradient. However, these surfaces do have uses

in water harvesting, as water condensing from the air will be directed to one

point.121 Coalescing events can help maintain motion down these gradients:

when two droplets combine, the excess energy released by reducing the sur-

face area of the system can propel the new droplet and, on cleverly designed

periodic surfaces, this can be utilised to drive motion over large distances.122

To achieve controllable motion on a surface via this method, the sur-

face must have tunable wettability. In the simplest case, this is possible by
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using substrates functionalised with a chemical species that can be control-

lably switched between two states. Ichimura et al.123 used photoisomeriz-

able compounds that could be rendered more hydrophillic when irradiated

with UV light, and returned to a more hydrophobic state when illuminated

with blue light, giving an extremely controllable surface. Droplets could be

moved by irradiating one side of the droplet with UV light, making the sub-

strate beneath it hydrophobic and generating a tunable, but also reversible,

wettability gradient that can induce motion. Notably, they found these sur-

faces only gave relatively small contact angle changes on the order of 10°,

and so only liquids that had naturally small contact angle hysteresis on these

surfaces (<6°) could be used. Berna et al.124 used molecular motors to hide

or show a hydrophobic chemical group on their functionalised surface, yield-

ing the same effect. Finally, Yamada et al.125 achieved something similar

through an electrochemical method, where the surface’s wettability profile

depended on an applied voltage across it. However as this approach relied

on an electrochemical reaction, the entire system including the droplet had

to be submerged in electrolyte.

Surface wettability can also be changed by the droplet itself by deposit-

ing material onto the substrate,126,127 by dissolving material already present

on the substrate,128,129 or by inducing a phase change in it.130 As the change

in wettabilty is driven by the droplets themselves, they display spontaneous,

self-driven motion. When these systems are in open air, the surfaces are ir-

reversibly changed, so often the droplet cannot pass over its own trail. How-

ever, if the substrate and droplet are submerged in another liquid, the sub-

strate can equilibrate via the surrounding liquid phase and the movement

rendered fully reversible.128,129 It is worth noting that, as some of these sys-

tems involve a dissolved, surface active component, Marangoni flows can

also contribute to their motion.

The examples above all rely on a chemical change on the solid surface to

induce a wettability gradient: the work of adhesion depends on the chemical
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interactions between the atoms and molecules in the liquid and on the sub-

strate. As the structure of the solid changes, so does its interactions with the

liquid and, aside from non-covalent bonds between the liquid and the solid,

all molecules in the liquid are arranged randomly (Fig. 2.7a). An alternative

and highly controllable process of controlling surface wettability is through

electrowetting. Electrowetting is the process whereby the contact angle of a

droplet can be changed by applying a potential difference between the liq-

uid and the solid on which it rests and importantly, this can be controlled

dynamically through control of the applied voltage.131 Any liquid molecules

with a strong dipole, such as water, will align with the electric field created

by the potential difference, introducing an additional attraction and decreas-

ing the contact angle of a droplet131 (Fig. 2.7b). The potential difference

can be applied solely to the solid132 (Fig. 2.7b), but more reliable motion is

achieved with a top plate counter-electrode (Fig. 2.7c).131,133,134

Introducing asymmetric wetting with an electric field can induce motion

in the same way as chemical wettability gradients. Again, contact angle

hysteresis must be either reduced, through smooth hydrophobic surfaces132

or by adding a additional fluid layer between the electrodes,131,134 or it must

be overcome with higher voltages.133 These devices are complex, as they

a b c

FIGURE 2.7: Electrowetting. (a) Without an electric field, the molecules of the
liquid, water in this case, are randomly aligned, barring chemical in-
teractions with the surface. (b) When an electric field is applied, some
polar molecules will align with the field, leading to an increased at-
traction. (c) Typical devices for droplet transport relies on two plate
electrodes separated into individually controlled elements that can be
turned on or off, meaning the wettability of each element can be mod-
ulated. This allows a droplet to be guided by constantly increasing the
wettability of the electrodes at its leading edge relative to its trailing
edge.
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rely on electronic arrays, however this complexity gives a high degree of

control as each element in the array can be switched quickly as required.

There is significant work in making electronically simplified systems with a

high degree of control,133,135–137 though a specialised surface will always

be required, so while these systems are excellent for small volume handling,

they cannot be used for depositing material.

2.2.1.3 Magnetic Actuation of Droplets

Magnetic fields are an attractive tool for the manipulation of matter; they

are simple to use, well-understood and non-invasive. Of course, most liq-

uids are not magnetic, and so a magnetic additive is required if magnetic

fields are to be utilised. The simplest case involves the addition of magnetic

beads into a liquid, which can then be used to drag the droplet via a per-

manent magnet.138 The beads pull the droplet as long as its surface tension

keeps the beads within it (Fig. 2.8a). Later, Lehmann et al.139 showed that,

by using coils printed within a substrate and selectively passing a current

through them, the generated magnetic field could be used to guide bead-

laden droplets to and from each coil (Fig. 2.8b). Thus, the moving parts

of the previous system could be removed, and this discrete element method

provided a level of control similar to electrowetting, mentioned previously

(Fig. 2.7c).

While generally a robust system, the addition of magnetic beads creates

a problem: the beads must be removed and ideally recycled after droplet

manipulation is complete. This hindrance can be avoided by using magnetic

and deformable substrates. If a soft surface impregnated with magnetic ma-

terial is exposed to a magnet, a dimple will form in the surface near the

magnet. These deformations can be used to trap and move droplets along

the surface, as long as the droplet does not pin140 (Fig. 2.8c). Finally, Yang

et al.141 progressed this into a more discrete-element-type device by using

an array of electromagnetic coils underneath a deformable magnetic film to

the same effect.
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FIGURE 2.8: Magnetic actuation of droplets. (a) Droplets containing magnetic
particles (brown circles with bar magnet insignia) can be dragged
across low friction surfaces using a permanent magnet. (b) Surfaces
can have coils embedded within them, allowing local magnetic fields
to be switched on and off to guide droplets. This “element” approach
is similar to that used with electrowetting (Section 2.2.1.2), though
works via different principles. (c) It is possible to achieve droplet mo-
tion while avoiding the addition of magnetic particles into the droplet
liquid by instead embedding them into a flexible substrate. The sub-
strate deforms on exposure to a permanent magnet and the indent in
the substrate used to guide the droplet.

2.2.1.4 Other Methods of Motion

The examples in the previous sections generally focussed on spherical cap-

shaped droplets that achieved motion by applying a force onto the contact

line through wettability or Marangoni effects. However, motion is also pos-

sible by physically manipulating the shape of the contact line.142 If a sur-

face is vibrating, each oscillation causes a large deformations in the droplet

shape and hence can change its contact angle beyond θA and θR. This change

in contact angle can be utilised via textured surfaces143 or surface energy

gradients144 to generate droplet motion, even despite large contact angle

hysteresis.

The obstacle of contact angle hysteresis is most prevalent in solid-liquid

interactions and as such, higher degrees of control and other complex phe-

nomena have been seen in systems with no solid surface, such as droplets

resting on, or suspended within, a second immiscible liquid. Such phenom-

ena include self-propulsion,145–147 chemotaxis,148 growth,60 division,149

inter-droplet welding,150 dynamic structuring of groups,151,152 synchronized

oscillations153 and light-driven control.150,154–156 Yet, with increasing ways
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to move droplets on solid surfaces, more of these phenomena will undoubt-

edly be found to occur on solids, even with the hindrance of contact angle

hysteresis.

2.2.2 Binary Liquid Droplets

In the previous sections, directed droplet motion was generally achieved via

the substrate and cases where droplet motion was driven by the droplet it-

self were not controllable. Binary liquid droplets are like the latter, though

as will be shown, can have a degree of control exerted over them. They

are any droplet composed of two miscible liquids and are capable of gener-

ating strong Marangoni effects within themselves, inducing motion. These

solutal Marangoni phenomena in general have been observed for centuries;

Marangoni’s tears of wine, the phenomenon where wine is seen the climb up

its container, is even referenced in the Bible.157 Droplets of distinct liquids

have been known to chase each other since before the 1900s.158 Since then,

the unusual spreading and chasing behaviour of binary droplets have grad-

ually attracted more study,159–162 but only recently have Cira et al.56 shown

how they could potentially be utilised for complex, self-driven applications.

In this section, the evaporation of binary droplets will be discussed. First, the

effect of uneven evaporation of their constituents on their distribution will

be presented, followed by how this can lead to droplet motion.

2.2.2.1 Compositional and Surface Tension Gradients

As discussed in Section 2.1.3, the evaporation across a droplet surface is not

constant, and is faster at its edge. For a binary droplet, if the two liquids have

unequal vapour pressures, a compositional gradient will be created as one

component evaporates faster than the other (Fig. 2.9a). As the droplet keeps

evaporating, it is able to maintain this over time and is even able to create

and sustain measurable compositional gradients within its bulk.163,164 If the

two liquids have different surface tensions, Marangoni flows will form. The

direction of these flows will depend on whether the more volatile component
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FIGURE 2.9: Marangoni stresses in binary liquid droplets. (a) For a droplet with
θc < 90°, evaporation at the droplet edge is faster than at its centre.
If the droplet is made of two components, A and B, with different
vapour pressures, this will naturally lead to a composition gradient. If
A is more volatile than B, the droplet edges will become more rich in B.
(b) If the more volatile component, A, has a lower surface tension than
B, the droplet’s edges will have an increased surface tension and pull
outward causing the droplet to spread. (c) If the more volatile compo-
nent has a higher surface tension, the edges will be pulled inward and
the droplet will contract.

(A in Fig. 2.9) has a lower or higher surface tension than the less volatile

component (Fig. 2.9, b and c, respectively). If the more volatile component

has a lower surface tension, an outward flow is formed and the droplet will

spread on the substrate, even if the components would not individually do

so.160 Conversely, when the more volatile component has a higher surface

tension, the droplet instead contracts.160,165,166 In this case, the droplet is

under a constant stress, and it is this that allows it to move.

2.2.2.2 Motion

When a binary droplet is in a contracted state, as described above, it can

become motile, which stems from a very low contact angle hysteresis.167,168

As explained in Section 2.1.2, contact angle hysteresis is strongly related to

surface roughness, and therefore distortions in its contact line. In a binary

droplet, distortions lead to local differences in evaporation rates, giving rise

to compositional gradients and, therefore, Marangoni forces. This means dis-

tortions are actively disfavoured and thus, unlike single component droplets,

the roughness of the surface has a limited effect on the contact angle of a
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binary droplet.167 This tendency to avoid deformations also leads to binary

droplets having very symmetric and uniform shapes in general.

Once contact angle hysteresis is mitigated, instigating droplet motion

becomes trivial. These droplets will respond to almost any force; small in-

clines are enough to induce motion.56,167–169 Importantly, these forces can be

generated within the droplets themselves. As the internal Marangoni stresses

are dependent on evaporation, imbalances in evaporation can lead to a net

force on the droplet. Consequently, as droplets create their own vapour gra-

dient, they can induce forces on each other and exhibit sensing.

This sensing, combined with other droplet interactions, can lead to an

array of interesting behaviours. Cira et al.56 found that water/propylene gly-

col droplets of varying concentrations were attracted to each other over a

distance of multiple droplet diameters (Fig. 2.10a) due to the water vapour

released by each droplet. If the droplets were of the same concentration,

a b

c d

FIGURE 2.10: Binary droplet interactions. (a) Two binary droplets of, for ex-
ample, water/propylene glycol of the same composition will feel an
attraction. (b) On contact, they will coalesce and in the perfect case,
there will be no more motion. (c) Binary droplets of different con-
centrations with still feel an attractive effect. (d) However, on con-
tact they will not coalesce. Instead, the left droplet of higher propy-
lene glycol concentration (and lower surface tension) will chase the
droplet of lower propylene glycol concentration (and higher surface
tension). Much like in the standard Marangoni effect, the higher
surface tension is pulling on the region of lower surface tension.
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they would simply merge on contact (Fig. 2.10b). Droplets of different

concentrations still felt an attraction (Fig. 2.10c), but on contact would

not immediately coalesce due to the difference in surface tension between

them.170,171 They instead formed a droplet pair that rapidly moved (Fig.

2.10d), with the droplet of higher propylene glycol concentration chasing

that of lower concentration. In some cases, when one droplet was pure (or

close to pure) propylene glycol, a repulsive effect was observed, which the

authors attributed to propylene glycol vapour. Soon after, in order to ex-

plain this repulsion Man et al.172 proposed that motion is not only driven by

Marangoni effects, but also by capillary flows generated by the local changes

in evaporation rates. Much like the CRE in two neighbouring droplets, if the

droplet is not evaporating at the same rate around its edge, asymmetric cap-

illary flows form. These can impart forces on the substrate through viscous

drag and, if there is low contact angle hysteresis, this drag will cause motion.

Similar vapour-mediated motion has been observed in liquid droplets

on a liquid surface173 and even in pure hexane droplets,57 suggesting this

behaviour can also be triggered by thermal Marangoni flows. This way of

achieving motion is extremely attractive as it is very simple, but can perform

complex tasks, some novel examples of which will be exhibited in Chapter

5. Vapour field control as a general method for droplet manipulation is also

attractive due to its non-invasive nature; it requires no physical contact with

the droplet and no, or at most, negligible additives. The next section will

cover the preceding work that has achieved such control.

2.3 Control of Droplet Behaviour Through the

Vapour Phase
Evaporating droplets inherently have a strong dependence on their surround-

ing vapour phase. Not only do they induce changes in their surroundings as

they release vapour, but the vapour concentration affects the rate of flux

of material from the droplet’s surface. High vapour concentrations of the
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droplet’s constituent liquid can slow or prevent evaporation entirely by shift-

ing the evaporation/condensation equilibrium at its surface. The composi-

tion of the droplet’s surface also depends on the vapour composition around

it and secondary components can be added via condensation.

As has been shown in the last section, binary droplets can “communi-

cate” with each other and exhibit sensing and chasing. But, as the ability of

droplets to induce changes in one another is inherent to their behaviour, even

the ubiquitous Coffee Ring Effect (Section 2.1.3) is subject to this. When

two adjacent water droplets are evaporating, their closest sides experience a

higher humidity and therefore slower evaporation than their far sides (Fig.

2.11a). The reduced evaporation leads to a reduced capillary flow, creating

an asymmetry in the final deposit, with the inner edges of the pair being thin-

ner than the outer174 (Fig. 2.11b). Shaikeea et al.175 noted a similar effect

in 3D from concentrated colloidal droplets. Tao et al.176 used this in prac-

tice in an inkjet printing process where they printed two large lines around

a central one. For the central line, the increased humidity around its edges

countered the CRE and lead to homogeneous deposits.

Due to evaporating droplets releasing water, they are also capable of

increasing local humidity around themselves through confinement. In almost

all cases discussed thus far, droplets have been assumed to be in an open

environment, meaning vapour does not accumulate. If instead the droplet

is placed in a volume comparable to its own, the accumulation of vapour

will have a marked impact on its behaviour. Harris et al.37,106 have used

this to great effect in what they term “Evaporative Lithography”, in which a

droplet is placed under a mask and left to evaporate. In the case of water

droplets, faster evaporation from under the exposed regions of the mask

lead to capillary flows that replenish these regions (Fig. 2.11c) and cause

matter to accumulate there (Fig. 2.11d). The resulting pattern is therefore

a “negative” of the mask. Conversely, with faster evaporating liquids such as

ethanol, thermal effects dominate, and Marangoni vortices form underneath
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FIGURE 2.11: Previous vapour control mechanisms. (a) Neighbouring droplets
slow evaporation (blue arrows) on their nearest side, relative to the
lone droplet case (light blue arrows) which reduces the capillary flow
asymmetrically. (b) This asymmetric flow leads to asymmetric de-
posits with a thinner coffee ring on the inner edges. (c) Placing a
mask over a water droplet leads to capillary flows towards the gaps
in the mask to replenish the water leaving there. (d) Material gathers
under the holes in the mask, making a deposit that is a negative of
the mask. (e) For faster evaporating liquids, such as ethanol, thermal
Marangoni flows form which push material away from holes in the
mask. (f) The resulting deposit of colloids matches the mask. Note
that in (c) and (e), the same mask is used.

each exposed region (Fig. 2.11e). These push material away from open

regions and give a “positive” of the mask (Fig. 2.11f).

Secondary components have also been previously induced through the

vapour phase: Majumder90 et al. placed water droplets containing various

nanoparticles into saturated ethanol atmospheres. The ethanol would cause

the droplet to further wet its substrate (i.e. its base to grow) and induce

Marangoni flows within it. The overall effect was to give a uniform deposit,

albeit over a larger area than the droplet in the control case. Of course, in
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many cases such an increase in area would be desirable, such as in coatings,

though overall the system did not offer much control beyond that. Hegde et

al.91,92 showed that an asymmetric vapour environment can bias this effect

and give rise to asymmetric deposits, and recently Park et al.177 used vapour

induced asymmetric flows to to enhancing mixing in droplets.

As has been demonstrated up to this point, much research has been

performed into controlling droplet behaviour. However, manipulation over

the vapour phase in order to achieve this is in its early stages, and prior to

this work, has not yet been utilised for dynamic control of droplet systems.

Vapour control has significant advantages, namely simplicity and no need for

additives. It is hoped, therefore, that this work will find use in the already

broad range of applications that can be derived from evaporating droplets,

several of which will be described in the following section.

2.4 Applications
As outlined in the previous sections, evaporating droplets can display many

complex phenomena, despite being easy to produce. The Coffee Ring Effect

is a particularly notable example of such phenomena, being so prevalent that

many deposition processes require some effort in preventing it, especially if

a homogeneous deposit is required. However, there are cases where the

CRE is useful and it, along with Marangoni flows and other surface effects

make droplets powerful tools. Introducing the possibility of moving droplets

allows even more utility to be added, as they are inherently self-contained

units capable of transporting material. This section will present examples of

deposition as well as how these droplet-related phenomena could be used for

medical applications in the future. While here the focus will be on droplets,

the fundamental principles discussed throughout apply to other geometries

including liquids confined between two surfaces,30,32,178–181 liquids held in

small wells,182–185 and withdrawing a substrate from a liquid.38,186–188
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2.4.1 Deposition and Self-assembly

The most obvious and best studied use for evaporating droplets is deposit-

ing solid material. A carrier liquid is used to dissolve or disperse the solid,

transport it to a desired location as an ink, and then, as a droplet, guide the

material on the more local scale. The liquid then evaporates and leaves only

the solid. The ease with which droplets can be made, their versatility, and

their self-driving nature makes them extremely valuable in manufacturing

techniques, particularly on large scales. This section will focus mainly on

deposition from sessile droplets, as a majority of motile droplets occur on

specialised surfaces and so deposition from them is currently not useful.

2.4.1.1 Inkjet Printing

Inkjet printing is the technique where small droplets of an ink are ejected

precisely onto a substrate, where the ink evaporates and leaves its solid

constituents.189 It has attracted a lot of interest as it is simple and highly

scalable, and it is the main way to utilise the phenomena discussed in this

thesis on a large scale. Due to the ability to output large areas, it has been

particularly of interest in the manufacture of OLED (Organic Light Emitting

Diode)190 and QLED (Quantum Dot Light Emitting Diode)191 displays, and

solar cells.192

In the simplest case, a homogeneous deposit is required and, usually,

careful solvent selection can help prevent the CRE. However, there are cases

where non-uniform coverage is preferred. One such example is transparent

electrodes, where one requires a highly connected network with minimal

coverage so as to cause as little visual obstruction as possible. There are sev-

eral examples of using the CRE in multiple droplets to deposit conductive ma-

terials in interconnected patterns where the CRE moves most of the material

towards their edges, keeping the majority of the surface clear. By depositing

interconnecting lines193 or rings,194–196 networks are formed, rendering the

surface both conductive and transparent. In capacitors where extremely thin

dielectric layers are required, the CRE’s natural tendency to move material
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away from the centre means thinner deposits can be obtained.197

Inkjet printing can also be used to create more intricate morphologies.

For example, droplets of pure solvent can be used to dissolve material al-

ready on the substrate. In this case, the material is washed to the edge by

the CRE, leaving accurately positioned wells where additional inks can be

deposited. This increased complexity in morphology has been used a new

way to make OLED’s198 and OTFT’s (Organic Thin Film Transistors).199,200

This is particularly exciting as OTFT’s are the organic version of the FET’s

(Field Effect Transistors), one of the fundamental components of all modern

computers.201

2.4.1.2 Alignment

The flows that occur within evaporating droplets not only redistribute mate-

rial with them, but can also impact on the alignment of that material. The

simplest examples of this are anisotropic particles. The most common effect

is that elongated particles are rotated to be aligned parallel with the droplet

edge, due to the flow pushing material into the contact line (Fig. 2.12a and

b).203–207 Li et al.208 also obtained this parallel alignment along the edge

with carbon nanotubes, but found that they would be aligned perpendicular

to the edge if they were located in the body of droplet, away from the edge.

This is due to the tendency for anisotropic objects to align parallel to an ap-

plied flow; in this case they did not reach the edge, and were not forced to

rotate (Fig. 2.12c). Ming et al.204 even observed that some smaller rods can

align vertically, upwards from the substrate. This alignment can extend to

the molecular level: under the correct conditions the flows within droplets

can lead to aligned crystalline phases (Fig. 2.12d).202,209
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FIGURE 2.12: Alignment of anisotropic materials via the CRE. (a) Material mov-
ing to the edge will rotate on contact, causing it to deposit parallel
to the edge. (b) Silica rods deposited via slow evaporation. Rods
deposit parallel to the droplet edge and exhibit a long range or-
der. Adapted and reprinted with permission from J. Phys. Chem.
B 119(9), 3860-3867 (2015). Copyright 2019 American Chemical
Society. (c) Carbon nanotubes also mostly deposit parallel to the con-
tact line. However, nanotubes that do not reach the edge when the
droplet dried can be aligned parallel with the CRE flows, perpendic-
ular to the edge Arrows show alignment of nanotubes. Adapted and
reprinted with permission from J. Phys. Chem. B 110(28), 13926–
13930 (2006). Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society. (d) A
deposit of Sunset Yellow from a water droplet. The resulting liquid
crystal phase is aligned parallel to the contact line. Used under a
CC-BY licence.202
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2.4.1.3 Sorting

Due to their confined nature, droplets have been shown to perform

“nanochromatography”,210,211 i.e. the process where particles are sepa-

rated by their size and deposited in different regions. This is a product of

the droplets spherical cap geometry: when the CRE moves material to the

droplet’s edge, particles can only progress as far as the wedge shape of the

edge allows (Fig. 2.13, a and b). The distance at which particles deposit

therefore becomes a function of their size.

Later it was shown that droplets can sort particles via a second process.

Due to the complex nature of the flows that occur within them, as well as

the fact that they compete with sedimentation processes, particles of dif-

ferent masses and size may behave very differently to each other inside a

droplet.74,213 As such, a droplet can also sort particles in within its body, not

a b
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FIGURE 2.13: The sorting of materials by droplets. (a) Particles are pushed into
the droplets edge by the CRE (white arrows), but can only reach
a certain distance depending on their height. (b) Separation of 40
nm (green), 1 µm (red), and 2 µm (blue) particles. Reprinted with
permission from Anal. Chem. 83(6), 1871–1873 (2011). Copyright
2019 American Chemical Society. (c) SEM image of the cross-section
of the spherical deposit left when a suspension containing two sizes
of polystyrene particles (diameters 338 nm and 1430 nm) is evap-
orated on a hydrophobic surface. The smaller particles a located
preferentially at the edge, giving a core-shell structure. Used under
CC-BY licence.212
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only at its edge. Liu et al.212 demonstrated this by evaporating a droplet

containing colloids of different sizes on a high contact angle surface. The

resulting spherical deposit had a core-shell structure with smaller particles

preferentially located on the outside (Fig. 2.13c). Differently shaped parti-

cles may also have different interactions with the droplet surface104 which

may also help separate them from each other.

2.4.1.4 Guiding and Assembling Materials

While droplets are capable of complex phenomena and deposition patterns,

sometimes their size, shape or complicated behaviours limit their use. In-

stead, droplets have been used to simply transport material to prefabricated

target regions on a substrate. A droplet can guide materials as follows: first

the CRE flows move material to its edge (Fig. 2.14a). Usually the edge is

pinned to a target region and so material is highly directed to this target.

Second, as the droplet loses volume through evaporation, it shrinks and the

edge depins and contracts, moving and pinning to a new target (Fig. 2.14b).

The target regions can be physical wells that trap particles214 (Fig. 2.14d),

or hydrophilic regions215 (Fig. 2.14e). Additionally, this process can be used

to guide and assemble materials together216 (Fig. 2.14, c and f). How-

ever, from a manufacturing standpoint, this technique still has significant

complexity as it requires specially made surfaces with accurately positioned

targets or precisely made materials.
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FIGURE 2.14: The guiding of materials by droplets. (a) The CRE can guide ma-
terials to targets in its underlying substrate, particularly at the edge.
(b) The droplet edge can pin to targets (black squares) and guide
material directly to them (white arrow). Depinning of the contact
line (black arrows) means the droplet can guide material to the next
target. (c) The contraction of the droplets surface can assemble ma-
terials. Here a cog shape has particles guided in between its teeth due
to this contraction.216 (d) The CRE was used to moved 1 µm silica
microspheres into wells of a photo resist, which was removed after
the droplet evaporated, leaving regularly patterned 3D structures. An
SEM image of the profiles of one of these structures. Reprinted with
permission from Langmuir 26(14), 11690–11698 (2010). Copyright
2019 American Chemical Society. (e) 0.8 µm amidine functionalised
polystyrene microspheres patterned on carboxylic acid functionalised
(hydrophilic) squares. Note there is no 3D structure and the particles
are only there because of a difference in hydrophilicity. Reprinted
with permission from Langmuir 20(8), 3062–3067 (2004). Copy-
right 2019 American Chemical Society. (f) SEM image of an assem-
bled cog/microparticle structure on a surface. Used with permission
from 2015 IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Automation
(ICRA) 4074–4079 (2015) © 2015 IEEE
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2.4.2 Diagnostics

Due to the sensitive nature of evaporating droplets to small changes in com-

position, as well as the plethora of mechanisms that can act within them, they

are prime candidates for diagnostic applications. As many of these mecha-

nism require no additional energy input they are particularly attractive for

point-of-care diagnostics. In the ideal case, a droplet of a biological sample

either used neat, with a simple additive or purified, would be deposited on a

device, and then depending on the resulting stain, a qualitative or quantita-

tive result would be obtained.

Currently, due to the complexity of real biological liquids, most research

is in detecting small quantities of a single chemical. The simplest method is

to use droplets to concentrate material in a specific place. For example, Wen

et al.217 used an evaporating droplet placed on a hydrophobic surface that

was functionalised with a fluorophore that could bind to α-thrombin. As the

droplet evaporated, the natural increase in concentration at the droplet edge

due to the CRE and the small area of the deposit due to the hydrophobic

surface lead to a strong fluorescence, allowing detection of concentrations

as low as 54 pM in serum or 105 pM in blood (Fig. 2.15a). Recently, in a

similar vein, Jiang et al.218 used motile droplets to bring sparsely distributed

fluorescent E. coli together in one location to give a stronger signal.

It is also possible to use particles that aggregate in response to a specific

target molecule. The larger aggregates then deposit differently to the single

particles, and so the resulting stain is different between positive and nega-

tive controls.219,220 A simple visual cue, for example a spot in the centre of

the stain when in the control there is none,219 could mean these could be

tests carried out at home by patients rather than by clinicians. For quantita-

tive devices, circular deposits are not a clear way to gauge a value. Zhang

et al.221 created an elegant and completely passive glucose detecting device

that utilises the CRE effect, but along a rectangular strip, allowing the quan-

titative result to be read like a ruler (Fig. 2.15b).
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a b

c

FIGURE 2.15: Using droplets for diagnostics. (a) Using the CRE to detect α-
thrombin in serum and blood. The intensity of fluorescence follows
the concentration of α-thrombin via a power law. Reprinted with per-
mission from Langmuir 29(26), 8440–8446 (2013). Copyright 2019
American Chemical Society. (b) A device that can determine glucose
concentration in a dilute solution. The quantity can be determined by
simply measuring the length of the coloured region. Reprinted with
permission from Anal. Chem. 90(3), 1482–1486 (2018). Copyright
2019 American Chemical Society. (c) Stains left by serum droplets
from different diseases states from 5 patients each. (a) healthy; (b)
breast cancer; (c) lung cancer; (d) paraproteinemia; (e) in-time de-
livery; (f) premature delivery; (g) threatened abortion (premature
delivery) in different periods of gestation; (h) hepatitis. Used with
permission from Engineering in Medicine and Biology Magazine, IEEE
24(2), 96–104 (2005) © 2005 IEEE
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Because of their many components, untreated biological samples often

leave complex stains and simple interpretation is not possible. However,

with the prevalence of mobile phones with increasingly high-quality cameras,

many people are already carrying around devices capable of complex image

analysis. Therefore, while simple qualitative results are desirable, the lack

of this does not limit the use of droplets as diagnostic tools. Rios-Ramirez

et al.222 used image analysis on stains of buffer solutions of spermatozoa

to determine their percentage motility. Yakhno et al.223 took this further

by investigating vibrated serum droplets. They not only analysed the stains

left by the serum from patients with various diseases but also the mechani-

cal impedance to vibration over time during evaporation. Different disease

states were found to have statistically unique features in their stains and

time-dependent behaviour that could potentially be used to identify these

diseases in other patients (Fig. 2.15c).

All the examples above depend on how material deposits on a substrate,

or how the droplet behaves during evaporation to extract diagnostic informa-

tion. However, recently Susarrey-Arce et al.224 found that, when a bacterial

droplet was evaporated on an array of flexible micrometer scale pillars, the

substrate was itself deformed and gave a visual cue to the bacteria’s identity.

The bacteria would cause the flexible pillars to bend and stick together only

if the bacteria had flagella, and these bundles of pillars would appear dif-

ferently to the free, upright ones. This demonstrates that diagnostic devices

do not have to depend on the actions of the droplets alone to give diagnos-

tic cues; synergistic substrate design can be used to extract new information

that may not be seen otherwise.

2.5 Position of the Present Work in the Current

Literature
As evidenced, droplets have a marked degree of utility stemming from their

nature as self-contained, self-driving systems. Often their inherent complex-
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ity allows them to perform advanced functions without much need for in-

tricate devices, rendering them particularly useful in large-scale processes.

However, their evaporation can lead to undesired effects, most notably the

Coffee Ring Effect when depositing material. Therefore, a method that

can be used to combat this, and potentially extract more utility from them

while having minimal technical requirements would be highly valuable. As

droplets are particularly involved in some deposition processes, the use of

minimal additives is also a desirable factor. In the methods of control out-

lined in this chapter, all that achieve the highest degree of control are inva-

sive, requiring additives or high temperatures, or more elaborate equipment,

such as lasers, to be put into practice. In the case of moving droplets, there

remains limited cases where they can be moved on pristine substrates ren-

dering deposition less useful.

This work demonstrates a new technique that fulfils all these criteria by

using localised vapour field. Previous work to control droplets through the

vapour field has generally relied on slowing their evaporation locally near

boundaries that trap vapour or by using neighbouring droplets. However,

these either do not allow significant local precision, are typically slow (on

the order of the lifetime of the droplet/s for single component droplets) or

are somewhat limited in scope in that, for example, requiring neighbouring

droplets adds complications.

Using a local vapour source to control droplets will be shown to of-

fer a high degree of control by inducing or altering transient flows on a

droplet’s surface. Any condensed vapour in a droplet evaporates along with

its constituent liquid, leaving negligible residue. In the case of binary mo-

bile droplets, a component vapour can be used to influence the evaporation

process with even less impact on the final deposit composition.

The solvent vapour source device introduced is completely passive and,

unless more complex functions must be extracted from a droplet, requires

no moving parts. Even if movement is required, in many cases, the source
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could simply be attached to the droplet dispenser. This ability to manipulate

and move droplets in time allows a high degree of control over the material

within them, which could add significantly to the already active field of de-

position from evaporating droplets. In particular, due to the relatively few

methods of moving droplet over pristine surfaces, especially without addi-

tional additives (like magnetic particles), this technique will hopefully allow

significantly more progress in this area.

Not only can evaporating droplets direct materials within them, but

through the same processes, they can give visual clues about what these

materials are. This is particularly pertinent for diagnostics. Increasing the

possible flow patterns available within droplets will therefore allow for more

information to be extracted from such droplets, increasing their utility.

In summary, this work significantly builds on the current literature and

introduces a technique that should help expand it further. Its simplicity

should hopefully aid in its broad adoption. The next chapter will introduce

the experimental and analytical methods used in this work, with subsequent

chapters describing the theory and application of vapour sources.



Chapter 3

Methods

This chapter details the experimental apparatus, protocols and analytical

techniques used in this thesis. First, the optical microscope on which all ex-

periments were performed and observed will be described. Then, the types

of vapour sources used will be presented, as well as how they are used in

practice. Finally, experimental and analytical protocols used in this thesis

are provided.

3.1 Optical Microscope
All solvent vapour control experiments were performed on an inverted op-

tical microscope, constructed in-house, enclosed within a custom-built en-

vironmental chamber (Okolab, Fig. 3.1). Figure 3.2 shows a schematic of

its optical components. It was used in both bright- and dark-field modes by

changing the components indicated. In dark-field, the vapour source was

held inside of the shadow of the light block so it could be positioned within

the centre of frame with minimal impact on the image. In bright-field, an

additional lens ( f = 60 mm) was used to remove the image of the LED light

source from the sample image plane. The objective lens was placed on a

height adjustable cage mount so that lenses of different focal lengths could

be inserted, allowing different levels of magnification. Alternatively, an infin-

ity corrected objective (Nikon, 20X, numerical aperture (NA) = 0.5, working

distance (WD) = 2.1 mm) could be inserted to achieve high magnification.
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The sample area could be viewed from the side using a periscope to

measure vertical distances and observe droplet profiles. The optical path of

the periscope could be directed into the main optical path using a mirror

on a flip mount and imaged onto the same camera. The sample was still

illuminated from above, and so the periscope functioned in dark-field. For

bright-field images, the LED could be used to illuminate the sample from the

side.

Drivers for actuators 

Cage 

Camera

Actuator 

LED

Experimental area

FIGURE 3.1: Photograph of the environmental chamber encasing the optical
microscope used herein. A Perspex chamber protected the micro-
scope from external air flows and helped maintain a stable environ-
ment around the experiments.

All black and white images and videos were recorded on a monochrome

CMOS camera (Thorlabs, resolution: 1280×1024 px) using a red LED (660

nm) as a light source. Colour images and videos were recorded on a colour
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FIGURE 3.2: Optical microscope scheme. Diagram showing the optical micro-
scope used in this thesis. This configuration could be used to record
monochrome image in both dark- and bright-field modes. Components
labelled D or B were used solely in these modes respectively. The il-
luminating light path shown (red) represents the microscope acting in
dark-field. A periscope allowed the sample area to be viewed from the
side. A mirror on a flip mount allowed a single camera to view either
of the two optical paths. The rays representing the image of the sam-
ple in both views are shown in green. Two stages were used, one (XY)
for the sample and the second (XYZ) for the solvent source so that it
could be moved independently. The objective lens could be replaced
and moved in order to achieve different magnifications. If required,
high magnification was achieved by replacing the lens with an infinity
corrected objective (Nikon, x20, NA = 0.5).
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CMOS camera (Thorlabs, resolution: 1280×1024 px) using a white LED for

illumination. This camera was placed into the optical path in place of the

cage mount in Fig. 3.2 and used its own attached imaging lens and iris

(Fig. 3.3). Droplets placed in direct light from the LED would act as lenses,

making them mostly appear black, obfuscating their colours. A diffuser was

used in front of the LED to avoid this, making droplets appear uniform.

XY Stage

White LED with collimating lens

⌀ =  2'', f = 120 mm 

XYZ Stage

Sample Area

Diffuser 
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m
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FIGURE 3.3: Optical microscope scheme: colour imaging. Small changes to the
configuration in Fig. 3.2 allowed colour images to be recorded without
substantially disturbing the microscope in Fig. 3.2. The cage mount in
Fig. 3.2 could be moved and a colour camera inserted into the optical
path. The red LED would also be replaced by a white LED coupled
with a diffuser.
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3.2 Materials
Glass microcopy slides (Thermo Fisher) were purchased from VWR. Ace-

tone (≥ 99.8%, Sigma-Aldrich), ethanol (≥ 99.8%, Fisher Scientific), an-

hydrous ethanol (≥ 99.5%, Sigma-Aldrich), propylene glycol (≥ 99.5%,

Sigma-Aldrich), sodium hydroxide (Fisher Scientific), hydrochloric acid (37

wt%, VWR), poly(vinyl alcohol) (MW = 9,000–10,000 gmol-1, 80% hy-

drolysed, Sigma-Aldrich), polyethylene glycol 4000 (BDH Chemicals), rho-

damine B (Acros Organics), glacial acetic acid (Sigma-Aldrich), phosphoric

acid (≥ 98%, Acros Organics), methyl red (Alfa Aesar), thymol blue (Fisons),

bromothymol blue (BDH), and phenolphthalein (Sigma) were used as re-

ceived without further purification. Aqueous suspensions of 2 µm and 5 µm

diameter silica (both 5 w/v%), and 5µm diameter polystyrene particles (10

w/v%) were purchased from microParticles GmbH. Particles were unfunc-

tionalised and did contain a stabiliser. DI water (≥ 18 MΩ cm) was obtained

from a Milli-Q purification system.

3.3 Vapour Sources
In order to create the vapour fields used within this thesis, a novel device

had to be fabricated. This section briefly highlights some of the findings dur-

ing the development process, then presents the final designs which are con-

structed from easily accessible components and allow relatively unobstructed

images to be obtained.

3.3.1 Development

The vapour source must be precise and importantly, provide a constant field.

Thus, on its most basic level, it must consist of a vapour reservoir and an

aperture through which vapour can diffuse. This reservoir must be held at a

constant vapour concentration. The simplest way to achieve this is by having

a liquid solvent in the reservoir which is allowed to evaporate, saturating the

reservoir and naturally keeping it at a constant vapour concentration: the

liquid’s vapour pressure.
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Blunt needle

Transparent window

Rolled absorbent material

Glass vial

FIGURE 3.4: A possible design for the vapour source. In this design, the liquid
solvent source was held in an absorbent material (green) wrapped
around the inside of a glass vial. This allowed light (red) to pass
through to illuminate the droplet under study, which is then viewed
from underneath.

Figure 3.4 shows one of the earlier designs. The liquid source was held

in an absorbent material wrapped around the inside of a vial, allowing light

to pass through the centre of the device. A needle acted as the aperture

and was held in a transparent window. This device suffered from several

issues: First, it has two joints, one of which is large (the junction between the

window and the vial) and the other is critically close to the needle aperture

(the junction between the window and the needle). Attempts to seal the

latter lead to further obstruction of the incoming light to the detriment of

the image. For these devices, it is important to minimise leaks as much as

possible; even small gaps could be on the order of the required aperture.

It was also found that solvent would condense on the window, leading to

non-uniform illumination.

While some of these issues could be solved via fabrication of a bespoke

device, to maximise accessibility of this technique, finding a device that can

be easily constructed by anyone and has minimal room for error would be

valuable. For the purpose of study, it also is important to maximise the qual-

ity of the obtained images, though this may not be required is some au-

tomated applications. The next section presents the final design which is
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significantly simpler and more compact than that shown in Fig. 3.4 and is

shown in later chapters to be highly reliable.

3.3.2 Simple Capillary Vapour Sources

All vapour sources used in these experiments were one of two configurations:

Type I (Fig. 3.5) sources were constructed of a glass capillary containing the

liquid source (10 µL) suspended near its top via capillary forces. A blunt

needle at its base acted as an aperture of radius, Rs, through which vapour

could diffuse. The top of the capillary was sealed with wax to hold the liquid

source in place. Type II vapour sources had the liquid source at the base

of the capillary and the capillary’s inner radius acted as Rs. Type II allowed

XY Stage

XYZ Stage

XY Stage

Counter balance 

Transparent box 

Liquid source 

Wax plug 

Silicone sealant 

Glass capillary Rs = 640 μm

Blunt needle of radius of Rs

Type I Type II

Viewing window 

Sample 

Glass arm 

FIGURE 3.5: Experimental scheme for vapour source experiments. The two
types of vapour source used in this thesis: Type I consisted of a glass
capillary with a blunt needle affixed at one end with a silicone sealant.
Liquid solvent was injected into the open end, which was then sealed
with hot wax. Type II was simply a large capillary with liquid solvent
injected into its lower end. This configuration allowed much stronger
vapour fields to be generated. The experiments themselves were per-
formed in a mostly sealed box to protect them from air flows. The
vapour source was directed into the box within the shadow of light
block (Fig. 3.2) and held close to the droplet under study. The lower
opening of the stage was sealed with a transparent window to further
shield from air flows. The black star shows how a Type II source is
connected to the main apparatus.
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much stronger vapour fields to be generated which was required for some

applications in Chapter 5. The liquid source was either anhydrous ethanol

(Chapter 4) or DI water (Chapter 5). Importantly, these devices are solely

constructed of easily accessible components, have no complex steps in their

assembly, and have only a small footprint on the obtained image, particularly

when used in dark-field.

The source was held in place on an XYZ stage that was capable of mo-

tion independent to the sample stage. Depending on the requirement, ei-

ther stage could be motorised and controlled by a computer or positioned

by hand. The experiment itself was performed in a box (Fig. 3.6) in order

FIGURE 3.6: Photograph of the local experimental area. All experiments were
performed in a transparent box to shield them from any air flows
within the environmental chamber. The front panel could be removed
for sample insertion. The capillary of the vapour source can be seen
placed directly underneath the light block.
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to provide a secondary shield against air flows, in addition to the environ-

mental chamber. The underside of the sample stage was also sealed with a

transparent window for the same reason.

If two droplets needed to be manipulated independently (Chapter 5),

two vapour sources were used. One was placed on the independent XYZ

stage as in Fig. 3.5, and the second was placed onto the sample stage (Fig.

3.7). Moving the sample stage allowed both sources, and therefore droplets,

to be moved independently of each other (Fig. 3.7, arrows). In Fig. 3.7,

the height of the left-hand source is controlled as previously described. The

height of the right-hand source is controlled by a height-adjustable mount

constructed from a glass slide that holds the source and legs consisting of

nuts and bolts.

XYZ Stage

XY Stage

Adjustable legs
(nut and bolt)

FIGURE 3.7: Dual vapour source experiments. Most of the experimental set-up is
as depicted in Fig. 3.5. A second source (right), affixed onto a simple
height adjustable mount, is placed on the sample stage and so moves
independently to the first (left, as in Fig. 3.5). The left-hand source,
as it is on an separate stage, is held in frame and moves relative to the
sample. The right-hand source is on the sample stage, and so moves
in frame with the sample.
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3.4 Microscopy Slide Preparation
Two methods of slide cleaning were used in this thesis. The first method was

used for the work in Chapter 4. The second method superseded the first due

to it being faster and more effective, and was used in Chapter 5.

Method 1: Glass slides were sonicated sequentially for 5 minutes each in

acetone, ethanol, and DI water. Slides were then submerged in 1 M aqueous

sodium hydroxide, sonicated in DI water for 5 minutes, submerged in 1 M

aqueous hydrochloric acid for 10 minutes and finally sonicated in DI water

for 5 minutes, three times. This method was designed to remove organic

impurities (such as grease) using organic solvents first, then solublise and

remove any impurities with acidic or basic moieties.

Method 2: A base bath was prepared by dissolving sodium hydroxide (4 g)

in water (9 mL), then diluting to approximately 50 mL with ethanol. This so-

lution was then sonicated for 3 hours and could be used for 2 days thereafter

without any noticeable decline in efficacy. Slides were sonicated sequentially

in this base bath for 10 minutes, DI water for 5 minutes, 1 M hydrochloric

acid for 10 minutes, and then 3 times in DI water for 5 minutes each. Note

that both the base bath and acid washes were performed in PTFE containers.

This method functioned similarly to the first but instead used an aggressive

base bath to attack and dissolve organic impurities. It was chosen over the

first as it required less time and fewer chemicals.

In both cases, slides remained under water until they were required.

Immediately before an experiment, they were dried via Marangoni dry-

ing,225,226 where a slide was withdrawn from its final water wash into

ethanol vapour (Fig. 3.8), and any residual water removed via a stream

of nitrogen gas.
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Microscope slide 

Water wash
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γ🠗
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FIGURE 3.8: Marangoni drying of slides. When a microscope slide is taken out of
water, often a film of water remains on its surface. By withdrawing the
slide near a piece of filter paper doused in ethanol, a surface tension
gradient is created between this film and the bulk. The film is pulled
back into the body of water, leaving the slide dry.

3.5 Experimental Protocols
This section describes the experimental procedures used in this thesis. All

experiments were performed on the microscope described above in Section

3.1 on a clean and dry slide (Section 3.4).

3.5.1 Static Vapour-controlled Deposition from Sessile

Droplets (Section 4.1)

An ethanol vapour source was used to induce Marangoni flows within wa-

ter droplets containing silica particles. By positioning the vapour source at

different heights and lateral displacements, a wide range of deposits were

obtained after the droplet had dried. Flows could be quantified via PIV (Sec-

tion 3.7).

Silica particle suspensions were prepared by diluting a 5 w/v% aqueous

suspension of of 2 µm diameter silica particles to 1 w/v% with DI water.

Before each experiment, particles were allowed to sediment and a majority

of the supernatant water removed and replaced. This minimised the effect

of impurities on the water droplet and particle surfaces.

Vapour-controlled deposition was carried out by positioning a Type I

ethanol vapour source at the desired lateral position and height from a glass

slide. A 1 µL droplet of silica particles as a 1 w/v% suspension in water was
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gently pipetted with a low-retention tip onto a clean slide and positioned

under the vapour source. The system was then left to dry and recorded at

10 fps on the CMOS camera in greyscale. All experiments were performed at

25 ± 0.2°C and 45 ± 5% relative humidity through the cage’s temperature

control.

3.5.2 Dynamic Vapour-controlled Deposition from Sessile

Droplets (Section 4.2)

An ethanol vapour source was used to induce Marangoni flows within water

droplets containing silica particles. The source was moved in space to ma-

nipulate the flows dynamically during the evaporation process. As a result of

this additional control, a range of more complex deposits was obtained.

Silica particle suspensions were prepared as per Section 4.1. A particle

concentration of 1 w/v% was used unless specified otherwise.

Dynamic vapour-controlled deposition was performed by positioning a

Type I vapour source at the correct height from a clean glass slide. Then,

a 1 µL droplet (unless otherwise specified) was placed on the slide and po-

sitioned into the experimental area. The source was then translated using a

motorised stage in a preprogrammed pattern.

3.5.3 Determining the Change in Composition Induced by

an Ethanol Vapour Source (Section 4.3)

In order to estimate the amount of ethanol a vapour source would add to a

water droplet, the radii of droplets exposed to ethanol sources was compared

to those of droplets consisting of premixed solutions of water and ethanol.

A stock 10 v/v% ethanol solution was prepared by diluting ethanol (5 mL)

to 50 mL with DI water.

Particle suspensions in ethanol/water binary mixtures were prepared by

combining the correct volumes of a 5 w/v% aqueous suspension of silica par-

ticles (2 µm diameter), DI water and the 10 v/v% stock solution of ethanol,
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or dilutions thereof, to give a 1 w/v% suspension of particles and the desired

ethanol concentration.

3.5.4 Real-time Tracking of Vapour-controlled Motion of

Binary Droplets (Section 5.1)

In order to better quantify the motion of binary water/propylene glycol

droplets exposed to water vapour sources, said droplets were held at a fixed

distance from a source by moving their underlying substrate in real-time.

Their velocity could be extracted from the motion of the substrate and was

compared to theoretical predictions.

Binary liquid droplets were prepared from solutions composed of propylene

glycol (2.0 g) and deionised water (9.0 g) by weight to a 5% mole fraction.

Real-time droplet tracking: Droplet velocities were measured by tracking a

moving droplet in real-time and using a motorised stage to hold it at a fixed

distance from a vapour source. The output from the camera was streamed

directly into MATLAB and the function imfindcircles used to find the

droplet in the image, which appeared as a dark, well-defined circle on a

light background. The centre coordinates could then be used to move the

microscope XY stage so as to counter the droplet movement, holding it at

a constant position in space. The displacement of the stage over time was

interpreted as the droplet velocity. This displacement was recorded at a vari-

able frame rate and could be taken at about 1 Hz, which was sufficient to

keep the droplet stationary in the reference frame. Data was binned into 20

s intervals.

To perform each experiment, a 0.5 µL droplet of 5 mol% PG/water was

pipetted with low retention tips on a clean glass slide. It was positioned so

that the droplet was near the target location, near a Type I (Chapter 3) water

vapour source at a height, 0.5 mm, from the slide. The software would then

find the droplet, position it precisely and hold the droplet at the specified dis-

tance from the vapour source for the duration of its evaporation. At a certain
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point, the droplet would almost completely flatten and no longer appear dark

(due to it no longer lensing the illuminating light), after which it could not be

accurately tracked. This corresponded to the Marangoni stresses disappear-

ing and hence Marangoni contraction ceasing. Due to the lack of stresses,

the droplet also stopped moving, so the inability to track after this point was

not prohibitive. When real-time tracking was not required, droplets were

simply recorded at 10 fps, either from below or from the side (see Chapter

3). All experiments were performed at room temperature (21 ± 0.5°C) and

at 50 ± 5% relative humidity (RH), which was controlled through the room’s

air conditioning and a humidifier.

3.5.5 Flows in Moving Droplets (Section 5.2)

Flows in moving binary droplets were visualised using tracers in order to

help understand the mechanism of movement. The flows could be quantified

through tracking of the particles via PTV (Section 3.7).

Particle tracer suspensions were prepared by diluting aqueous suspensions

of either polystyrene (10 w/v%, 5µm diameter) or silica (5 w/v%, 5 µm di-

ameter) to the desired concentration in either 5 mol% PG/water or 15 mol%

PG/water. The diluting binary solvent was always in significant excess to

negate the effect of the aqueous suspension on the final mol%.

3.5.6 Depositing Material from Vapour-controlled Mobile

Droplets (Section 5.3)

Non-volatile components, if dissolved in mobile droplets, are deposited as the

droplet moves. Two polymers were deposited in a highly controlled manner

using a vapour source to guide the deposition process, as well as affect other

qualities in the deposit.

Depositing droplet solutions of varying poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVOH) con-

centration and 10 mM rhodamine B: A 10 mM stock solution of poly(vinyl

alcohol) (PVOH) was prepared by dissolving PVOH (MW = 9,000–10,000

gmol-1, 80% hydrolysed, 95 mg) in 5 mol% PG/water (1 mL). A stock 20
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mM rhodamine B solution was made by dissolving rhodamine B (48 mg)

in 5 mol% PG/water (5 mL). Dyed solutions of ≤ 5 mM PVOH were made

by diluting the PVOH stock solution to twice the desired end concentration

with neat 5 mol% PG/water, then diluting 1:1 with the stock rhodamine B

solution. This could give a final composition of up to 5 mM PVOH with a

fixed rhodamine B concentration of 10 mM in 5 mol% PG/water. The dyed

6 mM PVOH solution was made by dissolving PVOH (28.5 mg) in 20 mM

rhodamine B (2.5 mL, 5 mol% PG/water) and neat 5 mol% PG/water (2.5

mL).

Deposition of PVOH: A 0.1–0.5 µL droplet of 1–6 mM PVOH and 10 mM

rhodamine B in 5 mol% PG/water was placed under a Type II vapour source

of RD = 640 µm at a height, 0.5 mm, from the substrate. The source was

manually held above the droplet’s front edge, leading it in a straight line,

or in a desired pattern; or when stated, the stage was moved at a constant

velocity or in a programmed pattern. When a velocity is given, the deposit is

made by moving droplet at this velocity, with no attention given to where the

source is located relative to the droplet. As long as the velocity is below the

droplet’s maximum possible velocity, the droplet will follow at the correct

pace due to it being trapped near an energy minimum (Fγ
x = 0 in Section

5.1.2.3). There was always a delay between when the droplet was deposited

and when it started moving.

Deposition of polyethylene glycol (PEG): Polyethylene glycol 4000

(0.20 g) was dissolved in 5 mol% PG/water or DI water (0.5 mL), making

100 mM solutions that were used for all experiments as stated. Deposition

was achieved by pipetting a 0.5 µL droplet of 100 mM PEG onto a clean

glass slide under a Type II water vapour source of RD = 640 µm at a height,

0.5 mm, from the substrate. The stage was moved at 4 µm s-1 until there

was a visible deposit behind the droplet (∼ 5 min). A metal needle was used

to agitate the deposit which seeded a phase change. The stage was then

moved at a fixed velocity for 10 mm while the droplet followed the source.
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3.5.7 Directed Mixing of Mobile Droplets (Section 5.4)

Two binary droplets were independently directed in order to bring together

different materials and initiate a reaction. If the sources are held in place, the

resulting combined droplet remains compartmentalised for extended periods

of time, as confirmed via visualisation of its internal flows via PTV (Section

3.7).

Acidic and basic stock solutions: 1 M NaOH (15 mol% PG/water) was pre-

pared by dissolving NaOH (0.20 g) in 15 mol% PG/water. 1 M HCl was made

by mixing aqueous hydrochloric acid (37 wt%, 0.492 g) with PG (0.231 g),

then diluting to 5 mL with 15 mol% water/PG. Solutions of < 1 M were

made from dilutions of these stock solutions. 1 M acetic acid (15 mol%

PG/water) was made by diluting glacial acetic acid (0.30 g) to 5 mL with 15

mol% PG/water. 0.33 M (or 1 N) phosphoric acid (15 mol% PG/water) was

prepared by dissolving phosphoric acid (0.163 g) in 15 mol% PG/water (5

mL).

Dyed mobile droplets: A 10 mM solution of methyl red was prepared by

dissolving methyl red (2.69 mg) in a 100 mM NaOH solution (1 mL, 15

mol% PG/water) and a 5 mM solution of bromothymol blue was made by

dissolving bromothymol blue (6.24 mg) also in 100 mM NaOH (2 mL, 15

mol% PG/water).

pH indicating mobile droplets were prepared using a protocol similar to Ya-

mada’s universal indicator.227 Thymol blue (1.25 mg), methyl red (3.13 mg),

bromothymol blue (15.0 mg), phenolphthalein (25.0 mg) were dissolved in

propylene glycol (8.55 g). A few drops of NaOH solution (1 M, 15 mol% PG)

were added to improve solubility. DI water (11.45 g) was added, and the

solution was diluted to 25 mL using 15 mol% PG. Acidic and basic droplet

solutions were then prepared by combining a solution of twice the required

concentration of the acid or base in equal parts with this indicator solution.

Particle tracer suspensions were made as in Section 3.5.5.
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3.6 Contact Angle Measurements
In Chapter 4, contact angles were observed to be below 5°, which cannot be

measured within a reasonable error. In Chapter 5, contact angles were mea-

sured using the “Contact Angle” plugin for ImageJ.228 Images for contact

angle measurement were obtained with the periscope attached to the micro-

scope described in Section 3.1. To achieve high contrast of the droplet edge,

the droplet was illuminated from behind at on offset angle. In a small angle

range, the droplet’s surface reflects the illuminating light while the body and

background remain dark.

The “Circle Bestfit” protocol was used where first the triple phase con-

tact point on either side of the droplet was selected, followed by three points

along the surface. The plugin then applied a threshold filter and performed

a fitting algorithm (Fig. 3.9). The given uncertainty in individual measure-

ments did not exceed 2°.

FIGURE 3.9: Contact angle measurement. Result of contact angle fitting (red) to a
water/propylene glycol droplet. The contact angle is obtained from a
circle fitted to the droplet’s top surface and the base (horizontal line).
The reflection of the droplet is visible. Scale bar 1 mm.

3.7 Particle Image Velocimetry
Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) analysis was carried out with PIVlab, a MAT-

LAB application by Thielicke et al.229–231 Frames were pre-processed via Con-

trast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization (CLAHE) using a 20 px win-

dow to improve their contrast. Then they were analysed as ( f1 f2), ( f2 f3),

( f3 f4),... pairs, where fn is the nth frame of the video. An FFT window de-

formation PIV algorithm was applied to each pair in 3 passes of decreasing
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window size (64×64 px, 32×32 px and 16×16 px), using a Gauss 2x3-point

sub-pixel estimator. No corrections were performed to account for the lens-

ing effect of the droplet due to its low contact angle and thus curvature.

The error associated with these PIV measurements is difficult to deter-

mine as PIVlab carries out many calculations to improve accuracy, such as

multiple passes. However, the upper range of error can be estimated from

the error of the first correlation (64 px window), for which the correlation

plane can be manually extracted from the software. Xue et al.232 showed

that various signal-to-noise metrics derived from the correlation plane could

be used to give an uncertainty associated with the measurement. One such

metric was the Primary Peak Ratio (PPR), which is given by Cmax
C2

, where Cmax

is the height of the tallest peak, and C2 is the height of the second tallest

peak. Figure 3.10 shows a typical correlation plane taken from an experi-

ment in Section 4.1.1 with these peaks highlighted. Using the PPR found

in Fig. 3.10 the upper and lower confidence limits (equivalent of one stan-

dard deviation) were found to be 26% and 5% respectively. The source of

this high error is evident: the large number of particles creates a significant

amount of noise, however as stated, this should be an upper limit, and the

subsequent filtering and averaging steps should reduce this.

The flow vectors were then post-processed externally to PIV lab using

a custom-built MATLAB script that applied two filters: The first filter cross-

checked each flow vector with the original image to ensure that it was de-

rived from a region of sufficient brightness (i.e. vectors derived from blank

space were removed). Next a median filter was applied. Vectors where then

averaged in time for 20 frames (2 s).

While PIV is a powerful tool, there are several notable sources of er-

ror that should be highlighted. High quality PIV requires particles and local

regions of frames to change as little as possible over time, except for the

translation caused by a flow. However, several factors can prevent this from

happening and lead to non-translation transformations between each frame
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FIGURE 3.10: Error in PIV correlation. Typical correlation plane in PIV measure-
ments with primary peak and secondary peak highlighted. Dashed
blue line shows the origin. This plane is measuring motion to the
lower left of the frame (note offset between cross and origin).

which can reduce the accuracy of the cross-correlation. A notable example

is changing particle intensity, particularly when moving in and out of the

plane.233 However this pitfall is not so prominent here due to the droplet

being thin and evenly illuminated (as opposed to traditional sheet illumina-

tion). Instead, in this case, most error will likely stem from non-translational

deformations and noise. Despite its low height, the 3D flows present can

cause complex changes within each image window. However, this effect is

curtailed somewhat due to, first, the sedimentation of particles and, sec-

ond, flows occurring on the top of the droplet being significantly faster than

those on the substrate, rendering the former noise when measuring the lat-

ter. Also, as the droplet is circular, radial flows lead to non-linear changes

in local regions, though this can be considered mostly negligible due to the

final cross-correlation window being small, minimising the curvature effect.

Finally, vector validation is important i.e. a process where false positives

are rejected. While PIVlab did offer this, the unique nature of this experiment

demanded a tailored approach, with the main problem being that areas of

the droplet were being cleaned of particles and as such could not give re-

liable cross-correlations. The “cross-checking filter” described above helped
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remove flow vectors derived from poor regions of the image, and this com-

bined with the median filter provided an adequate vector validation.

3.8 Particle Tracking Velocimetry
Particle Tracking Velocimetry (PTV) was performed using a custom MATLAB

script. Particles were tracked by first applying a top-hat filter (3 px disc

structuring element) to provide a uniform background. Then, by normaliz-

ing each pixel to the 3x3 pixel window around it, it was possible to set the

centre of each particle to a value of one. Thus, a binary filter could extract

each position, which were cross-checked against the original image to re-

move false positives. Trajectories were then built using a sequential nearest

neighbour algorithm where the search radius for the nearest neighbour was

increased stepwise. This meant slow trajectories were found first, followed

by the faster ones. During the search, trajectories were only accepted if their

total length was greater than 5 frames.

3.9 Profilometry Measurements
Profiles were measured on a DektakXT Surface Profilometer using a 5 µm

stylus and 5 mg of force. They were measured using a horizontal (x) resolu-

tion of 0.5 µm/pt (0.5 µm between each sample point). 2D profiles were an

average of 5 profiles acquired 4 µm apart. 3D profile maps were composite

profiles of the same parameters, taken at 5 µm steps in the y-direction.



Chapter 4

Controlling Deposition from

Stationary Droplets Using a

Vapour Source

With increasing interest in using liquid droplets to handle and deposit ma-

terials for manufacturing, as well as in diagnostics, techniques that allow

manipulation of these droplets are highly valuable. For manufacturing in

particular, techniques that are both technically simple and resource-efficient

are even more desirable. Most current methods that allow a high degree of

control either involve lasers at either very high powers76,77 or coupled with

light-sensitive surfactants that remain in the deposit after evaporation.82

In this chapter, a novel method is presented where a water droplet and

its cargo can be controlled via the vapour phase. During evaporation of a

droplet, the vapour distribution around it has important implications on its

behaviour; the much-discussed Coffee Ring Effect is a product of this, due

to the increased rate of vapour diffusion along the droplet’s underlying sub-

strate away from its edges. The effect of an imposed humidity gradient (i.e.

the vapour and liquid phases being of the same chemical species) has been

studied, though the effect is subtle as it relies purely on capillary flows gen-

erated by uneven evaporation.37,174 Marangoni flows can instead be gen-

erated by introducing a second component via the vapour phase, however
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prior to this work, only aggressive and non-specific flows had been demon-

strated.90,234 Here, a small and localised vapour source is used to induce

highly controllable flows within a droplet, allowing the material within it to

be directed at will. It requires no additional energy input as it relies on a

passive diffusion process, and only requires a negligible addition of a sup-

plementary component (ethanol in this work) to the water droplet, which

evaporates fully once it has dried. This, plus its technical simplicity, may

make it an ideal technique to complement inkjet printing and for use in di-

agnostic tools, particularly where flows must be generated in a passive device

(Section 2.4.2).

The nature of these flows and how the positioning and size of the

ethanol source can be used to control them will be discussed in this chapter.

The effect of proximity on the strength of these flows will be demonstrated;

the source can be moved either closer or further away from the surface, lead-

ing to a denser or more diffuse vapour field and hence affect the magnitude

of the flows. The strength will also be shown to be determined by the size

of the source, so a combination of source sizes and heights can be used to

achieve different vapour fields with different geometries. The source can

also be moved laterally to change the position of the generated flows, giving

in-plane control. All of this can be done in real-time, meaning droplets can

be controlled dynamically.

4.1 Inducing Flows Using a Stationary Point

Source of Vapour
When the surface of a body of water is exposed to ethanol vapour, ethanol

will absorb into this surface. Any increase in ethanol concentration induces

a decrease in surface tension of the resulting mixture.79 If the concentration

of ethanol is not uniform, it will induce a surface tension gradient, leading

to an imbalance of forces and hence a Marangoni flow. Experimentally, it is

trivial to create a non-uniform vapour field, the simplest case being diffusion
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from a constant vapour source in an open system, where a natural gradient

will form from the source to infinity.

In this section, vapour diffusion from a local point source (of radius, Rs)

will be used to generate a radial vapour field that creates a surface tension

gradient, and hence a flow, along the surface of a water droplet of radius,

RD, height, hD, and contact angle, θc (Fig.4.1). These flows are directed

t = 0 s t = 50 s t = 100 s t = 150 sd

b ca

zs
hD

RD

θc

FIGURE 4.1: The effect of a point source of vapour above a water droplet. (a)
A point source of vapour (green, solid) positioned at a height, zs, from
the substrate, will radially diffuse and create a surface tension gradient
across a droplet (radius, RD, height, hD, and contact angle, θc). This
gradient will generate toroidal flows that have a region of zero flow
velocity (hatched) in which solid materials can reside. The vapour is
generated by a liquid reservoir (green, hatched) that acts as a constant
source. (b) These flows can be used to guide material in the droplet.
Here, silica particles of 2 µm diameter are deposited in the centre
of the stain by holding the ethanol vapour source over the centre of
the droplet (Video A.1). The source was held at a zs = 2 mm from
the substrate. (c) In the absence of the source, a typical coffee ring
stain is formed (Video A.2). (d) Time lapse of the evaporation process
under the influence of a point source (circle, green solid line). The
flows (white arrows) guide the particles inwards towards the centre
over the lifetime of the droplet, where they are left once the liquid has
evaporated. The edge of the droplet is shown by the dashed blue line.
Scale bars 1 mm.
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away from the source (Fig. 4.1a) due to the largest decrease in surface

tension residing directly under the source. They are inherently cyclic and so

have a reciprocal component within the body of the droplet, flowing inwards

along the substrate on which the droplet rests. Thus, they can be used to

guide material towards the source. These flows take on a toroidal geometry,

consisting of a region of zero flow velocity in their centre where material can

accumulate.

Figure 4.1b shows the stain left by a 1 µL droplet containing 1 w/v%

2 µm silica particles in water held under an ethanol vapour source of

Rs = 210 µm at a height, zs, of 2 mm from the substrate. The vast major-

ity of particles are localised in the desired central location compared to the

control case, with no solvent source, where a typical coffee ring stain is ob-

tained (Fig. 4.1c). The flows are present throughout the lifetime of the

droplet and gently guide the particles inwards (Fig. 4.1d). However, a range

of outcomes and behaviours are possible based on zs, several of which will

now be presented.

4.1.1 Controlling the Flow Strength

Introducing Marangoni flows into an evaporating droplet has a large impact

on how it will deposit any material within it. As the strength of these flows

depends on the concentration gradient induced along a droplet’s surface,

one can control the magnitude of these flows by simply moving the source

closer or further away from the droplet as the vapour density is naturally

higher closer to the source (Fig. 4.2a). Figure 4.2b shows representative

deposits left by 1 µL water droplets containing 1 w/v% silica particles of 2

µm diameter, exposed to a source with a radius of 210 µm in a controlled

environment shielded from external air flows (see Chapter 2).

The trend in deposition pattern is not trivial due to several simultane-

ously occurring phenomena. In all cases, material is attracted to the centre,

towards the solvent source, though the morphology of the deposit can vary

greatly (Fig. 4.2b). At zs = 0.5 mm, the stain is highly inhomogeneous and,
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zs = 1.0 mm zs = 2.0 mm zs = 2.5 mm zs = 3.0 mm

FIGURE 4.2: Effect of height of the vapour source on silica particle deposits.
(a) The flows induced in a droplet depend on the concentration gra-
dient created by the solvent source. By increasing the height between
the source and the substrate, zs, a more diffuse vapour field is obtained
at the droplet surface, leading to weaker flows. (b) Deposits from 1
µL droplets containing 1 w/v% silica particles of 2 µm diameter in wa-
ter held under an ethanol vapour source of radius 210 µm at different
heights. Insets: contrast enhanced images of the centre of the deposits
to help visualise 3D structures, if a central spot is present. Scale bars
are 1 mm.

at zs = 1 mm, the stain, while less chaotic, is still asymmetrical. At zs = 2

mm, the particles dry as a fairly symmetrical 2D pile that becomes a flat 1D

monolayer as zs increases to 2.5 mm. Moving the solvent source further still

results in a wider distribution of particles (zs = 3 mm). On moving beyond

the range of the solvent source, the droplet behaves as the control, displaying

the usual CRE.

To understand the process behind these deposits, the particles were

tracked using PIV to quantify the flows present inside the droplet and how

they develop over time. Figure 4.3a shows how the averaged radial com-

ponent of the velocity, vr, varies across the radial coordinate of the droplet,

r, and how it changes over time, t. All droplets are fully dry by 250 ± 20

s. The effect of decreasing height is evident: strong inward flows (blue) are
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FIGURE 4.3: Effect of height of a vapour source on flows and other phenomena
within a droplet. (a) Variation in the average radial component of
velocity of 2 µm diameter silica particles in time for an ethanol vapour
source (Rs = 210 µm) at different heights, zs. Dashed line shows the
edge of the droplet. (b)-(g) The different processes that occur within
evaporating droplets exposed to solvents sources that contribute to the
range of deposits seen in Fig. 4.2, envisioned as looking onto the side
of the droplet. (b) When the source is close, the droplet surface is
strongly repelled and pushes into the slide, disrupting the central de-
posit. (c) On moving further, the surface still makes contact with the
particles but does not disrupt them; particles still move to the central
deposit. Droplets trapped under this surface stop moving (white re-
gion in velocity map). (d) Particles form a pile in the stagnation point
in the toroidal flow. (e) This pile can be flattened by the natural low-
ering of the droplet surface due to evaporation, if the generated flows
are not strong enough to resist it. (f) Weak Marangoni flows work
concurrently with the natural CRE, (g).

present at low heights, that weaken as zs increases. Also with increasing zs,

the CRE becomes visible (outwards flows, red). However, as stated, many

other phenomena are present, and each case must be evaluated individually.

For zs = 0.5 mm and zs = 1 mm, the particles near the centre of the

droplet (r = 0) are stationary for most of the evaporation process (white re-

gion). In both cases, this is due to deformation of the droplets by the solvent

vapour; they become toroidal due to the strong flows induced within them

(Fig. 4.3, b and c). This could be due to the rapid outward flows along the

surface of the droplet moving liquid away from its centre and the reciprocal

flows that usually occur along the substrate (Fig. 4.3a) not being able to
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replenish the centre due to the viscous drag against the substrate and the

confinement of the system.235,236 The momentum of the additional vapour

may also play a role. The effect of this is that the surface of the droplet

lowers and makes contact with the substrate. At zs = 0.5 mm, the effect

is so rapid and violent that the droplet depins from the centre (Fig. 4.3b),

leaving a highly disordered deposit. At zs = 1 mm, the effect is weaker and

particles initially have time to form a monolayer in the centre. The surface

of the droplet then makes contact with this monolayer but does not break

through it (Fig. 4.3c). The inward flows continue to move material towards

the monolayer and build it from its side. At this point, the Marangoni flows

are still strong and less predictable, and so the final deposit is not a perfect

monolayer and some multilayer regions are present (Fig. 4.2b, inset).

At zs = 2 mm, the distortion of the droplet either no longer occurs, or

its effects are negligible. There are inward flows throughout the life of the

droplet that build a 2D mound in the centre of the droplet in the region of

no flow (Fig. 4.3d). This 2D mound remains there on drying. The same

happens at zs = 2.5 mm, however during the final stages when the surface of

the droplet makes contact with the pile, the particles are flattened due to the

weaker flows not being able to resist the surface (Fig. 4.3e, Video A.3). Note

that this is visible as a red region in the velocity surface, near the droplet’s

centre at t ≈ 130 s.

Moving further to zs = 3 mm, the Marangoni flows are weak and only

slightly bring the particles inward. As the droplet evaporates, the CRE be-

comes stronger and the induced Marangoni flows cannot compete with it.

The combined inward and outward flows (Fig. 4.3f) lead to the broad par-

ticle distribution seen in Fig. 4.2b. At large zs, the droplet does not feel

a noticeable effect from the solvent vapour and undergoes the normal CRE

(Fig. 4.3g).

It is worth noting that these are all representative cases of deposits from

a highly complex system. All of the described phenomena may have a de-
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t = 0 s t = 75 s t = 100 s

FIGURE 4.4: Jet formation in droplets. Occasionally, the toroidal cyclic flows that
form in a droplet exposed to a solvent source become asymmetric.
Here, a droplet is exposed to a source of Rs = 210 µm at zs = 2 mm.
The particles are ejected from the centre at a preferred angle (blue
arrow). The main cause of this is an asymmetry in the droplet; in this
case a pinning point causes a perturbation at the contact line (circled,
contrast enhanced inset). In this case, the jet is directed away from this
point, however this is not a definitive rule and different distortions in
the droplet may lead to different effects. Scale bar 1 mm.

pendency on several independent factors such as the initial contact angle

(that can vary due to contact angle hysteresis), variation in deposition vol-

ume and particle concentration, and the idiosyncrasies in the time evolution

of the droplets. Accordingly, there is a natural variability in these systems. A

notable variability was the formation of particle jets: vortices of asymmetric

radial velocity that led particles to eject in a preferable direction (Fig. 4.4).

These likely form due to geometrical asymmetries in the droplet that influ-

ence and direct the flows within it. However, with care to make well shaped

droplets, keeping the system clean, and being careful of air flows, these vari-

abilities could be minimised. As a result the stains as shown in Fig. 4.2b

were highly reproducible with a small variability.

4.1.2 Modelling the Strength of Flows

In order to support the hypothesis that these flows can be driven by vapour-

induced chemical gradients, this system can be modelled and the expected

magnitude of the Marangoni flows estimated. These systems have inherently

complex time dependencies, but the problem can be simplified by assuming
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a steady state solution where an unchanging droplet is placed into a constant

and independent vapour field. As the contact angles of the droplets used in

these experiments are small (below what can be reliably measured, θc ≤ 5°),

the problem can be further simplified by assuming that the model droplet is a

thin wedge of height, hD = 85 µm, and radius, RD = 2.7 mm, as determined

by experiment (Fig. 4.5a).

First, an expression for the ethanol vapour distribution at the droplet’s

surface, cE(zs,r), is required as a function of zs. The vapour source is consid-

ered to be a hemisphere of radius, Rs, directed downwards, that maintains

a constant, saturated ethanol vapour concentration, c0 = 0.146 kg m-3, as

estimated from the vapour pressure of ethanol, PEtOH = 7.87 kPa,237 and the

perfect gas equation. The steady state solution of the Poisson equation for

the vapour diffusion from this source at a given zs, across the radial coordi-

nate, r, of the thin wedge is given by238

cE(h,r) =
1
2

c0Rs√
(zs−hD)2 + r2

(4.1)

where the factor of 1/2 accounts for the fact the sphere only releases vapour

downwards.

Due to the fast absorption of ethanol into water,239 we assume all the
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FIGURE 4.5: Ethanol concentration across the surface of a thin wedge. (a)
The simplified droplet geometry used in the model. Due to its small
contact angle, the droplet is assumed to be a thin wedge of height,
hD. (b) The effect of source height on the concentration of ethanol
across the surface of a thin wedge as determined by Eq. 4.1. The
concentration gradient decreases in steepness as the height increases.
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ethanol vapour at the droplet surface is absorbed into the liquid, therefore

Eq. 4.1 can be used to approximate the surface concentration of ethanol

directly (Fig. 4.5b). The surface tension across the droplet, γ(zs,r), can be

derived therefrom. At low ethanol concentrations, the surface tension of

water/ethanol mixtures is approximately linear with respect to the concen-

tration of ethanol,79 so can be estimated using

γ(zs,r) = γH2O−βcE(zs,r) = γH2O−
β

2
c0Rs√

(zs−hD)2 + r2
(4.2)

where β= 3.26×10-4 m3 s-2 is the linear proportionality constant between

surface tension and ethanol concentration in water, derived from experimen-

tal data,79 and γH2O = 72 mN m-1 is the surface tension of water at T = 25°C.

The flow velocity generated by this surface tension gradient can be esti-

mated using240

v(zs) =
hD

2ηRD

(
γ(zs,r = RD)− γ(zs,r = 0)

)
(4.3)

where η = 8.9×10−4 Pa s, is the viscosity of water at T = 25°C.241 Figure

4.6 shows the velocities predicted by Eq. 4.3 compared to the maximum

observed velocity across the lifetime a droplet, vmax
r , averaged over several

droplets as a function zs. It also shows the mean velocity over the entire

droplet, 〈vr〉, measured at the time that vmax
r is observed. For such a sim-

ple model, the predicted v and vmax
r match well, and the magnitude and

the general behaviour of the system are accurately described. The model

more closely resembles the maximum observed velocity as Eq. 4.3 predicts

the velocity on the surface of the droplet; the rest of the flows inside of the

droplet will be slower due to drag within the liquid and against the substrate.

However, it is notable that the model generally seems to underestimate vmax
r .

This could be due to ethanol being recycled within droplets; the flows are

cyclic, meaning that any ethanol absorbed into a droplet surface that does

not rapidly evaporate can be returned to the surface. This is consistent with
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FIGURE 4.6: Modelling the magnitude of the observed flows as a function of
solvent height. Maximum inward velocity of the flows in a droplet
as a function of distance from an ethanol vapour source of radius, Rs
= 210 µm. The values given are the average maximum velocity, vmax

r ,
(©) measured over several droplets and the mean velocity, 〈vr〉, over
the entire droplet at the time where the maximum velocity is measured
(4) compare to velocity, v, predicted by Eq. 4.3 (black line). Grey bars
show the standard deviation of 3 or more experiments. The height of
the droplet, hD, is given by the blue region.

the observation that the flows within a droplet do not disappear immediately

if the solvent source is removed and also matches observations elsewhere

that show premixed ethanol/water droplets can form random self-sustaining

cyclic flows.50,85 This model also cannot capture the other complex phenom-

ena occurring in the droplet (Fig. 4.3) that would affect the observed velocity

by, for example, deforming the droplet.

By simply changing the height of a point source, it is possible to control

the strength of the generated Marangoni flows by varying the steepness of the

imposed vapour gradient. Hence, a wide variety of deposits can be obtained

with only a simple change to the system. The next section will focus on how

the same source can be used to break the symmetry of the system by moving

it away from the centre.

4.1.3 Controlling Positioning of Flows

In the previous subsections, the vapour source was held above the centre of

the droplet. Hence, in the ideal case with no geometric disturbances, the
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FIGURE 4.7: The effect of offsetting the vapour source on the induced flows.
(a) The centred case gives rise to centrosymmetric flows. (b) Flows
within a droplet exposed to a source of zs = 2 mm and Rs = 210 µm,
determined using PIV. The flows display very little in-plane vorticity.
(c) The solvent source can be displaced from the centre by a distance,
xs. (d) This breaks the symmetry of the system. The flows are biased
towards the source, and display an increasing vorticity as xs increases.
There is also an increase in the magnitude, with an approximately 10-
fold increase from xs = 0 mm to xs = 2 mm. All measurements were
taken 50 s into the droplets’ lifetimes. The solid green circles show the
position of the source. Grey dashed circles show xs = 0 mm. All scale
bars 1 mm.

generated Marangoni flows were all centrosymmetric, with a toroidal geom-

etry (Fig. 4.7a). Figure 4.7b shows the motion of 2 µm silica particles along

the substrate when a 1 µL droplet is exposed to a source of Rs = 210 µm and

zs = 2 mm, as measured by PIV. Note that the corresponding outward flows

along the top of the droplet are not visible due to the sedimentation of the

particles. As the flows cycle out of the plane, the in-plane flows show little

to no vorticity (Fig. 4.7b).

By moving the source away from the centre by a distance, xs, this sym-

metry can be broken (Fig. 4.7c). Figure 4.7d shows the in-plane flows that

form when the source in Fig. 4.7b is held at increasing xs. The further the
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FIGURE 4.8: Rationalisation of flow confinement. (a) In the radially symmetric
case, all flows meet the contact line perpendicularly. Only the flows
that would be generated by the vertical surface tension gradients are
shown. There is no azimuthal surface tension gradient (green) (b)
When the source is close to the edge, these same flows will be directed
into the contact line. A horizontal surface tension gradient (green gra-
dient) will also exist along the contact line, and so one would expect
a flow along it.

source is moved away from the droplet’s centre, the larger the vorticity of

the in-plane flows. The flows also generally increase in strength, with an ap-

proximately 10-fold increase magnitude between xs = 0 mm and xs = 2 mm.

This is due to the decreasing height of the droplet along is radius; as flows

are generated on it’s surface, the flows on the substrate are faster when the

fluid is thinner.

The distortion of the flows is at least partially due to the confinement of

the droplet. In the radially symmetric case, flows are also radially symmetric

(Fig. 4.8a). However, on displacing the source, flows will be forced into the

contact line at an angle, inducing rotation in the flows and increasing their

vorticity (Fig. 4.8b). While a simplistic explanation, the observed flows can

be rationalised as a transition between these two cases, with the cardioid

flows becoming more prominent as xs increases. In order to fully understand

these asymmetric flow patterns, however, a full fluid dynamic analysis would

be required.

The result of this symmetry breaking is asymmetric deposits. Figure 4.9

shows the deposits left by the droplets in Fig. 4.7, b and d, (xs = 0.5 mm,

Video A.4). The particles follow the vapour source, but do not settle directly
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FIGURE 4.9: The effect of the induced lateral flows on the deposition of silica
particles. The deposits from the droplets in Fig.4.7. The particles
generally follow the source as xs is increased, however due to the con-
finement of the flows in the spherical cap of the droplet, the flows
do not lead to a centro-symmetric pile. At larger xs, the droplet is an
asymmetric coffee ring. Scale bar 1 mm.

underneath it, instead accumulating between the source and the edge. For

increasing xs, the particle deposits also become more elongated until they

take on a crescent moon shape along half of the droplet’s edge. This agrees

with the simplified flow diagram in Fig. 4.8b; the returning flow (leftward

as drawn) would push the stagnation point further away from the source

as the contribution of these flows increased. They would also elongate the

stagnation point vertically.

Beyond affecting the flows within a droplet, the vapour source also can

affect the droplet surface and other dying phenomena. This was already

apparent in Subsection 4.1.1, where at low zs, droplets were seen to dry and

depin from their centre. However, laterally displaced vapour sources can

change this global drying behaviour in a more controllable manner. Figure

4.10a shows the lifetime of a droplet exposed to a vapour source with Rs =

210 µm, zs = 2 mm and xs = 2 mm. From early on (t <30 s) particles are

quickly brought to the edge (Fig. 4.10b). In fact, the crescent moon deposit

seen in Fig. 4.9 is built entirely in this time. Beyond this, the droplet starts to

depin, leaving behind only a thin film of water (Fig. 4.10c). This depinning

front (dashed white line) moves across the droplet to the side opposite the

source. The final stage of drying is marked by the thin film evaporating (Fig.

4.10d). Again, this moves as a front (F) away from the source.
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FIGURE 4.10: Vapour induced depinning. (a) Time-lapse of a droplet exposed
to an ethanol source (green) of Rs = 210 µm, zs = 2 mm, and xs =
2 mm. (b) The droplet experiences strong flows to its edge, building
a strong deposit on that side. (c) The droplet depins, leaving a thin
film of water as its edge (dashed line) retreats away from the source.
(d) The thin film undergoes the final drying stages. This occurs as a
moving front (F) that also starts at the source and moves away from
it. Scale bar 1 mm.

The ability to control depinning introduces many new potential ways to

alter deposition. In this particular case, most material was deposited into

the thin film exclusively by a flow moving from right to left (Fig. 4.7d).

If these flows could be used to align an anisotropic material, it would be

aligned in one parallel direction across the stain, rather than aligned radially

if deposited by the CRE.206,242 Controlling and modulating depinning in this

manner may yield other new methods of deposition from droplets. This, as

well as the ability to make asymmetric flows and deposits, may be used to

assemble more complicated structures from a single droplet.

4.1.4 Controlling the Range of Flows

The work in this section has so far discussed the large range of deposition

patterns that can be obtained with the same source held at different posi-

tions. This source (Rs = 210 µm) generally induces flows in the entirety of

the droplet and so can influence a majority of the cargo inside. Here, sources

of different radii will be used to create flows of different strengths and ar-
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eas of influence. Assuming the aperture of the vapour source is always at

the saturated vapour concentration, the effect of increasing Rs is to create a

larger vapour field, capable of imparting a larger amount of solvent into a

target droplet (Fig. 4.11a). Conversely, decreasing Rs creates a smaller, more

localised vapour field that transfers a more constrained amount of solvent.

As a result strength and range become functions of Rs, even if held at the

same position.

Figure 4.11b show the effect of holding sources of different Rs at zs =

2 mm. For Rs = 640 µm, the induced flows are so large that the droplet is

completely disrupted. Not only does the droplet dry from the centre, simi-

lar to the case of low zs in Section 4.1.1, but the deformation of the droplet

overcomes its hysteresis, and the contact line moves; the droplet escapes the

vapour source. The resulting stain is extremely chaotic. While it may be pos-

sible to utilise the transport of droplets in such a manner, the unpredictability

b

a

zs = 2 mm zs = 1 mm

Rs = 640 μm Rs = 350 μm Rs = 210 μm Rs = 150 μm Rs = 80 μm

FIGURE 4.11: Effect of the radius of the vapour source on deposition. (a) Dia-
gram showing how vapour sources of varying Rs can impose different
concentration gradients along a droplet’s surface. (b) Deposits of 2
µm silica particles form 1 µL droplets (1 w/v%) exposed to vapour
sources of different Rs at zs = 2 mm. For Rs = 80 µm, the effect
disappears but can be reintroduced by lowering the source to zs= 1
mm. Insets show contrast enhanced images of the central deposits of
the stains, if present. Scale bars 1 mm.
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of this system would have to be reduced. Chapter 5 presents a far more con-

trollable alternative method of moving droplets. On reducing Rs, the flows

become insufficient to deform the droplet enough to overcome its hysteresis,

and so the flows are contained. The effects of this deformation, however, are

still apparent in the central deposit of Rs = 350 µm. The stain has a flattened

monolayer in the centre, with a multilayer region that partially encircles this,

matching the deformed ring shape of the mother droplet.

The deposit for Rs = 210 µm is a 2D mound. As has been discussed pre-

viously, it is the result of stable accumulation of particles within the centre

of the droplet in a region of zero flow. A vast majority of the particles in

the droplet amass in its centre, under the vapour source, with a small frac-

tion at the droplet’s edge due to some residual capillary flows, and an even

smaller fraction scattered in the intermediate areas. On decreasing Rs fur-

ther to 150 µm, the fraction of material outside of the central zone increases,

particularly around the stain edge. This is due to the reduced range of the

vapour source, leaving the particles beyond the reach of the induced flows

to be transported to the edge by the CRE.

The deposit from a droplet exposed to an even smaller source of

Rs = 80 µm at zs = 2 mm is unaffected; the final stain is a ring. The vapour

field does not generate a substantial enough concentration gradient to gen-

erate a meaningful flow. However, moving this source to zs = 1 mm increases

the surface concentration of ethanol enough to reintroduce the effect. These

are extremely localised and a small 2D pile of particles is formed in the centre

of the stain, with a significant amount of the unaffected material is deposited

at the droplet’s edge.

The two cases of Rs = 150 µm at zs = 2 mm and Rs = 80 µm at

zs = 1 mm are, to the first approximation, comparable. This is because the

vapour concentration at a given distance from the source is inversely propor-

tional to this distance, and directly proportional to the radius of the source,

as given by the solution to the Poisson equation (Eq. 4.1) discussed in Sub-
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FIGURE 4.12: Using the radius and height of a vapour source to shape the in-
duced flows. (a) The time evolution of the average radial flows in
droplets exposed to sources of Rs = 150 µm at zs = 2 mm and Rs =
80 µm at zs = 1 mm. The larger, but more distant, source effects a
larger range of particles in the droplet (blue region). The CRE flows
become evident at the edge after about 1 minute. For the smaller,
but closer source, the outer part of the region is unaffected, but the
smaller area that it does influence experiences stronger flows than
for Rs = 150 µm. The dashed line shows the edge of the droplet.
The dotted line shows a rough guide to the range of the flow. Note
that compared to Fig. 4.3a, the colour scale is an order of magnitude
smaller, resulting in a different appearance. (b) The vapour distri-
bution across a droplet surface (RD = 2.7 mm) as predicted with
Eq. 4.1. Both sources expose a droplet to a comparable amount of
vapour, however, the gradient from the smaller source is predicted to
be steeper than that of the larger source.

section 4.1.2. Figure 4.12a shows how the average radial velocity along the

substrate changes over time. The larger source can influence the entirety of

the droplet (blue), however it is in competition with the CRE. In the early

stages, when the CRE is naturally weaker, the Marangoni flows predominate

and result in weak inward flows. As the droplet evaporates and its height

decreases, the Marangoni driven flows along the substrate increase in veloc-

ity as the surface moves closer to the substrate, while the CRE flows increase

due to the droplet’s decreasing contact angle. The increase in the CRE, par-
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ticularly at the edge, exceeds that of the Maragoni flows and an outward

flow becomes visible (red). The combined inward and outward flows lead to

the deposition at both the centre and the edge seen in Fig. 4.11.

The smaller source has a more localised flow; the outer region of the

droplet is generally unaffected. The smaller attractive region does, however,

experience faster flows than those generated by the Rs = 150 µm source

due to a steeper vapour gradient across the droplet surface. Figure 4.12b

depicts the vapour distribution across a droplet, as predicted with Eq. 4.1.

It shows that, despite comparable amounts of ethanol, the gradient of the

smaller source is larger, causing stronger flows. These stronger flows lead

to the change from a tendency to form a wider and flatter deposit to the

multilayer deposit seen in Fig. 4.11, again demonstrating some control over

the morphology in the final deposit structure.

In conclusion, the geometry of the vapour field has been shown to have

an impact on the Marangoni flows that occur in droplets. A smaller and

weaker field can be brought closer to a droplet to generate stronger and

more localised flows. The ability to control local parts of the droplet will

be used to a much greater extent in the next section, where these vapour

sources will be moved in time to manipulate flows in droplets and create

different deposition patterns.

4.2 Real-time Manipulation of Droplets
In the previous section, Marangoni flows were generated in water droplets

using a stationary ethanol vapour source. By changing the height, position

and radius of this source, silica particles could be deposited in many differ-

ent geometries. Here, the source will be moved during evaporation, chang-

ing the strength and direction of flows dynamically. By introducing time

dependence, the number of possible ways to influence a droplet increases

dramatically.
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4.2.1 Arbitrary Pattern Formation from Droplets Using a

Single Vapour Source

Figure 4.13, a to f, shows deposition from droplets exposed to vapour sources

that were moved by a motorised stage in a preprogrammed pattern, shown

alongside the deposit. Figure 4.13, a to c, show a how small source of

Rs = 80 µm can be used to induce local flows, group particles together, and

then move to a distinct part of the droplet and do the same. Figure 4.13a

shows the simplest case. The source is held outside of the droplet for 20 s

before being brought over the droplet’s surface, as exposure to the source for

the entirety of the droplet’s lifetime is not required. The first spot is created

in 25 s, while the second spot is created in only 15 s, due to the increas-

ing strength of the Marangoni flows as the droplet dries (Fig. 4.12a). Figure

4.13b shows 3 local groupings in one line, while Fig. 4.13c shows 3 spots po-

sitioned in 2D. In both cases, the earlier spots require slightly longer to form

than the later ones, again due to the increasing flow rates. These also show

that two similar deposits can be created using different approaches: In Fig.

4.13b, zs is slightly higher. Therefore, while the accumulation in each spot

takes longer, there is no idle time during which the source is held outside of

the droplet. Conversely, in Fig. 4.13c, a lower zs is used, incorporating an

idle time, but then faster accumulation occurs at each point.

Figure 4.13, d to f, shows how, by moving the source gradually, in-

terconnected deposits can be made. Figure 4.13d shows a larger source

(Rs = 210 µm) oscillating back and forth across the droplet, along a line.

The larger source influences the entire droplet, attracting a majority of the

material within it to this line. In this example, as the source is oscillated

relatively quickly, it may be best to assume that moving the source in such

a manner creates an averaged, elongated vapour field. This explains why

material is attracted to the interconnecting region rather than two distinct

points. In Fig. 4.13e the smaller source (Rs = 80 µm) is moved more slowly

and instead acts as a paint brush, accumulating material to its path as it
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FIGURE 4.13: Advanced patterning with a vapour source. By moving a source
in time, complex deposits can be obtained. As the source is free to
move, the are many possible approaches to obtain a desired struc-
ture. Dark green spots show where a source was held stationary
for the time indicated. Sometimes the source was held away from
the droplet before manipulation. Solid lines are slow motion of the
source at a velocity, vs< 2 mm s-1. Dashed lines show fast motion, vs
> 2 mm s-1; at these speeds, the system cannot respond fast enough
and the movement is effectively instantaneous. (a) Local grouping
of particles in two discrete positions by a single source. (b) As (a)
but three locations. (c) Three locations within the 2D plane. (d) By
moving the source at a lower vs, connected deposits can be formed.
A source of Rs = 210 µm continuously moved up and down can lead
to a majority of material being deposited as a line. (e) A smaller
source (Rs = 80 µm) affects a more local area. The deposited lines
can overlap, demonstrated by this “x” shape, created by tracing the
shape twice. (f) The letters “UCL” patterned into a 3 µL droplet
containing a 2 w/v% suspension of 2 µm diameter silica particles,
demonstrating that arbitrary patterns can be drawn. Scale bars 1
mm.
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moves. In this case, the “x” shape is traced twice. This required because of

the low zs: at this height, strong flows can form if the source is held in one

place for too long. This is due to the recycling effect, where absorbed ethanol

can be recirculated to the surface and act to lower the surface tension further.

Tracing the shape twice allows material to be accumulated where desired but

prevents feedback loops from disrupting the process.

The final example shows how arbitrary shapes can be patterned into a

droplet. Here, the letters “UCL” are traced into a 3 µL droplet of 2 w/v%

suspension of 2 µm silica particles (Video A.5). Note that this bigger volume

increases the height of the droplet, so the flows are initially weaker than

in the previous examples. This is also why the source can be moved more

slowly than in 4.13e, without creating a chaotic, disrupting feedback loop.

In fact, the source is held for 5 s at the beginning of each letter, in order to

generate a controlled feedback loop. This loop creates a toroidal flow that

is then guided to accumulate material to the desired location. On moving to

the next letter, the source is moved away from the toroidal flow more quickly

than it can follow, and so it dissipates. Therefore, at the next letter, a short

initialisation period (again, 5s) is required to start a new flow.

As demonstrated by the range of deposits possible, this technique is ca-

pable of a high degree of contactless control over the flows, and hence the

material, within an evaporating droplet. However, for real-world applica-

tions, each ink, due to its own unique properties, will require its own opti-

misation process in order to reach the intended goal. The many degrees of

freedom, in both time and space, and size of the source discussed here, but

also other factors, like the solvent itself and the shape of the source, allow

multiple approaches to solving any given problem. It is a simple technique,

requiring no additional energy input, minimal resources and is non-invasive.

These qualities make it well suited for upscaling. With inkjet printing set to

become an increasingly important manufacturing process, this work is well

placed to be incorporated alongside it.
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4.3 Estimating the Change in Composition In-

duced by a Vapour Source
Throughout this chapter, ethanol has been introduced into water droplets via

the vapour phase through passive diffusion as a means of inducing surface

tension driven flows. This process ensures a small amount of ethanol enters

the droplet, and hence its composition is minimally changed. However, if this

method is used on materials incompatible with the added organic solvent, or

with a living system, it would be pertinent to know an upper bound of the

amount of added vapour.

4.3.1 Estimating the Ethanol Change Through the Induced

Change in Spreading

The concentration of ethanol in droplets exposed to an ethanol vapour source

was estimated by exploiting the tendency for ethanol to increase wetting of

a water droplet. Droplets of known ethanol concentrations, containing silica

particles, were deposited on a clean glass slide. Due to faster evaporation

of ethanol at the edge, the boundary of the droplet becomes enriched with

water, increasing its surface tension, pulling the droplet outwards and in-

creasing its radius.160 Figure 4.14 shows the maximum measured radii of

droplets of increasing ethanol concentration, RM compared to water droplets

containing no ethanol, RW. The higher the ethanol content of the droplet,

the more the droplet spreads. The maximum radii measured in the experi-

ments using a source of Rs = 210 µm, used in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.3 are

shown in red. All measured radii increases are significantly below 0.5 v/v%

and are close to that of pure water.

While this simplistic method will not be accurate enough to give a pre-

cise value for this complex system, this is sufficient for an upper bound. In

fact, one may argue that applying solvent directly to the surface of a droplet

may invoke a stronger effect than ethanol within the bulk of the liquid. For

example, in Subsection 4.1.4, when a droplet was exposed to a source of
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FIGURE 4.14: Maximal radii of ethanol/water droplets compared to that of
pure water. Influence of the concentration of ethanol within a water
droplet on its maximum radius, RM, relative to that of an ethanol-free
water droplet, RW. Ethanol acts to increase the droplets radius due
to outward Marangoni flows. The maximum measured radius, Rmax,
of water droplets exposed to a source of Rs = 210 µm at all zs (red
region shows ± 1 standard deviation), remains significantly below
0.5 v/v%, indicating it is a valid upper bound on the concentration
of ethanol in a droplet exposed to a vapour source.

large Rs, its radius increased due to the strong ethanol vapour field. The field

predominantly acts to increase the surface concentration, induce stresses and

change the droplet shape. However, the bulk droplet concentration does not

necessarily need to increase for this to happen as it is completely a surface

effect. Hence the upper bound of 0.5 v/v% given here is likely acceptable.



Chapter 5

Manipulation of Binary Liquid

Droplets and Their Application

The previous chapter focussed on an evaporating droplet system that is com-

mon in nature, and is familiar to all: a sessile water droplet evaporating

from a surface. By introducing a small amount of a second liquid compo-

nent through the vapour phase, namely ethanol, it was possible to induce

Marangoni stresses, thus creating localised flows. These flows were transient

and only present on exposure to a vapour source and a short time thereafter.

In the case of an evaporating binary liquid droplet, that is, a droplet intrin-

sically of two components, Marangoni stresses can be generated and main-

tained by the droplet itself without external influences. The main driving

force is the uneven evaporation across the droplet’s surface; the same un-

even evaporation that drives the CRE19 (Chapter 2). If the components of

a binary liquid droplet have different vapour pressures, they will also have

different evaporation profiles, which leads to a concentration gradient across

the droplet’s surface. If the two liquids have different surface tensions, this

concentration gradient will lead to a surface tension gradient.

There are therefore two main parameters that dictate how a binary

droplet of water and a second, fully miscible liquid will behave: the rela-

tive boiling points between the liquids, and the difference in surface tension.

Water is a particularly interesting liquid for these systems as it has high sur-
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a

xH2O↑

γ↑ γ↓ γ↓γ↑

b

xH2O↑ xH2O↓ xH2O↓

FIGURE 5.1: Spreading and contraction of binary mixtures. Diagram showing
how differing evaporation rates of water (blue) and an organic solvent
(green) lead to concentration and therefore surface tension gradients
across the droplet surface. Depending on whether the organic com-
ponent is more (a) or less volatile (b), the fraction of water xH2O will
either increase or decrease at the droplet edge, increasing or decreas-
ing the surface tension, γ, there, respectively. The area of higher sur-
face tension will pull on the regions of lower surface tension, leading
to spreading or contraction depending on the direction of the surface
tension gradient.

face tension (72.59 mN m-1 at 21°C)243 for its boiling point,244 and many

fully miscible organic liquids have lower surface tensions, while exhibiting a

range of boiling points extending significantly above or below that of water.

Figure 5.1 shows the two possible cases of mixing an organic liquid of lower

surface tension with either a lower (a) or higher (b) boiling point than that of

water. In the case of a more volatile organic component, such as ethanol, the

droplet’s edge becomes richer in water and experiences an increase in sur-

face tension. The higher surface tension of the edge relative to the top of the

droplet pulls outwards, and the droplet spreads farther than pure droplets

of either component. In the opposite case, water is the more volatile com-

ponent and the droplet’s edge becomes enriched in the organic solvent; the

surface tension of the edge decreases. The induced Marangoni stresses are

inwards and the droplet contracts in its radius, increasing its contact angle

above that of droplets of either pure liquids.166

This chapter focuses on droplets of the latter case. Due to the evapora-

tion induced Marangoni stresses, they exhibit almost no contact angle hys-
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teresis and are capable of motion under small forces.167 The responsiveness

of binary droplets to small forces, compared to single component droplets,

can be understood using an analogy. Take a “tug o’ war” between two teams.

The rope is the surface of the droplet and the teams are the opposing sides

of the droplet edge pulling on it. In a single component droplet, the rope lies

slack on the floor and the teams must start pulling to first lift the rope and

put it under tension. The initial pull required to lift the rope off of the floor

acts like the contact angle hysteresis; even if a force is applied to a droplet,

it will not move if not sufficient to surpass its hysteresis. Only once the rope

is taut can the teams pull and attempt to move the rope. In the case of the

binary liquid droplet, the evaporation induces an inherent tension; the rope

is already taut. In the symmetric case, both teams are pulling equally and

there is no motion. However, a small change in force on one side will lead to

movement.

As these stresses are created by evaporation, local changes in humid-

ity can break the symmetry of the internal tensions and cause motion. Cira

et al.56 showed that the local humidity gradients generated by the droplets

themselves can cause this breaking of symmetry, and so droplets can interact

with each other and perform complex tasks. However, this motion can only

be directed by confining droplets to pre-made tracks or by using cumber-

some and complex “vapour traps”, limiting their versatility in applications.

In this chapter, a water vapour source is used to induce local changes in

evaporation in binary liquid droplets made of water and propylene glycol

(PG), giving rise to controlled motion. These make a good pair for these

experiments due to the large disparity in surface tension (water:243 72.59

mN m-1; PG:245 36.52 mN m-1, at 21°C) and boiling point (water: 100°C;

PG:246 187.4°C). The novel observation that a single vapour source can give

rise to both attractive and repulsive forces in these droplets is discussed.

Through modelling, it is shown that it is the derivative of surface tension at

the droplet’s edge that determines the behaviour of the droplet and not the
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absolute surface tension along the contact line. This directed motion is then

used to deposit material onto a substrate, not only with full in-plane con-

trol, but also affecting other properties within the deposited material such as

thickness and alignment. Droplets containing different reactants can also be

guided to each other, combined and used as diffusion controlled microreac-

tors. If combined with inkjet printing, this versatile technique, which allows

the handling, depositing and reacting of small amounts of material, may be

utilised in the printing and fabrication of complex devices.

5.1 Motion of Binary Droplets Held at a Fixed

Distance from a Vapour Source
When a source of water vapour is placed near a water/propylene glycol bi-

nary liquid droplet, it induces motion by changing the local humidity. When

the droplet is sufficiently far away from the source, it moves towards it (Fig.
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b
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FIGURE 5.2: Droplet attraction to, and repulsion from, a vapour source. Pho-
tographs of a 0.5 µL droplet of 5 mol% PG/water placed near a vapour
source (Rs = 350 µm). When xs = 2 mm, the droplet is attracted to
the source (a). When placed directly under the source (xs = 0 mm),
the droplet is instead repelled (b). In both cases, the droplets tend to
the same point (c). Scale bar 1 mm.
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5.2a, Video A.6), however when the droplet is directly underneath, it expe-

riences a repulsion (Fig. 5.2b, Video A.7). This behaviour indicates that the

droplet’s equilibrium position is not the centrosymmetric case, but rather a

displacement from it (Fig. 5.2c).

The mechanism behind this motion is inherently complex; it is directly

dependent on the evaporation process itself, and so many parameters in the

system must be changing in time, t. Therefore, any influence that we exert

on the droplet, even a constant one, will lead to time-variant motion with

respect to the life of the droplet. The force, F , exerted on the droplet by the

vapour source will depend on multiple time-dependent variables, namely its

distance from the source, xs, its composition, xH2O, and its geometry, i.e. its

volume, VD, radius, RD, and contact angle, θc. For a spherical cap, these

three geometrical parameters are linked by the equation

VD(RD,θc) =
πR3

D

3sin3(θc)

(
2+ cos(θc)

)(
1− cos(θc)

)2
, 0≤ θc ≤

π

2
(5.1)

and so only two of these parameters are needed to fully define the shape of

the droplet. Therefore, F(t) can be expressed as a function of xs, xH2O, RD

and θc.

Figure 5.3a shows a scheme depicting a droplet placed near a vapour

source of radius, Rs, indicating these time-dependent variables. A droplet

free to move along the substrate will move, for example, towards the source,

reducing xs. Meanwhile, the evaporation of the droplet leads to a change

in its other parameters. Imagine instead that the droplet was positioned

slightly further from the source. As it moved towards the source, it would

pass through the same xs as before, however it now would have a different

composition and geometry, and experience a different force.

In order to reduce the complexity of this system experimentally, the time

dependence of xs can be removed by holding the droplet at a fixed distance

from the vapour source. By monitoring the change in the distance between

the source and the droplet, ∆xs, and moving the droplet’s underlying sub-
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strate an equal and opposite amount (−∆xs), the droplet can be held station-

ary with respect to the vapour source (Fig. 5.3b). This section employs this

technique to study droplet motion and uses the observations made to pro-

pose a new mechanism for binary droplet motion which explains both the

attraction to and repulsion from a vapour source.

F(xs(t), ...) F(xs, ...)

RD(t)
θc(t)

xs

a b

xs(t)

xH2O(t)
Δxs

-Δxs

Δxs

RD(t)

RsRs

θc(t) xH2O(t)

FIGURE 5.3: Scheme showing the two cases of variable or fixed xs. (a) The
droplet feels a force and moves relative to the vapour source, changing
xs. (b) The substrate moves in the opposite direction to droplet motion,
so xs is fixed throughout the experiment.

5.1.1 Attraction and Repulsion of Moving Binary Droplets

by a Solvent Source

By holding a binary liquid droplet at a fixed position in space relative to a

vapour source, the time dependence of xs was removed and the force ex-

perienced by the droplet only depended on time. Figure 5.5 shows how

the velocity, vx, of 0.5 µL droplets of 5 mol% PG/water, with initial RD =

1.38 ± 0.06 mm and θc = 12.5 ± 0.7° changed over time for three different

vapour sources of Rs = 150, 210 and 350 µm. The results show that, in

general a water vapour source attracts mobile droplets (red), with increas-

ing Rs inducing a larger velocity due to the more concentrated vapour field

at a droplet’s surface. In all cases, the droplet’s velocity tends to zero as the

evaporation process comes to completion.

At short t (t ≤ 400 s) and when xs is small (xs ≤ 1 mm), there is a

region in the parameter space where the vapour source is seen to repel the

droplet (blue). For all xs where repulsion is observed initially, the force on
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FIGURE 5.4: Velocities of droplets held at a fixed xs over time. Experimental
velocities of droplets held at constant xs, given in 0.25 mm intervals
from 0.5 to 2.0 mm from three different sources (Rs = 150, 210 and
350 µm). Results were binned in time into 20 s intervals and averaged
over at least 5 droplets.

the droplet becomes attractive at later t. This repulsive region also shrinks in

the parameter space with increasing Rs, with the repulsion both disappearing

earlier and occurring at slightly shorter distances.

This repulsion is initially surprising, as the side of the droplet closest to

the source will always be richer in water and therefore always have a higher

surface tension. Considerations based on the absolute values of surface ten-

sion alone are therefore insufficient. As will be demonstrated, the relative

direction of the imposed surface tension gradient across the droplet’s surface

is the more important factor, with the changing shape (RD and θc) and com-

position (xH2O) of the droplet altering the magnitude and direction of the

force it experiences in time. Figure 5.5 also highlights that even on remov-

ing one aspect of the time-dependency of the system, there still remains a

dependency on the age of the droplet (i.e. its composition and geometry),

the nature of which will be discussed further in the next section.

Figure 5.5 shows the data that was used to make the velocity maps

in Fig. 5.4. In particular, it demonstrates the reproducibility of the sys-

tem, despite relying on very small amounts of vapour and its complex time-

dependence. Care was taken to avoid air drifts and to ensure the glass
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FIGURE 5.5: Results and standard deviations of treadmill experiments. The
average traces used to build up the maps in Fig. 5.4. Note that droplets
are not dry by t = 800 s, and an immobile, PG-rich droplet remains.
The shaded regions show one standard deviation either side of the
average of at least 5 different experiments.

slides on which the droplets moved were as clean as possible, as improp-

erly cleaned glass has many pinning points that can anchor the droplet.

5.1.2 Modelling Droplet Motion

In order to better understand the mechanism behind droplet motion, the

system can be modelled by considering the surface tension change induced

on a droplet by the vapour distribution created by a vapour source. Typically,

the force generated by a surface tension gradient on a liquid will induce a

flow, however, at the edge of the droplet where its height vanishes there is

a large resistance to flow. This creates large shear stresses on the substrate

which can drive motion. The vapour field will be modelled and used to

calculate the surface tension distribution across the surface of the droplet

and from this, the resulting force applied to the contact line and hence the

velocity of the droplet at a given instant. Then a realistic model of a typical

binary droplet will be made and used to find an estimate of the force acting

on this droplet as a function of time.
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5.1.2.1 Deriving the Forces Acting on the Contact Line of a

Binary Droplet

As stated in the first part of this chapter, binary droplets inherently have

evaporation-induced surface tension gradients that cause them to contract

and allow them to move. This underlying process is complex,164,166 however

it is completely symmetric due to the centrosymmetry of the droplet and

therefore results in zero net force on the contact line. Here, while in reality

the vapour source acts to change these already present gradients, we assume

for simplicity that it induces surface tension gradients on a uniform droplet

with a constant water mole fraction, x /0
H2O, across its surface.* These gradients

create a force on the contact line and causes it to move. Any underlying

symmetric processes are ignored and simply act to make the droplet mobile.

We also assume that these processes are driven only by the evaporation of

water and all PG remains in the droplet due to its low volatility (boiling

point:246 187.4°C).

The droplet surface is assumed to be a spherical cap, defined in cylindri-

cal coordinates (Fig. 5.6) by the equation164

h(r,θ) =
R2

D− r2

2RD
θc, (5.2)

valid for small θc. Any distortions from this shape due to Marangoni stresses

are small166 and are negligible compared to the other parameters in the

system such as the droplet radius and the source height.

The vapour source acts to change the local composition of this uniform

model droplet, to give a surface water concentration of xH2O(r,θ) as a func-

tion of position on the surface. By using the empirical relation245 between

the composition of a liquid and its surface tension, it is possible to estimate

*Note in this section, composition will be considered as the mole fraction of water, while
elsewhere in this thesis, the mole fraction of PG is stated. This is because in this model,
we consider water loss. In applications, using PG as the reference for composition is more
appropriate as it is the non-volatile and minor component.
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FIGURE 5.6: Coordinate system used for modelling droplet motion. The
droplet’s surface is defined in cylindrical coordinates, r and θ . The
height of the droplet, h, is given by Eq. 5.2 and is only a function of
r due to the rotational symmetry of the system. The surface tension
of the droplet γ(r,θ) is a function of its surface composition (Eq. 5.3).
The vapour source is positioned at xs from the droplet centre, and at a
height of zs.

the surface tension distribution, γ(r,θ), with the equation

γ(xH2O(r,θ)) = γH2O−

(
1+

aγxH2O(r,θ)
1−bγxH2O(r,θ)

)
(1− xH2O(r,θ))(γH2O− γPG)

(5.3)

where γH2O = 72.59 mN m-1 and γPG = 36.52 mN m-1 are respectively the

surface tensions of pure water and pure propylene glycol at T = 21°C, and

aγ = 0.7921 and bγ = 0.9512 are empirical constants.245

In order to find xH2O(r,θ), the vapour field around the droplet must be

estimated. Here we assume that the vapour source acts as a thin disc of

saturated water vapour, of partial pressure, p100% = 2.49 kPa244 and radius,

Rs, located at (xs,ys,zs). The vapour distribution is assumed to be in steady

state and to be independent to the vapour generated by the droplet. The

analytical steady state solution to a disc of vapour diffusing in free space has

been calculated.247 Hence, the partial pressure of water vapour, PH2O(r,θ),

at a droplet’s surface generated by a disc source can be derived therefrom
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and is given by

PH2O(r,θ) =
2(p100%− pRH)

π
sin−1

(
2Rs√

(d−Rs)2 +ξ 2 +
√

(d +Rs)2 +ξ 2

)
(5.4)

where d(r,θ) =
√

(xs− r cosθ)2 +(ys− r sinθ)2 and ξ (r) = zs− h(r) are the

in-plane and vertical distances from the source respectively and pRH is

the partial vapour pressure corresponding to the ambient relative humid-

ity (RH = 50%). Due to the problem’s symmetry, ys can be set to zero, giving

d(r,θ) =
√

x2
s −2rxs cosθ + r2.

The vapour source diffuses near a boundary, the substrate, which will

have an effect on this vapour field. To account for this, the final steady

state field can be taken as the sum of the vapour from the disc source and its

reflection around the boundary (P′H2O),238 i.e. a source centred at (xs,ys,−zs).

Therefore the final vapour distribution around the droplet is given by

pH2O(r,θ) = PH2O(r,θ)+P′H2O(r,θ)+ pRH . (5.5)

Equation 5.5 as written calculates the vapour concentration at a

droplet’s surface, however it can be used to generate the entire field. Figure

5.7 gives the fields for Rs = 150 and 350µm, at zs = 0.5 mm. It shows that,

at any given distance, a larger vapour source has both a higher concentra-

tion of vapour and a shallower concentration gradient; two features that are

inextricably linked together.

By using the vapour field described by Eq. 5.5, it is possible to estimate

xH2O(r,θ) on the droplet’s surface. By assuming, due to a reduction in the

rate of evaporation, that the surface concentration increases by an amount

proportional to the partial pressure of water vapour at each point on the

droplet’s surface, kpH2O(r,θ), the composition distribution can be calculated
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FIGURE 5.7: Vapour field from the diffusion equation. Vapour field around a
disc source (red line) as derived from the analytical solution to the
diffusion equation (Eq. 5.5). The field is rotationally symmetric about
the origin. The ambient relative humidity is 50%.

from the definition of mole fraction:

xH2O(r,θ) =

x /0
H2O

Vm(x /0
H2O)

+ kpH2O(r,θ)

1
Vm(x /0

H2O)
+ kpH2O(r,θ)

(5.6)

where x /0
H2O is the constant mole fraction of the surface of the droplet be-

fore exposure to the vapour field, Vm(x /0
H2O) is the molar volume at this mole

fraction and k is a proportionality constant, to be determined experimentally.

The amount, kpH2O(r,θ), is assumed to be small so as not to change the molar

volume of the mixture significantly during this process. The molar volume of

a water/PG mixtures varies according to the empirical function248

lnVm(xH2O) = xH2O lnVm,H2O +(1− xH2O) lnVm,PG

+aVm

xH2O(1− xH2O)

T
+bVm

xH2O(1− xH2O)(1−2xH2O)

T

+ cVm

xH2O(1− xH2O)(1−2xH2O)
2

T
(5.7)

where Vm,H2O = 1.80×10-5 m3 mol-1 and Vm,PG = 7.39×10-5 m3 mol-1 are the
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molar volumes of pure water and propylene glycol at 21°C249respectively

and aVm = 264.365, bVm = −101.545 and cVm = 62.243 are empirical con-

stants.248 With a full description of the water composition along the droplet

surface (xH2O(r,θ)), Eq. 5.3 can be applied numerically to give the local sur-

face tension across the droplet (γ(xH2O(r,θ))). With this information it is

possible to calculate the forces acting on the droplet.

According to Brochard,250 there are two main processes that contribute

to droplet motion. The first is the force induced by a wettability gradient

on the solid surface which is the force that drives droplets from regions of

the substrate with less favourable solid-liquid interaction to more favourable

solid-liquid interaction. For water, it explains why a water droplet will move

from a hydrophobic part of a surface to a hydrophilic part.119 It is defined in

terms of the wetting coefficient, S = γSG− γSL− γLG, where γSG, γSL andγLG

are the interfacial tensions between the solid and gas, solid and liquid, and

liquid and gas phases respectively, at the contact line. Explicitly in this case,

γLG = γ(r = RD,θ).

Brochard showed that the force due to wetting, ΓW
1D, in 1D along the

radial direction is given by

Γ
W
1D = RD

(dS
dr

+
dγ

dr

)
(5.8)

when adapted from their work to half a droplet from r = 0 to r = RD (still in

1D). This can further be extended to a 2D system (the base of the droplet)

and to include the azimuthal component:

Γ
W
r = RD

∂ (S+ γ)

∂ r
; Γ

W
θ = RD

1
RD

∂ (S+ γ)

∂θ
=

∂ (S+ γ)

∂θ
(5.9)

The total force on the contact line due to wetting in the x direction, FW
x , can

be found by taking the line integral of the projections of these components
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onto the x axis, around the edge of the droplet, C:

FW
x =

∫
C

(
RD

∂ (S+ γ)

∂ r
cosθ − ∂ (S+ γ)

∂θ
sinθ

)
ds

=
∫ 2π

0

(
RD

∂ (S+ γ)

∂ r

∣∣∣
r=RD

cosθ − ∂ (S+ γ)

∂θ

∣∣∣
r=RD

sinθ

)
RDdθ . (5.10)

where ds is a small segment of the curve of the droplet edge. For a circular

curve of radius RD around the origin, ds = RDdθ . The resultant force in

the y-direction will always be zero due to the symmetry of the system. The

solid surface tension components, to a first approximation, are not affected

by the changing water vapour concentration; γSL is not in contact with the

vapour and γSG will be dominated by the solid due to the significantly lower

density of gases compared to solids. Therefore, the total solid contribution

can be written as ∆γS = γSG− γSL, where ∆γS is a constant. Note that on

substrates with surface energy gradients, this is a function of position and

can drive droplet motion. Thus, along with the definition of S, Eq. 5.10 can

be rewritten as

FW
x = RD

∫ 2π

0

(
RD

∂∆γs

∂ r
cosθ − ∂∆γs

∂θ
sinθ

)
dθ = 0 (5.11)

showing that the motion of these droplets is not at all driven by the surface.

While the first process was based on the action of the solid on the liquid,

Brochard’s second process derives from the action of the flows in the liquid

on the solid. Whenever a liquid flows past a solid, it applies a shear stress

onto that solid. This means Marangoni flows generated in a droplet can

drive droplet motion by applying a force onto the substrate. Conversely, as

the droplet moves, the resulting friction in the liquid flow acts as drag on

the droplet. By estimating the Marangoni flow as a linear shear flow and the

movement of the droplet as a Poiseuille flow, Brochard showed that the total
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1D force in the radial direction due to viscous forces is given by

Γ
V
1D =

3ηvr`n

θc
− RD

2
dγ

dr
(5.12)

where `n = 11.2 is a “cutoff constant” relating the maximum length of the

system (the droplet size) and the minimum length of the system (a molecule)

on a logarithmic scale,56 η is the dynamic viscosity, and vr is the velocity of

the droplet. As with Eq. 5.8, this equation is adapted for half a droplet from

r = 0 to r = RD in 1D. The left term in the equation represents the viscous

drag and the right, the Marangoni driven shear on the substrate.

As with FW
x (Eq. 5.10), the Marangoni driving force, Fγ

x , in the x direc-

tion can be given by

Fγ
x =

RD

2

∫ 2π

0

(
RD

∂γ

∂ r

∣∣∣
r=RD

cosθ − ∂γ

∂θ

∣∣∣
r=RD

sinθ

)
dθ (5.13)

and the viscous drag force, FD
x , can be calculated by integrating the first term

in Eq. 5.12 around the edge of the droplet:

FD
x =

∫ 2π

0

3η`nvx cosθ

θc
cosθ RDdθ =

3η`nvxRD

θc

∫ 2π

0
cos2

θ dθ =
3πηRD`nvx

θc
.

(5.14)

Note that one cosθ term originates from the projection of the droplet veloc-

ity to the velocity of the contact line at each point, while the other is the

projection of the viscous drag into the direction of motion.

In this system, η(xH2O) changes with composition, and so can be found

empirically using248

lnη(xH2O) = xH2O lnηH2O +(1− xH2O) lnηPG

+aη

xH2O(1− xH2O)

T
+bη

xH2O(1− xH2O)(1−2xH2O)

T
(5.15)

where ηH2O = 0.976 mPa s249 and ηPG = 54.63 mPa s (interpolated from248)

are the viscosities of water and PG respectively at 21°C and aη = 926.21 and

bη =−606.41 are empirical constants.248
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By equating the driving (Eq. 5.13) and drag (Eq. 5.14) forces, the

expected velocity of the droplet can be found using

vx =
θc

6πη`n

∫ 2π

0

(
RD

∂γ

∂ r

∣∣∣
r=RD

cosθ − ∂γ

∂θ

∣∣∣
r=RD

sinθ

)
dθ (5.16)

which can be solved numerically.

The steady state vapour field produced by Eq. 5.5, its effect on the

surface composition of a droplet (Eq. 5.6) and how this empirically alters its

surface tension allows the surface tension across the surface of a droplet to be

estimated. Equation 5.16 can therefrom predict the velocity of a droplet. The

following section will show how relevant droplet parameters can be found

experimentally, and these equations will be applied to the real system. Then

the results will be compared to the experimental velocities obtained in Sec-

tion 5.1.1.

5.1.2.2 Constructing a Time-Dependent Model Droplet

In order to apply the equations derived in the previous section, real droplet

parameters as functions of time must be obtained. The radius and contact

angle of archetypal droplets were measured throughout their evaporation

process. These parameters were found to be well described by 5th-order

polynomials (Fig. 5.8a and b; Table 5.1). The volume, VD, was then es-

timated using VD = πh0
6 (3R2

D + h2
0) where h0 = θRD

2 , and was also fitted to a

5th-order polynomial (Fig. 5.8c; Table 5.1).

XFit = at5 +bt4 + ct3 +dt2 + et + f

XFit a [s−5] b [s−4] c [s−3] d [s−2] e [s−1] f

RFit
D /[m] −3.28×10−17 5.91×10−14 −3.42×10−11 9.01×10−9 −2.32×10−6 1.43×10−3

θ Fit
c /[rad] 3.30×10−15 −1.49×10−12 −3.06×10−9 1.56×10−6 −6.62×10−5 0.217

V Fit
D /[m3] −7.11×10−24 1.41×10−20 −1.01×10−17 4.03×10−15 −1.50×10−12 4.77×10−10

TABLE 5.1: Fitting constants for describing an archetypal droplet in time. Fit-
ting parameters of 5th-order polynomials for the radius, RD, contact an-
gle, θc, and volume, VD, of archetypal droplets.
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By assuming that water and PG mix ideally, and negligible PG is lost

during evaporation, the total volume of the droplet can be assumed to be the

direct sum of the volumes of each components VD = VH2O +V 0
PG, where VH2O

is the volume of water and V 0
PG is the unchanging volume of PG. Thus the

molar composition of the droplet can be found from its volume using

xVD→x
H2O (VD) =

VH2O
Vm,H2O

VH2O
Vm,H2O

+
V 0

PG
Vm,PG

=
VD−V 0

PG

VD−V 0
PG +

Vm,H2O

Vm,PG
V 0

PG

(5.17)

where Vm,H2O and Vm,PG are the molar volumes of water and propylene glycol

respectively. For a 0.5 µL droplet of composition 5 mol% PG/water (initial

bulk xH2O = 0.95) as used in the experiments, Eq. 5.17 can be used to find

a value of 88 nL for V 0
PG, which is shown on Fig. 5.8c. The average vol-

ume of the droplets does not fully reach the expected residual volume of

propylene glycol on this time scale, suggesting that evaporation is not quite

finished. This could indicate that instead of looking at the complete loss of

water in Fig. 5.4, we are looking at a fast evaporation phase, before the

droplet switches to a slow evaporation phase. This seems likely, as evap-

oration occurs only at the droplet’s surface, so water must be transported
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FIGURE 5.8: Time evolution of geometrical parameters of archetypal droplets.
The experimentally measured radius (Rn

D), contact angle (θ n
c ) and the

therefrom derived droplet volume (VD) used to define the droplet in
the model. The blue line shows the expected end volume of the droplet
after all water has evaporated, assuming no PG evaporation.
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from the bulk somehow before it evaporates; a similar effect has been seen

in methanol/water93 and ethanol/water94 systems. When there are strong

Marangoni flows (here referring to the underlying Marangoni flows in a real

droplet ignored in the model) the droplet mixes itself. As these Marangoni

flows disappear due to decreasing water content and increasing viscosity,

mixing ceases and the system become diffusion controlled.

5.1.2.3 Predicting the Velocity of the Model Droplet as a Func-

tion of Time

Now that typical geometrical and compositional parameters of the experi-

mental binary droplets used in Section 5.1.1 are known as functions of time,

the expressions derived in Section 5.1.2.1 can be applied. At every time

step, ti, the droplet takes on the geometrical parameters RD = RFit
D (ti) and

θc = θ Fit
c (ti), and the bulk composition, xB

H2O = xVD→x
H2O

(
V Fit

D (ti)
)

. Due to evapo-

ration, we assume that the water mole fraction is lower than that of the bulk

and takes on the value of the next time-step: x /0
H2O = xVD→x

H2O

(
V Fit

D (ti+1)
)

. This

droplet is placed in a vapour field (Eq. 5.5) and its surface mole fraction

xH2O(r,θ) is increased by the vapour field in a steady state process due to a

reduction in the evaporation rate (Eq. 5.6). The surface tension distribu-

tion, γ(xH2O(r,θ)), can be found numerically using the empirical Eq. 5.3 and

the resulting force and velocity found using Eqs. 5.13 and 5.16, respectively.

These equations were evaluated for xs = {0.50,0.75,1.00,1.25,1.50,1.75,2.00}

at time intervals of 20 s between t = 0 and t = 800s to match the parameters

of the experimental results (Fig. 5.4) and were fitted to this data by chang-

ing k in Eq. 5.6 to minimize the square difference between the experimental

data and the model. A value of k = 0.153 mol m-3 Pa-1 was found and is used

throughout this discussion. This section will show the results of this process

and use them to explain the experimental observations in Section 5.1.1.

Figure 5.9 shows how the surface tension changes in droplets exposed to

two different vapour sources of Rs = 150 and 350 µm at different times, com-

pared to the case with no vapour source present and the droplet is exposed
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FIGURE 5.9: Percentage change in surface tension on a droplet’s surface. The
induced percentage increase in surface tension across the surface of
the droplet with a source (blue circles) of radius Rs = 150 µm (a)
or 350 µm (b), positioned at xs = 0, relative to the case where there
is no vapour source. ∆γ = γ(r,θ)−γNoSource

γNoSource
where γNoSource is the single

value obtained when the droplet is placed in a uniform vapour field
with no vapour source present i.e. the vapour field (Eq. 5.5) becomes
pH2O = pRH . The dashed line shows the profile to the droplet in the
plane of the page. Droplets are viewed from an angle. Scale bar 0.5
mm.

to only the ambient humidity (i.e. pH2O(r,θ) = pRH). As one may expect,

the larger source induces larger gradients due to the increased water vapour

concentration at the droplet’s surface. As the droplet ages, its PG concentra-

tion increases, and so the same absolute increase in the amount of water at

the surface leads to a larger relative change in mole fraction (Eq. 5.6). Thus,

the induced gradient increases over time. The volume loss is also illustrated,

highlighting the time dependence of both RD and θc. The relative changes

in surface tension are also very small, with the percentage change being on

the order of one tenth of a percent, showing how little vapour sources of this

size influence these droplets.

Figure 5.10 shows both the x and y derivatives of γ(r,θ) induced by a

vapour source of RD = 350µm (Fig. 5.9b) at different lateral displacements

(xs = 0, 0.6RD and 1.2RD) at t = 0 s in Cartesian coordinates. In the cen-

trosymmetric case, derivatives are symmetric and the droplet feels no net
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FIGURE 5.10: Surface tension gradients induced on a uniform model droplet.
The x (a) and y (b) components of the surface tension gradients in-
duced on a model droplet, on converting from polar to Cartesian
coordinates, for vapour sources (black circles) positioned at xs = 0,
xs = 0.6RD and xs = 1.2RD, at t = 0. In the case of y, the gradients
are symmetric and do not contribute to motion. The arrows show the
positive direction for x and y. The black dashed line on the surface of
the droplet is drawn along its meridian in the x-direction. Droplets
are viewed from an angle. Scale bar 0.5 mm.

force. As the vapour source is displaced, the surface tension gradients in x

on the right-hand edge of the droplet are strong and negative, while the left

edge is weak and positive. Moving further still leads to the droplet feeling

only a positive surface tension gradient in x. The y-components (Fig. 5.10b)

are seen to always be symmetric.

These gradients will lead to an alteration of the flows that occur within

the droplet. However, the most relevant gradients to droplet motion are

those directly on the contact line. Figure 5.11 shows the x- and y-components

in Fig. 5.10 as vectors along the contact line of a droplet. Each vector shows

the force acting per unit length along the contact line, at each point. Again,

the centred vapour source case is symmetric, at a small displacement, the

droplet feels strong inward gradients on its leading edge, and on even fur-

ther displacement, every point on the contact line feels a surface tension

gradient in the rightward direction. In all these cases, the gradient is di-

rected towards the source. It is the position of the contact line relative to the
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FIGURE 5.11: Vectors of surface tension gradient along the contact line vs xs.
The magnitude and direction of the surface tension gradients along
the contact line of a droplet (black ring) near a source (•) at xs =
0, 0.6RD and 1.2RD.
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FIGURE 5.12: Vectors of surface tension gradient along the contact line vs t.
The magnitude and direction of the surface tension gradients along
the contact line (black ring) for 0.8Rt=0

D for t = 0, 300 and 600s. As
the radius shrinks due to evaporation, the contact line moves relative
to the source (•). The grey dashed line shows RD for t = 0 in all cases.

source that determines the direction of the surface tension gradients relative

to the droplet’s body, and hence the force exerted on it.

This explains why droplets can experience both attraction and repul-

sion at different displacements from the vapour source. However, it was also

observed that the directionality of the droplet can change during its evapora-

tion. Figure 5.12 shows that this is also related to the position of the source

relative to the contact line: For the case of xs = 0.8Rt=0
D , as the droplet’s radius

shrinks, its contact line passes the source and the surface tension gradients
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can switch direction, giving rise to a change in the direction of their net force.

The increasing surface tension change with time seen in Fig. 5.9 is also re-

flected here, with the surface tension gradients increasing in magnitude on

the droplet ageing and becoming richer in PG.

The model has been shown to explain many of the qualitative features

seen in Section 5.1.1. It is possible to use the model to construct the full

parameter space to determine both the force felt by the droplet due to these

surface tension gradients, and its expected velocity. Figure 5.13 shows the

forces predicted by numerically solving Eq. 5.13 across droplet lifetime and

xs. The region of zero force (dashed line) observed in the experimental re-

sults (Fig. 5.4) is immediately obvious, and can be seen to be strongly re-

lated to RD(t) (solid line). It is however distorted as this region of zero force

meets the zero force region at xs = 0. The maximum force felt by the droplet

also follows RD(t) and is located at approximately 1.3RD. Even the largest

forces predicted are no more than 40 nN confirming the assumption that

these droplets act with almost zero hysteresis, and can respond to minute

forces.
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FIGURE 5.13: Modelled forces experienced by a droplet as a function of xs and
t. The modelled forces that drive the droplet in Figure 5.14, derived
by applying Eq. 5.13 to the archetypal droplet created in Section
5.1.2.2. The solid line ( ) shows RD, the dashed line ( )
shows the point of zero force, and the dot-dashed line ( ) shows
the force maximum over time. Dashed grey line demarcates the ex-
perimentally measured parameter space in Fig. 5.4.
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FIGURE 5.14: Modelled velocities of a droplet as a function of xs and t. The
modelled droplet velocities using Eq. 5.16 with equivalent conditions
as Fig. 5.4. The same value of k is used in each case.

The force maps, however, do not capture the decreasing velocity of the

droplet with time. In fact, they show that the forces felt by the droplet

increase in time, which is due to, as previously stated, the increasing PG

fraction and hence stronger induced surface tension gradients. The slower

observed velocities at later times stem from the increasing viscosity of the

droplet, also due to the increasing PG fraction. The increased viscosity leads

to an increased drag force (FD
x , Eq. 5.14), acting against motion. This is well

reflected in the final calculated velocity maps (Fig. 5.14) obtained numer-

ically from Eq. 5.16. These match the functional form of the force maps,

with the exception that the velocity decreases to zero with time. The good

agreement between the predicted and observed velocities (total root mean

square error: 3.6 µm s-1 across all 3 maps) indicate that this tendency to zero

velocity in time is dominated by viscosity, rather than the loss of the under-

lying Marangoni stresses within these droplets, which would lead to the loss

of their Marangoni contraction and hence low contact angle hysteresis.

These velocity maps not only describes the fixed xs experiments, but can

also be applied to droplets free to move with respect to the source. Figure

5.15 shows the measured velocity of 3 droplets placed at xs = 2.0 mm at

different points in their life. These droplets were free to move, and so in
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FIGURE 5.15: Droplets moving on the velocity map. The measured velocities of
free droplets placed at xs = 2 mm from a vapour source of Rs =
350 µm at different points in their lifetimes (t = 30, 250 and 500
s). These are compared to that predicted by interpolating across the
maps in Fig. 5.14 (red lines) for the droplet’s time variable xs and t.

all cases, they were attracted to the source, decreasing xs. It is possible to

predict their velocity at a given instant by interpolating the map in Fig. 5.4

at that instant and distance from the source. The predicted velocities (Fig.

5.15, red lines) match the functional form of the free droplet velocities well,

though tend to be a slight overestimate. This could be due to the droplet

moving into its own vapour field; as it moves, the droplet displaces air from

its leading edge and an air flow must form across its surface to its trailing

edge. The flow will be humid due to passing over the droplet’s surface and

so will increase the water vapour concentration at the droplet’s trailing edge,

leading to a force against motion.

The model proposed describes the droplet motion well, and supports the

notion that the forces felt by the droplet are mostly derived from the contact

line. However, the assumptions used here give the droplet as a uniform cap

with no internal flows. In reality, the droplets have a constant flow within

them driven by evaporation induced surface tension gradients. The next

section will attempt to elucidate these flows and contextualise the model.
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5.2 Flows in Moving Droplets
In the previous section, the forces within a moving binary droplet were ratio-

nalised by examining the surface tension distribution, γ(r,θ), on a uniform

droplet. However, as was stated, there are underlying symmetric flows that

occur within these droplets, and the true situation will be approximately a

superposition of these and the modelled system. In this section the flows

in moving droplets will be visualised and related to the model described in

Section 5.1.

5.2.1 Flows Patterns as a Superposition of Vortices and

Rolls

Evaporating binary droplets have the ability to create and maintain surface

tension gradients, inducing sustained Marangoni flows. These can act to

remove their contact angle hysteresis, allowing them to move freely. In wa-

ter/PG mixtures, these flows occur due to faster evaporation of water rela-

tive to PG at the droplet’s edge, inducing a reduction of surface tension at

the contact line. This leads to the point of highest surface tension, γmax, be-

ing located at the apex of the droplet (Fig. 5.16a), and toroidal flows (Fig.

5.16d). Importantly, γmax is the point where the flows on the surface con-

verge and turn inwards into the droplet’s body. In Section 5.1, these flows

were assumed act completely symmetrically and so had no net result on the

droplet other than removing its hysteresis. The surface of the droplet was

then assumed to be uniform. Therefore, when a source was positioned along

its edge, the position with highest surface tension was on the edge, under

the source (Fig. 5.16b). In this case, one would expect a rolling flow as the

point of high surface tension pulls on the rest of the droplet.

In reality, the vapour source acts to reduce the evaporation rate in its

proximity, leading to a smaller decrease in surface tension than would oth-

erwise occur in the absence of the source. In other words, there is sill water

loss from the edge, and hence a reduction in surface tension. Therefore, γmax
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FIGURE 5.16: Vortices and rolling flows. (a) In the absence of a source, binary
droplets exhibit a toroidal flow, whose flow lines converge at the
surface tension maximum, γmax (red dot), with the edges having the
lowest surface tension. (b) In the simplified case where the surface
tension of a uniform droplet was raised by a source positioned at
the droplet’s edge, one would expect a rolling flow heading towards
γmax at that edge. (c) However, the real case would be somewhere in
between, with γmax at an intermediate location. This is because the
edge closest to the source still undergoes water loss, just to a lesser
extent, and so still has a reduced surface tension. (d) Flows in a
droplet (0.5 µL, 5 µm diameter PS particles, 0.05 w/v%, 15 mol%
PG/water) in the absence of a source. Selected flow lines are shown.
Blue lines show flows that occur on the substrate, while red lines
show flows along the top of the droplet. PS was used as it better
demonstrated the 3D nature of the flows due to its density being
similar to water. Inset: Diagrammatic representation of flows viewed
from above, with a slight tilt. Coloured as main panel. (e) Flows
in a droplet (0.5 µL, 5 µm diameter silica particles, 0.005 w/v%, 5
mol% PG/water) moved by a source (Rs = 350 µm) held at xs = 1.5
mm. Silica was used as it better showed the nature of the flows due
to its faster sedimentation once brought to the top of the droplet.
The dashed blue line shows the edge of the droplet. Inset: Similar
representation as (e). Scale bars are 0.5 mm.
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is not located directly under the source, and it is instead biased towards the

source, creating asymmetric vortical flows (Fig. 5.16c). The larger cross sec-

tion of the toroid depicted in Fig. 5.16c is seen experimentally in Fig. 5.16e.

This flow does not reach the other side of the droplet, indicating the oppos-

ing smaller cross-section of the toroid is still present, if not directly observed.

From Fig. 5.16e, the γmax appears to be approximately at 0.6RD.

The nature of this system makes it difficult to observe the complete flow

pattern. First, larger concentrations of particles lead to pinning, which the

small forces induced by smaller sources cannot overcome. Second, particles

that reach the contact line tend to remain there due to their interaction with

the air-liquid interface. The contact line then funnels particles to its rear,

where they collect preferentially, leading to flow lines that pass through the

droplet’s trialling edge being shown almost exclusively (Fig. 5.16e).

Using a larger source allows more particles to be utilised as the induced

forces become strong enough to overcome pinning, though it is also likely

to change the shape of the flows. Figure 5.17 shows a droplet exposed to a

larger source held at a similar position as the source in Fig. 5.16e. Note that

because of the stronger vapour field, the droplet was moving faster with the

larger source. The same cyclic equatorial flow seen in Fig. 5.16e is visible,

but more of the complex 3D flows that occur in these droplets are displayed,

with strong vortical character evident.

Due to the large asymmetries induced by the larger source and distor-

tion to the droplet’s shape (Fig. 5.17, dashed lines), it seems possible that

the model in Section 5.1 will break down at stronger vapour fields due to

other fluid dynamic effects and distortions of the droplet shape. However,

the approximation that the flows in these droplets act a vortex distorted by a

rolling flow seems consistent, and it helps show why the model was success-

ful for small RD. In order to fully rationalize the 3D flows, full fluid dynamic

analysis would have to be carried out, and the force calculations carried out

therefrom. However, the mechanism discussed here, whereby the driving
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FIGURE 5.17: Flows in a droplet exposed to a large vapour source. (a) When
a binary droplet (0.5 µL, 5 µm polystyrene particles, 0.01 w/v%, 5
mol% PG/water) is exposed to a larger source (Type II, Rs = 640
µm), the flows take on a strong rolling character, though still main-
tain some complex vortices . The substrate was moved at a constant
velocity of 300 µm s-1 so that the droplet is moving in the direc-
tion of the black arrow. Selected flow lines are displayed. Red flow
lines show flows which likely occur in the body and top surface of
the droplet, while blue lines show those along the substrate. Flows
are shown over a time-lapse. The green dashed line shows the right-
hand contact line and the dashed cyan line shows where the contact
line would be if the droplet was perfectly circular. Scale bar shows
0.5 mm. (b) Diagrammatic representation of the flows in (a) with
the same colouring. Flows likely move into the droplet at the two
vortexes.

force originates from the viscous forces on the contact line should still ap-

ply. The next sections focus on utilising droplet motion for the deposition of

materials and containing reactions. In particular, the complex flow patterns

achievable in these droplets will become even more evident.

5.3 Depositing Material from Motile Droplets
As been shown in this chapter, it is possible to control the motion of binary

droplets using a point source of water vapour. By introducing additional

components, it is possible to deposit material as the droplet moves. The

following section will focus on additives to the binary droplet system that

allows deposition on a substrate. Because the fluid of the droplet can be
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directly manipulated, a high degree of control is available over deposition

and even phase changes within that fluid.

5.3.1 Simple Deposition of Amorphous Films

In the simplest case, deposition from a moving droplet involves leaving a

trail of solid material in its wake. In order to do this, one must shear mate-

rial from the droplet as it moves. The droplet’s ability to resist movement and

thus leave material on a substrate as it moves is related to its viscosity and ac-

cordingly, to deposit an appreciable amount of cargo from a moving droplet,

its viscosity must be increased. In this subsection, poly(vinyl alcohol) will be

used, a polymer with many uses251 and that is chemically similar to PG, in

that it is an organic alcohol. However, due to its higher molecular weight, it

is a solid at room temperature and solutions of it have a significantly higher

viscosities than PG solutions.

Figure 5.18a shows the motion of PG/water droplets containing differ-

ent concentrations of PVOH, moved by holding the vapour source at each

droplets’ leading edge. On positioning near a vapour source, after an initial

waiting period (Video A.8), each droplet starts to move and takes on a unique

shape, from broad at 1 mM, almost triangular at 2 mM, towards more ellip-

tical shapes at higher concentrations. The cause of these shapes is unlikely

to be trivial as the mass distribution, and hence viscosity in each droplet,

will not be uniform. In particular, the edges of the droplet will be more vis-

cous than its bulk due to the faster evaporation of water there, thus the drag

felt by the droplet will be complicated, being a function of time, speed and

position in the droplet, as well as the flows occurring within. However, the

general trend is that droplets of higher viscosity travel more slowly, and not

only does the contact angle of the droplet increase, decreasing its deposi-

tion width, but also the lateral deformation of the droplet decreases, further

decreasing the width.

Figure 5.18, b and c, show the final films and their thicknesses (ξ ), with

the deposits increasing in thickness with PVOH concentration, in part due
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FIGURE 5.18: Effect of PVOH concentration on deposited film thickness. (a)
Photographs showing the how the shape of the depositing droplet
changes as the concentration of PVOH increases (VD = 0.5µL, 5
mol% PG/water). Droplets contain 10 mM rhodamine B as an ad-
ditional cargo and to aid visualisation. (b) The unobstructed de-
posit. All colour images have had their background subtracted. Ar-
row shows direction of motion(c) Profilometry measurements show-
ing the height profile (ξ ) for the deposits. The profile for [PVOH] =
1 mM could not be measured. Note the differing scales of the ξ -axis.
Scale bar 1 mm.

to the larger amount of polymer, but also due to the increasing viscosity of

the droplet solution. The range of heights achieved by this technique is ex-

tremely large, and in Fig. 5.18c spans two orders of magnitude. The height

profile for [PVOH] = 1 mM could not be measured as its thickness seemed

to be on the order of the roughness of glass and could not be detected on

the profilometer. However, based on [PVOH] = 2 mM, one would expect a

thickness of less than 10 nm, significantly less than the length of a stretched
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PVOH molecule (≈ 50 nm) and even approaching the length of a rhodamine

molecule (order of 2 nm). Note that vast range of deposit thickness is signif-

icantly larger than the range of PVOH concentrations, indicating viscosity is

the dominating factor in deposit height rather than the increase in matter.

The films also have an increased amount of material at their edges.

These raised borders are typical of the CRE,70 though there is likely a sec-

ondary, compounding, effect taking place (Fig. 5.19): Due to faster evapora-

tion at the droplet’s edges, the concentration of the non-volatile components

is increased there. The replenishing flows of the CRE also bring more mate-

rial. As seen in Fig. 5.17, when the droplet moves there is a flow along its

contact line in the direction opposite to motion. This feeds concentrated ma-

terial from its leading edge to its left- and rightmost edges where the material

is deposited.

The concentration of PVOH has been shown to affect the width of the de-

posit by increasing the contact angle of the mother droplet (Fig. 5.18). How-

ever, smaller line widths, and hence higher resolutions, can be achieved by

simply reducing the volume of the droplet. Figure 5.20 shows how droplets

FIGURE 5.19: Compounding of the CRE in moving droplets. The CRE (pur-
ple arrows) radially moves material to the periphery of the droplet.
There, flows present along the edge of the droplet stemming from its
movement (white arrows) bring this material to the edge of the de-
posit (deep pink). Thus, most material transported to the periphery
of the droplet by the CRE is moved to the edge of the deposit, ex-
cept that which is moved the droplet’s rear. The black arrow shows
droplet motion.
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FIGURE 5.20: Effect of droplet volume on the width of PVOH deposits. Repre-
sentative photographs showing the effect of volume on the thickness
of the deposit left behind by droplets containing 2mM PVOH and 10
mM rhodamine B (5 mol% PG/water). Deposit width, w, is measured
from the widest point. Scale bar 1 mm.

of the same concentration of PVOH, but differing volumes predictably give

different line widths. For all the concentrations in Fig. 5.18, the line

width, w, is directly proportional to the characteristic length252 of the mother

droplet, 3
√

VD, over the volumes investigated (Fig. 5.21). Notably, the fits do

not pass through zero. This could be due to a change in the how the droplet

behaves as its radius shrinks relative to the source, in a size regime not tested
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FIGURE 5.21: Effect of droplet PVOH concentration and volume on the deposit
width. Deposit width as a function of PVOH concentration and
droplet volume. Each measurement represents the widest part of
the deposit, as the width of the line shrinks over time. The shaded
regions show one standard deviation either side of each width, taken
from at least 3 deposits. For each [PVOH], w is proportional to 3

√
VD

(dashed lines).
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in Fig. 5.21. For example, even in the case of the droplet with the smallest

radius (VD = 0.5 µL, [PVOH] = 6 mM), its diameter is still larger than the

source’s radius, so that its trailing edge is exposed. As 2RD approaches Rs,

the droplet will be completely under the source and may behave differently.

However, this is a simplistic view. The exact relationship between volume

and line width as the volume becomes increasingly small is a topic for future

study.

Depositing material from moving droplets not only allows control

through the droplet’s initial parameters, but also allows through manipu-

lation of the droplet after placing on the substrate. Figure 5.22 shows that

increasing speed results in a thinner deposit, with decreasing edge thickness.

This could be for two reasons. First, a faster droplet causes a greater shear,
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FIGURE 5.22: Effect of speed on the thickness of the deposited PVOH film. Pho-
tographs (a) and height profiles (b) showing the effect of speed on
the thickness of the deposit left behind by droplets (VD = 0.5 µL,
5 mol% PG/water) containing 2 mM PVOH and 10 mM rhodamine
B. The increasing speed gives rise to thinner deposits with relatively
thinner borders. Images have had their background subtracted. Scale
bar 1 mm. Representative of two repeats, therefore these should be
considered preliminary results.
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and so the viscosity of the droplet may be overcome, resulting in a thin-

ner deposit. Second, the composition at the droplet’s edge is a function of

time, due to evaporation and the CRE, i.e. the volatile mass flux from the

droplet. If the droplet moves slowly, the edge reaches a higher concentration

of the non-volatile components at a given position compared to if it were

moving quickly. More formally, for a constant mass flux from a point on the

droplet’s edge, J [kg s-1], the mass flux per unit length the droplet travels

will be Jl = J/v [kg m-1]. The faster the droplet, the smaller Jl becomes,

and the more volatile component remains in the shearing droplet edge as

it is deposited. The larger the amount of volatile material, the more dilute

the deposit is in non-volatile components. The volatile component will still

evaporate once deposited, so the deposit will be of a similar composition at

any velocity, but it will be thinner. This would also apply in Fig. 5.18, where

increasing viscosity lead to slower droplets and thicker deposits. The same

reasoning explains the decreasing edge thickness and has been previously

stated: less accumulation of material at the droplet’s perimeter means less

material is brought to its left- and rightmost edges.

The slowest moving droplet in Fig. 5.22 hides a surprising result: a re-

peating pattern (Fig. 5.23a). This is caused by a pinning and depinning cycle

as the droplet moves. As the droplet is moving so slowly, it begins to pin due

to deposition of material at its edge. The vapour source then begins to move

without the droplet and comes to a position where it exerts a larger force on

the droplet. Eventually this force is large enough to depin the droplet and it

catches up to the source, moves back into the lower force position and begins

to pin again (Fig. 5.23b). This process repeats and generates a repeating pat-

tern of thickness in the deposit. This process can be induced artificially and it

was found that it was possible to control this process by starting and stopping

the droplet when desired. Figure 5.23c, shows a droplet that was moved at

different repeating distance intervals, with a pause between each interval.

These distances have been encoded into the deposit, showing that there is a
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FIGURE 5.23: Pinning/depinning events for slow moving droplets. (a) The
roughly periodic pattern left by a slow-moving droplet. (b) This is
due to a periodic pinning process where the droplet stops and then is
moved by the translational stage into a position where the capillary
can exert a larger force. This depins the droplet, and it moves back
into its equilibrium position, where it may pin again. (c) This pro-
cess was emulated artificially. This droplet was moved at 10 µm s-1,
stopping for 10 s at 50, 100 and 150 µm intervals. Note that this is
only a preliminary result and has not been rigorously reproducibility
tested.

level of dynamic control in this deposition process. The measured spacing is

slightly larger than that programmed, presumably due to the droplet radius

shrinking due to evaporation.

All the previous depositions in this section have been performed in

straight lines. To achieve other shapes, one simply has to guide the droplet

in the desired pattern. Figure 5.24a show how a single droplet can be used

to deposit multiple parallel lines by turning it back on itself (Video A.9). Line

spacing of approximately 30 µm were achieved by hand. Smaller spacings

are likely attainable, particularly if the droplet is controlled using an auto-

mated feedback system that can adjust its movement to compensate for small

differences in droplet size and its change in size over time. More arbitrary

patterns are also possible; Figure 5.24b shows “ucl” written in cursive (Video

A.10). Notably, the droplet will go back over its own deposit, as one would

when writing with a pen.

Even with this simple ink, this technique allows a high degree of control
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a b

FIGURE 5.24: Drawing with droplets. A (a) sinuous pattern and (b) “ucl” drawn
by 0.1 µL droplet containing 2 mM PVOH and 10 mM Rhodamine
B (5 mol% PG/water). Arrows show the direction of droplet move-
ment at beginning of deposition. Images have had their background
subtracted. Scale bars 1 mm. The same pattern could be reliably
attained several times (≥2).

over deposition, either by changing the inks composition, the droplet param-

eters (e.g. droplet volume), or how the droplet is manipulated once on the

substrate. The control in the latter stems from the many degrees of freedom

afforded by the process, from the 2D spatial control, to velocity modula-

tion. A large range of deposition thicknesses were also achieved, from the

nanometer to the micrometer scales. Next, control over a more complex

process, polymer crystallisation, will be demonstrated, which occurs simul-

taneously with deposition.

5.3.2 Deposition and Control of Films That Undergo a

Phase Change

Polymers can take on different phases, depending on their inherent prop-

erties and external factors such as temperature and cooling rate.253 In the

previous section, poly(vinyl alcohol) was amorphous, however other poly-

mers can exhibit varying degrees of crystallinity. Control of the crystallinity

of a polymer is important, as it can impact on its properties, such as elas-

ticity and thermal resistance,254 and ionic conductivity.255 In particular, the

efficiency of organic solar cells has a significant dependence on polymer mor-

phology.256 In the following section, a model polymer, poly(ethylene glycol)

4000 (PEG) will be deposited and the motion of the droplet will allow con-
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a b c

FIGURE 5.25: Seeding crystallisation in PEG droplets. (a) Crystallisation can
be initiated (yellow dashed circle) in a supersaturated PEG deposit
by using a needle, creating a “crystallisation front” (white dashed
line) behind a PEG/PG/water droplet (VD = 0.5, [PEG] = 100 mM, 5
mol% PG/water). (b) The front induces crystallisation in the deposit,
but (c) not in the droplet. Thus, the front can be guided using the
mother droplet. Contrast is enhanced in images. Scale bar 1 mm.

trol of not only the location of the deposit, but also direct its crystallisation

process.

PEG deposits were obtained in much the same way as PVOH in Section

5.3.1. However, the trail left by the droplet is supersaturated and on the

verge of crystallisation, which can be seeded by agitating the deposit with a

needle (Fig. 5.25). This induces a slow moving “crystallisation front” that

can be guided and shaped using the droplet (Video A.11). The droplet itself

is not saturated, so the crystallisation front can even catch up to the droplet’s

edge and be held in place without inducing a change in the mother droplet.

The shape of this crystallisation front depends on the speed of the

droplet (Fig. 5.26a). At 2 µm s-1, the droplet moves too slowly and under-

goes pinning/depinning cycles. This behaviour is similar to that described

in Fig. 5.23, though it is much more dramatic, giving rise to a scale-like

pattern. At 4 µm s-1 the crystallisation front (white dashed line) can match
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FIGURE 5.26: Effect of speed on deposited PEG topography. (a) Photographs
showing PEG/PG/water droplets (VD = 0.5, [PEG] = 100 mM, 5
mol% PG/water) moving at different speeds. The speed of the
droplet creates different stresses on the crystallisation front (dashed
lines), changing its shape. (b) Photographs (contrast enhanced v≥ 4
µm s-1) showing the deposited polymer. For v = 2 µm s-1, the droplet
undergoes a pinning/depinning cycle. For v ≥ 4 µm s-1, ridges form
normal to the front, so different alignments are achieved for different
speeds. (c) The alignment can be predicted by plotting streamlines
on a vector field where each vector represents the normal to the front
at that point. Scale bar 1 mm.

the droplet’s speed and takes on a semi-circular shape. The crystallisation

process gives rise to ridges that occur perpendicularly to this front. Moving

the droplet faster at 8 µm s-1 causes a distortion in this front making it more

parabolic and the increase in speed also makes the ridges significantly more

noticeable with the deposit resembling a scallop’s shell. Increasing the speed

further to 12µm s-1 distorts the front to a triangular shape with a sharp point

at the centre. This front gives a herringbone structure, with the point of the
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front creating the spine.

It is possible to fairly reliably predict orientation of the ridges in the de-

posit mathematically by using the normal at each point of the crystallisation

front to generate a vector field. For example, a circular front can be described

with the function f (x) =
√

1− x2, where the radius of the circle is one arbi-

trary unit (Fig. 5.26c). The tangential vector to this front, in the x direction is

therefore t = î+ f ′(x)ĵ where f ′(x) =− x√
1−x2 . To find the vector directed per-

pendicular to the front, into the droplet, this vector is rotated 90° clockwise,

p = − f ′(x)î+ ĵ (though rotating anticlockwise would make no difference).

Plotting p(x,y) gives a vector field which is most appropriately visualized

with streamlines, and is demonstrated for three fronts (circle, parabola and

triangle) in Fig. 5.26c.

Height analysis of the deposits reveal a similar trend to that observed in

PVOH films: faster droplets leave thinner films (Fig. 5.27). Also as before,

the CRE is less prominent in faster droplets, and at 16 µm s-1 the central spine

is in fact taller than the edges. It also shows that the patterns visible in Fig.

5.26 are a result of the 3D topography of the deposit. Further experiments

would be required to determine whether this alignment is a surface effect or

FIGURE 5.27: Profilometry of PEG deposits. Height profiles of PEG deposits
showing that the visible alignment in Fig. 5.26 is due to a 3D to-
pographical patterning on the surface of the deposit. Direction of
motion is towards the bottom of the page. Scale bar 100 µm.
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whether the alignment extends to the substrate and how it is reflected on the

molecular level. It would be reasonable to assume that crystallisation occurs

from the top down, as this part would be more deficient in water (due to

evaporation) as so the seeding effect would work its way down, though at

the moment this is speculation.

Finally, PG was shown to be vital for this system to work. Droplets com-

posed of only PEG/water do actually move; chemically PEG is fairly similar

to PG, bar its length. However, once crystallisation occurs, the entire droplet

solidifies, and it is not possible to deposit any appreciable film (Fig. 5.28).

PG therefore seems to act to keep the PEG dilute or solubilized enough not

to crystallise in the droplet and keep the crystallisation process within the

trailing film only.

Despite being complex systems with individual materials depositing in

different ways, this section has shown that there are some shared rules,

such as periodic patterns arising from slow velocity rates and height control

through speed. The time dependent nature of this technique allows con-

trol over deposition beyond simply the composition of droplets; velocity and

movement patterns could be utilised to generate unique morphologies and

a b c d

FIGURE 5.28: Deposition from a PEG/water droplet. (a) An aqueous 100 mM
PEG droplet (containing no PG) will move in response to a source
(v = 2 µm s-1), and may leave a film (yellow star). (b) Any gener-
ated film quickly seeds itself and the crystallisation front moves to
the droplet edge. (c) On contact with the edge, it induces crystalli-
sation in the droplet. (d) The droplet solidifies. Note that in some
experiments, the film could not form before the droplet crystallised
itself. Scale bar 1 mm.
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control phase changes. Unlike most inkjet printing processes, these deposits

are truly continuous as they do not rely on multiple discrete droplets. Due

to the vast number of variables in these systems and robustness once these

variables are fixed, this technique shows plenty of promise for future applica-

tions. It may even be possible to generate self-assembling (or “self-printing”)

systems as these droplets will still have their sensing qualities.

5.4 Mixing Droplets
The previous section focussed on droplets depositing material as they tra-

versed a substrate. In order to do this, the viscosity of the droplet had to

be increased, otherwise no or negligible deposition would occur. Because of

this range of behaviours, droplets can be made to move with minimal loss of

material and therefore, they can become good candidates for the transport

of matter. This section will demonstrate, using multiple vapour sources, bi-

nary droplets as vectors that can not only bring materials together, but also

contain and mix them in non-trivial ways. Combined droplets exposed to

two vapour sources become compartmentalised and can be used as complex

micro-reactors.

5.4.1 Mixing

In order for droplets to mix, they must first be brought together. This is not

completely trivial as these droplets still sense each other, as outlined in the

Introduction. Figure 5.29 shows how droplets were brought together in this

thesis, though other protocols may give other results.

To clearly show the mixing process, two dyes were brought together as

described in Fig. 5.29 (Video A.12). Figure 5.30 shows the two droplets, one

containing methyl red and the other bromothymol blue. The initial contact

event (0 s) causes some mixing as the droplets rearrange into one (10 s).

Once the combined droplet has settled, it remains in two distinct halves for

an extended period of time (>1 h). The two halves are divided by a straight

line along the vertical line of symmetry between the droplet and sources, and
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1 2

a b c

ed

FIGURE 5.29: Combining two droplets with two independent vapour sources.
(a) The two droplets to be combined are placed under two vapour
sources which hold them in place. In this case, the right source is
attached to the substrate and so moves with it. The left source is
independent. (b) The microscope stage is moved so the distance
between the source is reduced. Droplet 1 is displaced from its source
and moves closer to droplet 2. (c) At a certain distance, the droplets
will sense and move towards each other. However, the effect of the
source dominates and can hold them apart. (d) The distance between
sources is reduced again so that the droplets touch. (e) The sources
are brought to a set separation (here 3.5 mm), where they remain
for the rest of the experiment.

appear not to mix apart from slow diffusion between the two sides.

This observation is somewhat unexpected but can be explained once the

flows are visualised. Figure 5.31 shows the flows as determined by PTV in

two combined droplets and it is observed that flows tend not to cross the ver-

tical line of symmetry, as suggested by Fig. 5.30. In fact, flows also appear

to not cross the horizontal line of symmetry either, meaning the droplet is ef-

fectively compartmentalised into 4 quarters. Along these lines, liquid-liquid

interfaces form, with adjacent flows moving only parallel. As a result, each

quarter can only share mass through diffusion.

This compartmentalisation can be rationalised through the Reynolds

number and the symmetry of the system. The Reynolds number is given

by Re = ρuL
η

where ρ is the density of the system, u is the flow velocity, L is a

characteristic length of the system and η is the dynamic viscosity. The fastest

observed flows are on the order of, and do not exceed, 400 µm s-1, and the
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500 s 1000 s 3000 s 4000 s

0 s 10 s 100 s 250 s

FIGURE 5.30: Mixing of dyed droplets. Mixing of 0.5 µL droplets of methyl red
(10 mM) and bromothymol blue (5 mM), both in 15 mol% PG/water.
Both also contain NaOH (100 mM) to solubilise the dyes and to min-
imise any effects the dyes have on the mixing process by making the
dominant solute consistent between both droplets. The concentra-
tions of the dyes were chosen so as to match their extinction coeffi-
cients and so a mixed solution would appear green. Unlike all pre-
vious experiments, the solvent is 15 mol% PG/water, as later exper-
iments required higher organic content droplets to aid the solubility
of indicator dyes, namely their acid forms. Scale bar 1 mm.

length of the system is taken as the long diameter of the droplet, 4 cm, giving

an estimated Re≈ 0.03, significantly below 1. Thus, a fully laminar regime is

expected, and this is consistent with Fig. 5.31. The laminar flows in this sys-

tem must have the same symmetry as the system; the flows are generated by,

and contained within, this symmetry, and there is no turbulence to disturb

this. This leads to the conclusion that flows cannot cross lines of reflectional

symmetry: Any flows that would cross a line of symmetry would have to be

matched by a flow in the opposite direction. Though this experimental set-up

did not allow it here, it seems that it would be possible to use this symmetry

rule with many vapour sources to generate exotic compartmentalised flow

patterns.

This system exhibits the ability to transport and assemble materi-

als, compartmentalisation and mixing through a practically simple process.

These features make it attractive for performing small volume reactions. The

next section will attempt this by demonstrating several acid-base reactions.
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FIGURE 5.31: Flows in mixing droplets. Selected flows as measured by PTV
over a time lapse of two combined droplets (VD = 0.5 µL, 0.05w/v%
5 µm PS- particles, 15 mol% PG/water). Flows do not cross lines
of symmetry and circulate within their own quarters. Dashed lines
show flows likely occurring on the bottom on the droplet, solid lines
along the top. Scale bar 1 mm.

5.4.2 Reactions

Now that the behaviour of combined droplets has been elucidated, simple re-

actions will be carried out within these liquid reactors. Acid-base neutralisa-

tion in the presence of indicators was chosen as this would give simple visual

cue to reaction progress. Figure 5.32 shows the neutralisation reactions of

several acids with NaOH in the presence of a universal indicator prepared as

a 15 mol% PG solution. Note that the indicator gives only a qualitative view

and seems to partially lose its ability to judge high pH when the propylene

glycol concentration is very high i.e. at late stages of evaporation.

Figure 5.32a shows a droplet containing 100 mM HCl and merging with

one of 100 mM NaOH, i.e. a strong acid reacting with a strong base (Video

A.13). The following equilibria are proposed as an explanation for the ob-

served colours, with the left- and right-hand bracket pairs being the left- and

right-hand sides of the droplet, the underlined species being the dominant

component within that side, and the symbol representing the interface

between both halves and their exchange (note this should not be considered
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as a standard equilibrium symbol):

(
NaOH

) (
HCl

)
(

NaOH+NaCl
) (

NaCl+HCl
)

(
NaOH+NaCl

) (
NaCl+HCl

)
(

NaCl
)

In this case, the equilibria equations are trivial; the combined droplet starts

with NaOH and HCl being on separate sides, each causing the indicators to

show the traditional blue and red colours for alkali and acid. After the initial

mixing, the two sides diffuse into each other, making the NaCl neutralisation

product in both sides. The two sides remain at the extremes of the pH for

over about 10 minutes as they slowly neutralise each other (Fig. 5.32). Over

time, this reaches its end and the indicator shows a green colour reflecting

this, and the droplet is of uniform pH.

Replacing HCl with acetic acid (AcOH) gives even more control over the

droplet environment. AcOH undergoes a similar mass exchange, however

as it is a weak acid, it passes through a sodium acetate/acetic acid buffered

regime around the pKa of AcOH (pKa≈ 4.8). Figure 5.30b shows that the

AcOH droplet is red (pH <2) initially but on mixing quickly becomes yel-

low/orange. This suggests a pH of about 5, consistent the the pKa of AcOH.

Once again, the droplet continues mixing until uniform. The equilibria in

each half of the droplet are:

(
NaOH

) (
AcOH

)
(

NaOH+NaOAc
) (

NaOAc
 AcOH
)

pKa ≈ 5(
NaOH+NaOAc

) (
NaOAc
 AcOH

)
(

NaOAc
)

with the droplet becoming of one component, sodium acetate (NaOAc), at
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the end of the mass exchange. An aqueous solution of NaOAc should be

slightly basic, but as the droplet is particularly rich in PG at this point, the

indicator does not show this.

Both of these processes can be described by considering a titration curve

for each acid-base pair, because each side is slowly adding its contents to

the other. Figure 5.33 shows titration curves (functional forms, not from

data), which would normally be obtained if one slowly added 2 equivalents

of acid to 1 equivalent of base. However, in the case of the droplet, each

side is diffusing into the other, so the curve is in effect being traversed in 2

directions (Fig. 5.33, arrows), with the left-hand side of the curve being the

a

b
0

7

14

pH

0 =0.5 1

1 =0.5 0

0 0.5 1 0.5 0
0

7

14

pH

0 =0.5 1

1 =0.5 0

λ

λλλ

λλλ

λλλ

λλλ

FIGURE 5.33: Using a titration curve to explain the observed colour changes.
Illustrative titration curves of (a) HCl and (b) AcOH titrated with
NaOH, plotted with the colour expected from a universal indicator at
each pH. This curve can be related to the combined droplet system
by assuming the basic half of droplet is the left-hand side of the plot,
and the acid half, the right. The two sides, in effect, titrate into each
other; each side progresses towards the centre of the curve (arrows)
along a hypothetical reaction coordinate, λ , which starts at 0 at the
edges of the plot and becomes 1 at the centre. The state λ = 1 is
shared between both halves, as the system has a uniform end point.
Three values of λ were chosen to match 100, 250 and 950 s in Fig.
5.31. The expected colour at these λ is shown as a ring for each half
of the droplet and are shared between (a) and (b). This is purely a
rationalisation and not derived from data.
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basic half of droplet and the right, the acidic half. To reflect this, the x-axis

becomes a reaction coordinate, here termed λ , where λ = 0 is the beginning

of each reaction and λ = 1, their end, and with λ = 1 being shared between

the two sides. Therefore, in this definition, λ = 1 is a single shared end point

between two processes i.e. a uniform droplet.

The reaction coordinate will be a function of time and related to how

each reactant diffuses from one side to the other. Three values of λ , the

same for both HCl and AcOH, have been manually chosen so that they rep-

resent 100, 250 and 950 s in Fig. 5.31. The colours predicted for both HCl

(Fig. 5.33a) and AcOH (Fig. 5.33b) at these three points coincide well with

the colours observed, indicating λ is approximately shared between the two

cases. The implication of this is that the rate of diffusion between the two

sides of the droplet, in both cases, is comparable. While this figure is com-

pletely diagrammatic, it helps contextualize the observations.

Finally, phosphoric acid (H3PO4) was tested to see how a polyprotic acid

would behave. The three pKa’s of phosphoric acid are approximately 2, 7,

and 12, so qualitatively an acidic, neutral and alkali buffered region are ex-

pected. The upper range of Yamada’s indicator is pH 12, so the alkali region

will not be visible. Figure 5.32c shows the case of combining two droplets of

33 mM phosphoric acid and 100 mM NaOH i.e. of equal normality. At first

glance, it seems to behave identically to HCl (Fig. 5.32a), and only passes

through an acidic region (red). By doubling the concentration of NaOH in

the basic droplet, the pH in the acidic half can be increased more rapidly.

In Fig. 5.32d, at 500 s the droplet displays a basic half and a neutral half,

indicating the pH 7 buffered region. However, on considering both Fig. 5.32,

c and d, it appears as if there are two acidic regions: red in Fig. 5.32c (100

s) and yellow in Fig. 5.32d (100 s). This is most likely a product of the

fact that the indicator is not truly continuous in its colour change. One com-

ponent is thymol blue which has a pKa of ≈ 1.7, and so changes colour in

the phosphoric acid buffered range, leading to both red and yellow being
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observed.

Figure 5.32 also displays another feature caused by the buffering effect

of the acids and their salts. In the mixing region, along the vertical dividing

line i.e. its liquid-liquid interface, the colour change across the droplet occurs

with varying degrees of steepness. This is most noticeable at 100 s: HCl has a

very sharp colour change; AcOH has a broadened colour change; and H3PO4

an even broader change. This occurs as the gradient from high to low pH

in this area must pass through each buffered region, and so a broadening

colour palette is displayed as the buffering ability of the system increases.

This section has demonstrated that not only are reactions possible via

this technique, but these acid-base processes can be used to create complex

pH environments in which other reactions could be realised. For example,

one could perform a reaction across a pH gradient between two buffered

halves or incorporate more complex time- and space-dependent pH systems.

The behaviour of the droplet can be changed by choosing different acids

or bases, or by simply changing their concentrations to alter their relative

transfer rates (such as in Fig. 5.32, c vs d).

Further work may, for example, find ways to control mixing rates or new

compartmentalisation regimes, which could be used create complex millime-

tre scale reactors. Combining this with the ability to deposit material opens

a completely new way to fabricate devices. In particular, one may be able to

“print a reaction”, allowing chemical gradients to be deposited. Importantly,

reactions are initiated on the substrate on demand, as opposed to having a

reaction occurring in a bulk ink. These systems are simple in practice and

should be amenable to scaling. As such, they may find use in manufacturing

techniques, particularly alongside current inkjet printing processes.



Chapter 6

Conclusions

In this thesis, local vapour sources have successfully been used to manipu-

late the vapour environment around evaporating liquid droplets, inducing

local and controlled changes in their surface tension. This has allowed their

use in performing complex and directed tasks significantly more proficiently

than previously achieved using a vapour field. In Chapter 4, ethanol was

introduced into water droplets and the resulting compositional surface ten-

sion gradients gave rise to flows that could be guided in real-time, leading

to controlled deposition of material from these droplets. In Chapter 5, wa-

ter vapour sources were used to modulate the local evaporation of binary

droplets, altering the symmetry of their natural surface tension gradients.

Biasing the forces exerted on the contact line of such droplets gave rise to di-

rected motion. This section will summarise some of the findings of this work,

some limitations, as well as provide possible future directions for research.

6.1 Summary of Work
Droplets containing a solid cargo are usually subject to the Coffee Ring Ef-

fect and much work has gone into suppressing this effect and gaining addi-

tional control over deposition (Chapter 2). Many methods involve the use

of additives that remain in the deposit after evaporation. Some attempts

were made to control droplet behaviour by manipulating them through their

vapour field, however they relied on either locally limiting their evaporation,
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already a relatively a slow process, or by saturating the surrounding vapour

with a second component. Neither method allowed any degree of dynamic

control. By using a local vapour source of a volatile solvent, it is possible to

influence the deposition of material from a droplet via induced Marangoni

flows with an unprecedented flexibility for a vapour-based process. The re-

sulting stain is uncontaminated as the small amount of ethanol added to the

droplet evaporates fully.

The position of the source can affect the strength and range of the flows

in a droplet, and lateral displacements can break the symmetry of the system,

leading to asymmetric deposits (Fig. 6.1). Quantitative measurement of the

flows within these droplets, coupled with a simple model support the hypoth-

esis that the small amount of ethanol diffusing through the air is enough to

induce strong effects within the droplet. The Marangoni flows can also im-

pact the global behaviour of the droplet and induced controlled depinning.

The vapour source is free to be moved in time, allowing an even larger de-

gree of control.

All methods previous to this work that allow a high degree of arbitrary

control over evaporating droplets either relied on non-volatile surfactants82

or local heating to high temperatures.76 Both these examples utilise lasers

and inherently require a large alteration to the droplet. Using a vapour

source maintains a large degree of arbitrary control with minimal impact

on the droplet itself. This, combined with the technical simplicity of the

technique, should allow research into the deposition of a large range of ma-

terials from evaporating droplets under the influence of a large variety of

induced flows. This could also dramatically enhance the ability of evap-

orating droplet to align207 and sort210 materials. In particular, it may be

possible to assemble a device within a single droplet of a well-designed ink:

If different materials are made in a variety of shapes, one could potentially

create a deposit with a complex, segregated morphology through an assisted

self-assembly process. Finally, altering the natural flows that occur within
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FIGURE 6.1: Using an ethanol vapour source to control deposition from sta-
tionary droplets. Examples of silica particle deposits achieved by
manipulating the height, position and radius of the applied vapour
source, by both holding it still, or manipulating it in time.

droplets of biological samples may allow more diagnostic information to be

extracted from them.

The applications of binary droplets have only recently come to attention

and have received relatively little study. It is likely that part of the reason

for this is the lack of a practical, precise and simple method of controlling

them. Vapour sources have been shown to exert a high degree of control over

binary droplets, and through this, have helped increase the understanding of

their motion. By locally changing the evaporation around such a droplet, the

forces on the contact line can be biased to generate directed motion. The

proposed theory, supported by modelling, shows how this motion is driven

by the dissipative forces along the contact line, caused by the surface tension
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FIGURE 6.2: Using a water vapour source to control the motion of binary
droplets and their applications. Examples of controlled deposition
from binary droplets, as well as their use as reactors.

gradients across the contact line, rather than the effect of absolute surface

tension alone. It is hoped that this technique will allow the study of the

fundamental mechanisms acting in these systems even further.

Dissolved material can be deposited as a binary droplet moves, giving

rise to a novel method of deposition freely and precisely across a substrate

(Fig. 6.2), most notably across the whole substrate in 2D. PVOH can be used

to induce simple deposition from a droplet, with increasing concentration

leading to thicker deposits, with additional control possible from velocity.

Materials that undergo a phase change after deposition can also have this

phase change directed and influenced by droplet motion. This is particularly

exciting in cases where the structure of a material has a dramatic effect on its
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properties, such as the polymers in organic solar cells.256 Not only does the

chemical composition of the droplet affect deposition, but so can physical

factors such as the droplet velocity, giving a level of dynamic control over

this process.

Finally, these droplets can function as self-contained reactors. They

can be used to combine reactants by guiding and directly merging multiple

droplets. The flows within combined droplets are complex and can exhibit

prolonged compartmentalisation if the product droplet is exposed to two

vapour sources, and this can even be extended to produce compartments of

different pH’s. The systems described here already resemble diffusion con-

trolled microfluidic devices257 and further work may find even more flow

regimes by, for example, using multiple vapour sources, different surfaces,

or different combinations of binary liquids. It should allow self-contained,

component-free and complex reactors to be printed, and then their products

deposited in a controlled manner. An especially noteworthy example of a

potential application is in drug discovery, where being able to react small

amounts of materials in an array is highly valued.

This work has built on the significant research into evaporating droplets

that has been performed in the last few decades. With this growing research,

more and more applications are becoming evident that take advantage of

their inherently complex nature. Controlling them through their vapour

phase had previously been underexplored, yet it offers many benefits such as

simple experimental set-ups and negligible contamination. The findings here

could offer a new tool utilise them further, not only in fabrication processes

but in research into evaporation of droplets, fluid dynamics and deposition

of materials.

6.2 Limitations
While good reproducibility was demonstrated in this work, a significant

amount of optimisation was required to achieve this. First and foremost,
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in the cases where small solvent sources are used, care must be taken to

prevent air drifts. This is also important for stable results with moving bi-

nary droplets, though larger sources can sufficiently counteract air drifts.

This may be a factor when applying this technique and may confer the re-

quirement of a stable environment, which may be a hurdle to overcome for

upscaling.

In the case of adding a secondary solvent to a single component droplet

(Chapter 4), the generation of Marangoni flows requires a large difference

in surface tension between both chemicals, or more accurately, the addition

of the second component must induce a reasonable surface tension change

in the vapour-liquid interface of the first. Water made a particularly good

solvent for this due to its atypically high surface tension relative to its boil-

ing point, but this is far from a common property of solvents. More work

into which liquid-vapour pairs give good results is required, though there

is a further complication: droplet cargoes may also affect the behaviour of

the system, and so this optimisation would have to be performed ad hoc.

Droplet shape can also play a factor in reproducibility, so it may not be possi-

ble to perform these experiments on rough surfaces that severely distort the

droplet.

For motile binary droplets (Chapter 5), their self-sensing capabilities

may cause issues when using multiple droplets at once. For example, any

device that was designed to control many droplets would need a relatively

advanced feedback system to give real droplet locations rather than relying

on a simple relationship between source location and droplet position. This

may complicate their use somewhat, though is far from insurmountable. Fi-

nally, the system only works with compatible solvent pairs, potentially limit-

ing its applicability, though this problem will will be reduced as more pairs

are found.
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6.3 Future Work and Potential Applications
As this is a new technique, there are many parameters yet to explore, some

of which may help curtail the limitations listed above. The type of solvent

vapour should be varied: Different solvents with different volatilities and

surface tensions could be coupled sources of different sizes and position to

achieved different flows. Furthermore, only circular sources have been stud-

ied here, and preliminary work has already shown the shape of the source

can create exotic flow patterns. Taking this into account, the number of vari-

ables in this system gives many degrees of freedom which should hopefully

allow some limitations to be overcome. While all discussion to this point has

assumed the vapour as a benign solvent, it is feasible to introduce volatile

reactants into droplets. Coupled with the work herein on droplet reactors,

this could lead to truly unique systems.

The main potential application for this technique is deposition. For this

purpose, the behaviour of different materials, each which may have their

own idiosyncrasies, is imperative. Different materials may need different

flows to achieve the desired deposition, though again, with many degrees of

freedom, a large number of deposits may be available. In particular, as shown

in this work, the motion of the droplet can impact the material deposited.

This not only potentially allows other uses to be extracted from different

materials but may allow further study of these materials.

This technique should also be highly amenable to scaling and thus man-

ufacture. Accordingly, it is of interest to investigate the combination of sol-

vent vapour control with inkjet printing. This includes what resolutions are

achievable, whether multiple processes can be run simultaneously without

affecting each other, and how the system behaves in a less controlled en-

vironment. Once these factors have been studied, it would be pertinent to

apply this additional control to the inkjet printing of solar cells, displays,

processors, diagnostic devices and others.

Further, with the ability to create unique flows within droplets, as well as
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move them, it may be possible to print micro-reactors. This presents a unique

process where inks can be not only be used as a vector to transport materials,

but to house some of the processing steps of a fabrication. Obviously, such

systems would be non-trivial and additional work into their fundamental be-

haviour is required in order to generate a general rulebook. Such reactors

may also be useful in diagnostic and other biomedical devices as they can

contain, transport, combine and mix reactants with no complex components

or additives when compared to other droplet transport techniques such as

electrowetting (special device required), surface energy gradients (prefabri-

cated surfaces) or magnetic droplets (additives).

Finally, the experimental methods described in this work have helped in-

crease the understanding of binary droplets and could be utilised to further

investigate them. The increased understanding of their motion and deposi-

tion may also help their use in real-world applications and may lead to the

discovery of additional behaviours. This is particularly interesting due to

their motion and sensing properties. Combined with deposition, it may be

possible to create “active droplets” that can be generated from a simple so-

lution with all energetic drive originating from evaporation. Not only could

this lead to intricate, self-driven deposition in fabrication processes, but may

make droplets more effective in complex, real-world environments. Sprays,

for example, could be used to coat non-planar surfaces as droplets search for

uncoated areas. Aside from the simple example of paint, this could have a

significant use in the pesticide industry, where it is important to maximise

the coverage of the pesticide, possibly even on specific parts of the plant, but

to minimise the absolute amount of pesticide used to prevent environmental

issues.

Solvent vapour sources as a means to control evaporating droplets have

been shown to be extremely practical, as they require no complex compo-

nents or additional energy input, and to be almost completely non-invasive.

They allow a high level of dynamic control over the flows within a droplet,
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influencing how it deposits material and, if it is motile, its motion. This addi-

tional control over droplets can also induce new and directed behaviours, po-

tentially revealing new methods of depositing and reacting materials. Even

in the short time this technique has been studied, many interesting phenom-

ena have been found, and it is hoped that it will continue to lead to new

discoveries. With increasing interest in inkjet printing and using droplets for

diagnostics, this technique may prove itself to be useful in many real-world

applications in the future.



Appendix A

Supplementary Videos (CD-ROM)

A.1 A centred ethanol vapour source
A 1 µL droplet of a 2 w/v% suspension of silica particles (2 µm diameter)

evaporating on a clean glass slide, placed under a Type I ethanol vapour

source (Rs = 210, xs = 0, zs = 2 mm).

A.2 The Coffee Ring Effect
A 1 µL droplet of a 2 w/v% suspension of silica particles (2 µm diameter)

evaporating on a clean glass slide.

A.3 Flattening of the central particle deposit by

the droplet surface
A 1 µL droplet of a 2 w/v% suspension of silica particles (2 µm diameter)

evaporating on a clean glass slide placed under a Type I ethanol vapour

source (Rs = 210, xs = 0, zs = 2.5 mm). The top of the droplet makes

contact with the particles in the centre, leading to a monolayer.

A.4 Lateral offset of an ethanol vapour source
A 1 µL droplet of a 2 w/v% suspension of silica particles (2 µm diameter)

evaporating on a clean glass slide, placed under a Type I ethanol vapour

source (Rs = 210, xs = 0.5 mm, zs = 2 mm).
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A.5 Patterning “UCL” with an ethanol vapour

source
A 3µL droplet of a 2 w/v% suspension of silica particles (2 µm diameter)

evaporating on a clean glass slide, placed under a Type I ethanol vapour

source (Rs = 80, zs = 0.6 mm), moved in the pattern shown in Fig. 4.13f.

A.6 Attraction of a binary droplet to a water

source
Movement of a 0.5 µL binary droplet (5 mol% PG/water) towards a Type I

water vapour source (Rs = 350, zs = 0.5 mm), when initially positioned at

xs = 2.0 mm.

A.7 Repulsion of a binary droplet from a water

source
Movement of a 0.5 µL binary droplet (5 mol% PG/water) away from a Type

I water vapour source (Rs = 350, zs = 0.5 mm), when initially positioned at

xs = 0 mm.

A.8 Linear deposition of poly(vinyl alcohol)
Deposition from a 0.5 µL droplet containing 2 mM poly(vinyl alcohol) and

10 mM rhodamine B in 5 mol% PG/water, guided by a Type II water vapour

source (Rs = 640 µm).

A.9 Sinuous deposition of poly(vinyl alcohol)
Deposition from a 0.1 µL droplet containing 2 mM poly(vinyl alcohol) and

10 mM rhodamine B in 5 mol% PG/water, guided by a Type II water vapour

source (Rs = 640 µm) in a sinuous pattern. An interline spacing of approxi-

mately 30 µm is achieved.
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A.10 Patterning “ucl” from a poly(vinyl alcohol)

droplet
Deposition from a 0.1 µL droplet containing 2 mM poly(vinyl alcohol) and

10 mM rhodamine B in 5 mol% PG/water, guided by a Type II water vapour

source (Rs = 640 µm). The droplet is manually guided to trace the letters

“ucl” in cursive.

A.11 Directing a phase change in a polyethyene

glycol deposit
Deposition from a 0.5 µL droplet containing 100 mM polyethylene glycol in

5 mol% PG/water, guided by a Type II water vapour source (Rs = 640 µm),

moved at 12 µm s-1. Crystallisation is induced with a metal needle early in

deposition.

A.12 Mixing methyl red and bromothymol blue

via combination of mobile droplets
Combining two 0.5 µL droplets (15 mol% PG/water) using two Type II water

vapour sources (Rs = 640 µm), capable of independent motion. The left

droplet contains 5 mM bromothymol blue and 100 mM NaOH, while the

right, 10 mM methyl red and 100 mM NaOH.

A.13 Mixing HCl and NaOH via combination of

pH indicating, mobile droplets
Combining two 0.5 µL pH indicating droplets (15 mol% PG/water) using

two Type II water vapour sources (Rs = 640 µm), capable of independent

motion. The left droplet contains 100 mM NaOH and the right, 100 mM

HCl.



Appendix B

Colophon

This document was set in the Charter typeface using LATEX and BibTEX, com-

posed with TEXworks. Diagrams and figures were created using Inkscape and

MATLAB.
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